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INTRODUCTION.

THIS work was undertaken in the hope of making an

agreeable companion for youth, to be consulted every

day in the year- It was not intended for mere children,

but for those who had advanced to the age of twelve or

fourteen years, or had arrived at that degree of maturi-

ty which would enable them to understand the lan-

guage, and estimate the value of such counsel, and

such entertainment, as might be drawn from the best

writers in our language.
I wished to put within the reach of all youthful read-

ers an unobtrusive friend
;
one that would lie upon the

shelf, or remain snug in a corner, ready at all times to

appear when called for, but never forward to exact at-

tention
;
one that would mingle pleasure with instruc-

tion, and counsel with knowledge ;
one that, when

friends are absent, and companions away, would speak
to them, sometimes as a parent deeply concerned for

their welfare, and sometimes as a talkative old man^
who likes nothing so well as a good listener.

Such a one I have attempted to prepare, and I have

sought aid from a variety of sources. I have gathered

legends from one author and lays from another; I

have collected fables and proverbs, aphorisms and alle-

gories ;
and never forgetting that my book should be

useful, I have also tried never to permit it to become

dull. He who undertakes to wile himself into the good

graces of the young, should never allow his stories to

be too long, or his homilies too frequent and prosing ;

and I hope I have taken due care that this little volume

should not be a transgressor of this politic rule.
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I have stated that it was the design of this work, to

furnish the reader with a volume to be consulted every

day in the year. Even the most busy, either in the

morning, or at evening, or at midday, have a few mo-

ments of idleness or leisure
;
and these, if not carefully

treasured up, will probably be lost. Now I have de-

vised this little volume for the purpose of saying these

waste moments, andJ respectfully beg the reader to

appropriate them to the following use.

In the succeeding work, from page 1 to page 294,

there are three hundred and thirteen lessons, which is

the number of week days in a year. Now I propose
that one of these lessons be read every week day, either

in the morning, or evening, or at such an hour as may
be most convenient. Some of the pieces are long, and

some are short
;
some may be regarded as tales of

fancy, and are designed to amuse
;
others consist of a

few lines, and are calculated to impress valuable truth

upon the mind. I hope there is nothing in the volume

that may not claim attention, as being calculated to do

good, either by storing the fancy with images of beauty,
and thus to cultivate the taste

;
or the heart with senti-

ments of love and justice, and thus to elevate the soul
;

or the mind with knowledge and truth, and thus to

strengthen and expand its powers. I cannot hope that

every page will be found amusing ;
some of the fables

may perhaps be old, and the proverbs may have met

your ears before. Some of the aphorisms may appear

dull, and the extracts may often seem too insignificant

for notice. But, my dear young reader, grant me the

favor of your confidence for this year ;
read my book,

day by day, as I have requested ;
listen to the proverbs,

study the aphorisms, and ponder well over the meaning
of the extracts

;
and at the end of the year, if you are
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dissatisfied with the manner in which you have spent

your time, come to the author, and he will hold him-

self bound to answer your accusation.

Beside the week-day passages, you will find, from

page 294 to page 336, a lesson for every Sabbath in

the year. This holy day is given us for the purpose of

considering the subject of religion ;
a subject which re-

lates to that good Being who has created us, and sur-

rounded us with blessings ;
and who, while he looks

with feelings of kindness and mercy upon us, still

commands us to obey his laws.

The Bible is the book which contains these laws, and
it is of more value than all other books. It is not, like

other works, the mere production of man
;

it is one in

which the Almighty mind has spoken, and shall not

we listen ? If it were not for the Bible, how should we
know God's will ? How should we know our duty or

our destiny ? We might look up to the stars, or climb

the mountain, or descend into the valley, but what lies

beyond this world we could not know, or but faintly

guess. Oh, what anxiety, what doubt, what fear,

would rest upon us, if God had not lifted the veil, and
shown us that the world, and the stars, are the work of

one Creator
;
that He is a great and good Being, who

regards us as a father regards his children, claiming
their homage and their devoted obedience, yet bestow-

ing upon them his mercy and his love ! How dreadful

would be our state of uncertainty as to the future, if

the Bible did not assure us that the spirit is not to rest

in the grave with the mouldering body, but it is des-

tined to rise with an immortal wing into a higher and

more important existence !

It is indeed the Bible which reveals to us these great

things, and it is therefore entitled to our attention and
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devout study. In the Sabbath lessons I have collected

a variety of tacts relative to this wonderful book
;
and

after you have stored your mind with them, I hope you
will read it with more intelligence and with deeper
interest.

At page 336 I have introduced a plan for reading
the Bible through in a year, by reading certain passages
each day. I hope many of my readers will find it con-

venient to follow this plan, and thus acquaint them-

selves with every page of this holy book.

At page 341 you will find a table of memorable

days. By turning to this, on any day, you can see if

any great event has happened upon it
j
and if any, you

can lay it up in your memory.
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EVERY DAY BOOK.

OF TIME.
THERE are some insects who live but a single day.

In the morning they are born
;
at noon they are in full

life
;
at evening they die. The life of man is similar

to that of these insects. It is true, he lives for a num-
ber of years, but the period is so short, that every mo-
ment is of some value. Our existence may be com-

pared to a journey ;
as every step of the traveller

brings him nearer to the end of his journey, so every
tick of the clock makes the limited number of seconds

allotted to us still less.

Our life may be divided, like the day of the insect,

into three parts ; youth, or morning ; noon, or middle

age, and evening, or old age. In youth, we get our

education, and lay up those stores of knowledge, which

are to guide us in the journey before us. As this

journey is of importance, we should be busy as the bee,

that improves each shining hour. I do not mean that

we should never amuse ourselves
;
on the contrary,

amusement is absolutely necessary to all, and particu-

larly to the young. But what I mean is, that none of

the time allotted to study, or business, or duty, should

be allowed to pass in idleness. Every moment should

be improved, for we have a journey before us, and if

we linger by the way. the time in which it is to be per-

formed will pass, and while we are 5
ret unhoused, or
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unsheltered in the wilderness, the sun will set, and the

shadows of night will fall upon us.

Middle age is a time of action, and it is important to

lay up knowledge and wisdom in youth, that we may
act well and wisely in these after days. Old age is the

evening, or the winter of life. It is dimmed with the

shadows of coming night, or chilled by the frost of

coming death. Yet it is not avperiod from which we
should shrink, unless, indeed, we have wasted our

time, and made no preparation against the season that

is to follow.

THE LILY AND THE ROSE.

THE following fable was written by Cowper, and the

moral, or meaning of it, is this
;

let no person be envi-

ous or jealous of another. We know, indeed, that

flowers never speak or quarrel, as they are represented
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to do in this fable
;
but it is a pleasant mode of show-

ing the folly and wickedness of that strife which the

meaner passions above alluded to, may create.

WITHIN the garden's peaceful scene

Appeared two lovely foes,

Aspiring to the rank of queen,
The lily and the rose.

The rose soon reddened into rage,

And, swelling with disdain,

Appealed to many a poet's page
To prove her right to reign.

The lily's height bespoke command.
A fair, imperial flower

;

She seemed designed for Flora's hand,
The sceptre of her power.

This civil bickering and debate

The goddess chanced to hear
;

And flew to save, ere yet too late,

The pride of the parterre.

" Yours is," she said,
" the nobler hue,

And yours the statelier mien
;

And, till a third surpasses you,
Let each be deemed a queen."

LIFE, DEATH AND ETERNITY.
A SHADOW moving by one's side,

That would a substance seem,

That is, yet is not, though descried

Like skies beneath the stream :

2*
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A tree that 's ever in the bloom,
Whose fruit is never ripe ;

A wish for joys that never come
Such are the hopes of Life.

A dark, inevitable night,

A blank that will remain
;

A waiting for the morning light,

When waiting is in vain
;

A gulf where pathway never led

To show the deep beneath
;

A thing we know not, yet we dread-

That dreaded thing is Death.

The vaulted void of purple sky
That everywhere extends,

That stretches from the dazzled eye,

In space that never ends
;

A morning whose uprisen sun

No setting e'er shall see
j

A day that comes without a noon

Such is Eternity.

THE LEAF.
IT came with spring's soft sun and showers,
Mid bursting buds and blushing flowers

;

It nourished on the same light stem,

It drank the same clear dews with them.

The crimson tints of summer morn
That gilded one, did each adorn.

The breeze that whispered light and brief

To bud or blossom, kissed the leaf
;

When o'er the leaf the tempest flew,

The bud and blossom trembled too.
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But its companions passed away,
And left the leaf to lone decay.
The gentle gales of spring went by,

The fruits and flowers of summer die.

The autumn winds swept o'er the hill,

And winter's breath came cold and chill.

The leaf now yielded to the blast,

And on the rushing stream was cast.

Far, far it glided to the sea,

And whirled and eddied wearily,

Till suddenly it sank to rest,

And slumbered in the ocean's breast.

Thus life begins its morning hours,

Bright as the birthday of the flowers

Thus passes like the leaves away,
As withered and as lost as they.

Beneath the parent roof we meet

In joyous groups, and gaily greet

The golden beams of love and light,

That kindle to the youthful sight.

But soon we part, and one by one,

Like leaves and flowers, the group is gone.

One gentle spirit seeks the tomb,
His brow yet fresh with childhood's bloom.

Another treads the paths of fame,

And barters peace to win a name.

Another still tempts fortune's wave,
And seeking wealth, secures a grave.

The last grasps yet the brittle thread

Though friends are gone and joy is dead,

Still dares the dark and fretful tide,

And clutches at its power and pride,

Till suddenly the waters sever,

And like the leal ho sinks forever.
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THE BROOK AND THE FOUNTAIN.

A FABLE.

A FOTTNTAIN varied gambols played,

Close by a humble brook

While gently murmuring through the glade,

Its peaceful course it took.

Perhaps it gave one envious gaze

Upon the fountain's height,

While glittering in the morning rays,

Pre-eminently bright.

In all the colors of the sky,

Alternately it shone :

The brook observed it with a sigh,

But quiell.Y lolled on.

The owner of the fountain died
;

.

Neglect soon brought decay ;
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The bursting pipes were ill supplied ;

The fountain ceased to play.

But still the brook its peaceful course

Continued to pursue ;

Her ample, inexhausted source,

From nature's fount she drew.

" Now," said the brook,
"

I bless my fate,

My showy rival gone ;

Contented in its native state

My little stream rolls on.

" And all the world has cause, indeed,
To own, with grateful heart,

How much great nature's works excel

The feeble works of art."

MORAL.

Humble usefulness is preferable to idle splendor.

MAKING RESOLUTIONS.
NEVER form a resolution that is not a good one

;
and

when once formed, never break it. If you form a re-

solution, and then break it, you set yourself a bad ex-

ample, and you are very likely to follow it. A person

may get the habit of breaking his resolutions
;
this is

as bad to the Aaracter and mind, as an incurable

disease to the bp^. No person can become great, but

by keeping Ms resolutions
;
no person ever escaped

contempt, who could not keep them. If any of my
young friends resolve to read this book through, as

proposed in the introduction, I hope they will not fail

to do so, unless they have good reasons for it.
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THE WARRIOR WOLF.

A YOUNG wolf said aloud,

To the listening crowd,
" I may well of my father's great courage be proud ;

Wherever he came,

Flock, shepherd, or dame, "^v.

All trembled, and fled at the sound of his name.
Did any one spy

My papa coming by,

Two hundred or more, Oh ! he made them all fly !

One day, by a blow,

He was conquered I know
;

But no wonder at last he should yield to a foe :

He yielded, poor fellow !

The conquering bellow

Resounds in my ears as my poor father.'s knell Oh !"
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A fox then replied,

While, leering aside,

He laughed at his folly and vaporing pride :

" My chattering youth,
Your nonsense, forsooth,

Is more like a funeral sermon than truth

Let history tell

How your old father fell
;

And see if the narrative sounds as well.

Your folly surpasses
Of monkeys all classes

;

The beasts which he frightened or conquered, were asses
j

Except a few sheep,
When the shepherd^ asleep,

The dog by his side for safety did keep.

Your father fell back,
Knocked down by a whack

From the very first bull that he dared to attack

Away he'd have scoured,

But, soon overpowered,
He lived like a thief, and he died like a coward."

TO MY COUSIN ANNE,
ON RECEIVING FROM HER A NETWORK PURSE MADE BY

HERSELF.

MY gentle Anne, whom heretofore,

When I was young, and thou no more

Than plaything for a nurse,

I danced and fondled on my knee,

A kitten both in size and glee,

I thank thee for my purse.
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Gold pays the worth of all things here !

But not of love ! that gem 's too dear

For richest rogues to win it !

I, therefore, as a proof of love,

Esteem thy present far above

The best things kept within it.

JERUSALEM.
A SYRIAN village is very beautiful in the centre of a

fertile plain. The houses are isolated, and each sur-

rounded with palm trees
;
the meadows are divided by

rich plantations of Indian figj and bounded by groves
of olive .

In the distance rose a chain of severe and savage
mountains. I was soon wandering, and for hours, in

the wild, strong ravines of these shaggy rocks. At

length, after several passes, I gained the ascent of a

high mountain. Upon an opposite height, descending
as a steep ravine, and forming, with the elevation on

which I rested, a dark, narrow gorge, I beheld a city

entirely surrounded by what I should have considered

in Europe an old feudal wall, with towers and gates.

The city was built upon an ascent
;
and from the

height on which I stood, I could discern the terrace and

the cupola of almost every house, and the wall upon
the other side rising from the plain ;

the ravine extend-

ing only on the side to which I was opposite. The

city was in a bowl of mountains.

In the front was a magnificent mosque, with beauti-

ful gardens, and many light and lofty gates of triumph ;

a variety of domes and towers rose in all directions

from the buildings of bright stone.

Nothing could be conceived more wild, and terrible,
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and desolate than the surrounding scenery, more dark,
and stony, and severe

;
but the ground was thrown

about in such picturesque undulatiqns ;
that the mind,

full of the sublime, required not the beautiful
;
and

rich and waving woods, and sparkling cultivation

'would have been misplaced. Except Athens, I had

never witnessed any scene more essentially impressive.
I will not place this spectacle below the city of Mi-

nerva. Athens and the holy city, in their glory, must
have been the finest representations of the beautiful

and the sublime the holy city, for the elevation on

which I stood was the mount of Olives, and the city on

which I gazed was Jerusalem.

ODE TO PEACE.
COME, peace of mind, delightful guest !

Return and make thy downy nest

Once more in this sad heart
5

Nor riches I, nor power pursue,
Nor hold forbidden joys in view

;

We therefore need not part.

Where wilt not dwell, if not with me,
From avarice and ambition free,

And pleasure's fatal wiles ?

For whom, alas ! dost thou prepare
The sweets that I was wont to share,

The banquet of thy smiles?

The great, the gay, shall they partake

The heaven that thou alone canst make ?

And wilt thou quit the stream

That murmurs through the dewy mead,
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The grove and the sequestered shade,

To be a guest with them ?

For thee I panted, thee I prized,

For thee I gladly sacrificed

Whate'er I loved before
;

And shall I see thee start away,
And helpless, hopeless, hear thee say,

Farewell ! we meet no more '

MORNING.
BUT who the melodies of morn can tell ?

The wild brook babbling down the mountain side
;

The lowing herd the sheepfold's simple bell
;

The pipe of early shepherd dim descried

In the lone valley ; echoing far and wide

The clamorous horn along the cliffs above
;

The hollow murmur of the ocean-tide
;

The hum of bees, and linnet's lay of love,

And the full choir that wakes the universal grove.

The cottage curs at early pilgrim bark
;

Crowned with her pail the tripping milk-maid sings ;

The whistling ploughman stalks afield
;
and hark !

Down the rough slope the ponderous wagon rings ;

Through rustling corn the hare astonished springs ;

Slow tolls the village clock the drowsy hour
;

The partridge bursts away on whirring wings ;

Deep mourns the turtle in sequestered bower,
And shrill lark carols clear from her aerial tour.

GOOD MANNERS.
GOOD manners is the art of making people easy.

The three sources of good manners are good nature
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humility, and good sense. Good sense and integrity, if

we are sure we possess them, will not make good man-
ners unnecessary ;

the former being but seldom called

out to action, but the latter continually.
" "Without good-breeding truth is disapproved.
That only makes superior sense beloved."

CIVILITY.
RUDENESS ill becomes men possessed of ability, power,

riches, or religion. It is a law not to be dispensed
with " To honor all men." Christians are especially
called upon to show respect and kindness to mankind.

Piety of disposition, connected with urbanity of man-

ners, characterise both the Christian and gentleman.
We should always be careful not to hurt or injure others

by careless, wanton, or unkind conduct.

As every action may produce effects over which hu-

man power has no influence, and which human sagacity
cannot foresee, we should not lightly venture to the

verge of evil, nor strike at others, though with a reed,

lest, like the rod of Moses, it become a serpent in our

hand.
" If a civil word or two will render a man happy,"

said a French king,
" he must be a wretch indeed who

will not give them to him."

POLITENESS.
POLITENESS is one of the advantages which we never

estimate rightly, but by inconvenience of its loss. Its

influence upon the manners is constant and uniform.

Every man may hope, by the help of good-breeding, to

enjoy the kindness of mankind, though he should have

no claim to higher distinctions.
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THE FOX AND THE CROW.

A FABLE.

A CROW, having stolen a piece of cheese from a

cottage window, flew up into a high tree with it, in

order to eat it
;
which the Fox observing, came and

sat underneath, and began to compliment the Crow

upon the subject of her beauty.
" I protest," said he,

" I never observed it before, but your feathers are of a

more delicate white than any that ever I saw in my
life! Ah! what a fine shape and graceful turn of

body is there ! And I dare say you have a beautiful

voice. If it be but as fine as your complexion, I do

not know a bird that can pretend to stand in competi-
tion with you."
The Crow, tickled with this very civil language,

wriggled about and hardly knew where she was
;
but

thinking the Fox a little dubious as to the particular of
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her voice, and having a mind to set him right in that

matter, she began to sing, and in the same instant let

the cheese fall out of her mouth. This being what the

Fox wanted, he snapped it up in a moment
;

and

trotted away, laughing to himself at the easy credulity

of the Crow.

MORAL.

It is a maxim in the schools,

That "
Flattery 's the food of fools !''

And whoso likes such airy meat,
Will soon have nothing else to eat.

INGRATITUDE.
BLOW, blow, thou wintry wind,

Thou art not so unkind

As man's ingratitude ;

Thy tooth is not so keen,

Because thou art not seen,

Although thy breath be rude.

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,

Thou dost not bite so nigh
As benefits forgot :

Though thou the waters warp,

Thy sting is not so sharp
As friends rememb'ring not.

3*
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THE EAGLE, AND THE ASSEMBLY
OF ANIMALS.

As Jupiter's all-seeing eye

Surveyed the worlds beneath the sky,
From this small speck of earth were sent

Murmurs and sounds of discontent
;

For every thing alive complained
That he the hardest life sustained

Jove calls his eagle ;
at the word

Before him stands the royal bird.

Th' obedient bird, from heaven's height,

Downward directs his happy flight ;

Then cited every living thing,

To hear the mandates of his king.

"
Ungrateful creatures ! whence arise

These murmurs, which offend the skies ?
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Why this disorder ? say the cause
;

But just are Jove's eternal laws :

Let each his discontent reveal
;

To you, Sir Dog, I first appeal."

" Hard is my lot," the hound replies ;

" On what fleet nerves the greyhound flies
;

While I with weary step and slow,

O'er plains and vales, and mountains go
The morning sees my chase begun,
Nor ends it till the setting sun."

" When," says the greyhound,
" I pursue,

My game is lost or caught in view
;

Beyond my sight, the prey 's secure
;

The hound is slow, but always sure

And had I his sagacious scent,

Jove ne'er had heard my discontent."

The lion craved the fox's art
;

The fox, the lion's force of heart.

The cock implored the pigeon's flight,

Whose wings were rapid, strong, and light ;

The pigeon strength of wing despised,

And the cock's matchless valor prized ;

The fishes wish'd to graze the plain ;

The beasts, to skim beneath the main.

Thus, envious of another's state,

Each blamed the partial hand of fate.

The bird of heav'n then cried aloud,

"Jove bids disperse the murm'ring crowd;
The God rejects your idle prayers :

Would ye, rebellious mutineers !

Entirely change your name and nature,
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And be the very envied creature?

What, silent all
;
and none consent ?

Be happy then, and learn content
;

Nor imitate the restless mind,
And proud ambition of mankind."

MORAL.

Every one thinks his own condition the hardest.

SUSPICION.
SUSPICION is no less an enemy to virtue, than to hap-

piness. He that is already corrupt is naturally suspi-

cious
;
and he that becomes suspicious, will quickly be

corrupt. He that suffers by imposture, has too often

his virtue more impaired than his fortune.

But as it is necessary not to invite robbery by su-

pineness, so it is our duty not to suppress tenderness

by suspicion. It is better to suffer wrong than to do it
;

and happier to be sometimes cheated, than not to trust.

He who is spontaneously suspicious, may be justly

charged with radical corruption.
" Though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps

At wisdom's gate j
and to simplicity

Resigns her charge, while goodness thinks no ill

Where no ill seems."
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THE CRICKET AND THE NIGHT-
INGALE.

THE cricket to the nightingale
Once boasted of his song ;

An insect, who the same dull chirp

Repeats the whole day long!
A boast like that before a bird

Of harmony the queen !

One wonders how the noisy fright

So foolish could have been.

" I do not want admirers,"

Said the little silly thing ;

" For many folks in harvest time

Will stop to hear me sing

I do not want admirers,

And many come from far."
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The nightingale said,
" Little one.

Pray tell me who they are ?"

" The pretty bugs and beetles, Sir,

And surely you must know,
That they are very knowing ones,

And here are all the go."
" Tha't may be very true,"

Replied the modest little bird.

" But of their taste for music

I confess I never heard.

" So take advice, my little friend,

In future, be not vain

Nor anxious the applauses
Of the ignorant to gain

Your music, for a cricket,

Is the best I ever knew
;

But it is not quite a nightingale's"
- And so away she flew.

THE FALLS OF NIAGARA.
THE thoughts are strange that crowd into my brain,

While I look upwards to thee. It would seem
As if God poured thee from his " hollow hand,"
And hung his bow upon thine awful front

;

And spoke in that loud voice, which seemed to him
Who dwelt in Patmos for his Savior's sake,
" The sound of many waters ;" and had bade

Thy flood to chronicle the ages back

And notch His cent'ries in the eternal rocks.

Deep calleth unto deep. And what are we,

That hear the question of that voice sublime ?
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Oh ! what are all the notes that ever rung
From war's vain trumpet, by thy thundering side !

Yea, what is all the riot man can make
In his short life, to thy unceasing roar !

And yet, bold babbler, what art thou to Him
Who drowned a world, and heaped the waters far

Above its loftiest mountains ? a light wave,
That breaks, and whispers of its Maker's might !

IMPATIENCE.
IN those evils which are allotted to us by Providence,

such as deformity, privation of the senses, or old age,

it is always to be remembered, that impatience can

have no present effect, but to deprive us of the conso-

lations which our condition admits, by driving away
from us those by whose conversation, or advice, we

might be amused or helped ;
and that with regard to

futurity, it is yet less to be justified, since without

lessening the pain it cuts off the hope of that reward,
which he, by whom it is inflicted, will confer upon
those that bear it well.
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THE VAIN JACKDAW.
A FABLE.

A MEDDLING Jackdaw wxs vain enough to imagine
that he wanted nothing but the colored plumes to ren-

der him as elegant a bird as the Peacock. Puffed up
with this wise conceit, he dressed himself in some of

their most beautiful feathers, and in this borrowed

garb, forsaking his old companions, endeavore^.
to pass

for a Peacock
;
but he no sooner attempted to associate

with these elegant birds, than an affected strut betrayed
the vain pretender.

The offended peacocks, plucking from him their

degraded feathers, soon stripped him of his finer)',

reduced him to a mere Jackdaw, and drove him back to

his brethren
; by whom he was now equally despised,

and justly punished with derision and contempt.

MORAL.

False pretences are sure of detection
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THE CLOUDS.
O CLOUDS ! ye ancient messengers,

Old couriers of the sky,

Treading as in primeval years,

Yon still immensity.
In march how wildly beautiful

Along the deep ye tower,

Begirt, as when from chaos dull

Ye loomed in pride and power,
To crown creation's morning hour.

* * * *

Ye linger with the silver stars,

Ye pass before the sun

Ye martial elements to wars,
And when the roar is done,

Ye lift your volumed robes in light,

And wave them to the world,
Like victory flags o'er scattered fight,

Brave banners all unfurled

Still there, though rent and tempest hurled.

* * * *

And then, in still and summer hours,

When men sit weary down,
Ye come o'er heated fields and flowers,

With shadowy pinions on

Ye hover where the fervent earth

A saddened silence fills,

And, mourning o'er its stricken mirth,

Ye sweep along the hills

Then how the wakening landscape thrills !
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AN EASTERN EVENING.
EVENING comes on : arising from the stream,
Homeward the tall flamingo wings his flight ;

And where he sails athwart the setting beam,
His scarlet plumage glows with deeper light.

The wr

atchman, at the wished approach of night,

Gladly forsakes the field, where he all day,
To scare the winged plunderers from their prey,
With shout and sling, from yonder clay-built height,

Hath borne the sultry ray.

Hark ! at the Golden Palaces,

The Bramin strikes the hour

For leagues and leagues around, the brazen sound

Rolls through the stillness of departing day,
Like thunder far away.

RIDICULE.
HE that indulges himself in ridiculing the little im-

perfections and weaknesses of his friends, will in time

find mankind united against him. The man who sees

another ridiculed before him, though he may, for the

present, concur in the general laugh, yet in a cool hour

he will consider the same trick might be played against

himself
;
but when there is no sense of this danger, the

natural pride of human nature rises against him, wr
ho,

by general censures, lays claim to general superiority.
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THE AMBITIOUS GOOSE.

AMONG the vexations, our tempers to try,

Sure, vanity brings us the largest supply :

'Tis a failing, though common, all find of no use :

I hope no young gent, will e'er act like my goose.

The fowl, that I speak of a fine-looking bird,

How much I regret she could be so absurd !

Was so plump and so fat, of white plumage profuse,

That she look'd like a very respectable goose.

But it was not sufficient, in her silly mind,
To act well in the station by nature assigned ;

She envied the swans, and she fled with abuse

From her more humble tribe What a vain giddy goose !

To the lake then she waddled, and joining the swan,

She stretched out her neck, and she tried to be one
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But such laughter and scorn did her efforts produce,
All the birds in the air mocked the poor silly goose.

An owl who sat 'near, for 't was late in the day,

Did with wisdom and truth, and much gravity, say ;

" By your freaks of ambition, and folly let loose,

You 're not only no swan, but a very bad goose."

THE DEEP.
TRERE 's beauty in the deep :

The wave is bluer than the sky ;

And though the light shine bright on high,

More softly do the sea-gems glow
That sparkle in the depths below

;

The rainbow's tints are only made,.

When on the waters they are laid,

And sun and moon most sweetly shine

Upon the ocean's level brine?

There 's beauty in the deep.

There 's music in the deep :

It is not in the surf's rough roar,

Nor in the whispering shelly shore

They are but earthly sounds, that tell

How little of the sea-nymph's shell,

That sends its loud, clear note abroad,

Or winds its softness through the flood,

Echoes through groves with coral gay,

And dies on spongy banks away.
There's beauty in the deep.

There 's quiet in the deep :

Above, let tides and tempests rave,

And earth-born whirlwinds wake the wave :
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Above, let care and fear contend

With sin and sorrow to the end : , _

Here, far beneath the tainted foam,
That frets above our peaceful home,
"We dream in joy, and wake in love,

Nor know the rage that yells above.

There's quiet in the deep.

SUMMER MORNING.
SHORT is the doubtful empire of the night ;

And soon, observant of approaching day,
The meek-eyed Morn appears, mother of dews,
At first faint gleaming in the dappled east

;

Till far o'er ether spreads the widening glow ;

And, from before the lustre of her face,

White break the clouds away. With quickened step,

Brown Night retires : young Day pours in apace,
And opens all the lawny prospect wide.

The dripping rock, the mountain's misty top,,

Swell on the sight, and brighten with the dawn.

Blue, through the dusk, the smoking currents shine
;

And from the bladed field the fearful hare

Limps, awkward : while al,ong the forest-glade

The wild deer trip,
and often turning gaze

At early passenger. Music awakes

The native voice of undissembled joy ;

And thick around the woodland hymns arise.

Roused by the cock, the soon-clad shepherd leaves

His mossy cottage, where with peace he dwells
;

And from the crowded fold, in order drives

His flock, to taste the verdure of the morn.

4*
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THE trees were making each his boast

Of beauty, worth, and power ;

Each vainly thought itself the most

Excelling shrub and flower.

The Cedar, of its firmness proud,
Its fragrance and duration,

Looked down upon the leafy crowd

Bold in its rank and station.

The Palm thus claimed from all, the meed
Of homage and of duty :

" In two great points I all exceed,

Utility and beauty."

The Fir, the Maple, and the Pine,

By strength of form protected,
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Looked down with scorn upon the Vine,

Weak, helpless, and dejected.

" Alas ! I own my feebleness
;

No friend," she cried,
" is near me

;

Oh ! who will pity my distress ?

Ah ! naught have I to cheer me.

" No branch, no blossom, fruit or stem,

Like other trees possessing ;

I sigh when I compare with them,

Now, is it not distressing ?

" But hold ! I will not make complaint ;

Submission has been taught me ;

And though neglected, weak, and faint,

Yet patience shall support me.

" On cheering hope my trust relies
;

I know, though long I Ve waited,
But for some purpose good and wise,

I ne'er had been created."

The Farmer saw the drooping vine,

And set it near his bower
;

Supported there, it grew, to shine

In beauty, worth and power.

A clust'ring store, delicious wealth !

Its leaves were soon displaying,

With comfort, cheerfulness and health,

The farmer's care repaying.

For the rich treasure of the vine

Enlivens every station,

With its rich fruit and cheering wine
;

Both good in moderation.
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And now the farmer daily sees

His charity rewarded
;

The vine's reward for patient hope
I have above recorded.

MORAL.

Patience and resignation are sure to meet their reward.

DISCONTENT.
THESE are, says Archbishop Tillotson, beyond com-

parison, the two greatest evils in this world
;
a .diseased

body, and a discontented mind.

The discontented man is ever restless and uneasy,
dissatisfied with his station in life, his connections, and

almost every circumstance that happens to him. He
is continually peevish and fretful, impatient of every

injury he receives, and unduly impressed with every

disappointment he suffers .

He considers others as happier than himself, and en-

joys hardly any of the blessings of providence with a

calm and grateful mind. He forms to himself a thou-

sand distressing fears concerning futurity, and makes
his condition unhappy, by anticipating the misery he

may endure, years to come.

THE PASSIONS.
PASSIONS are strong emotions of the mind, occasioned

by the view of approaching good or evil. These emo-

tions are planted in man by Providence, in order to

give him activity, and fit him for society. The directing

of our passions to improper objects, or suffering them to

hurry us away with them, is the great danger in hu-

man life.
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History is nothing but a catalogue of the miseries

brought upon mankind by an improper indulgence of

their passions. How ought it to be the constant busi-

ness of rational creatures to regulate and chastise these

internal tyrants ! How carefully ought we to guard

against yielding to the first impulses ! And how ought
all our education to be directed to a proper government
of them.

Nothing will so effectually contribute to this as a

proper sense of religion. Christianity, by a sort of

divine alchemy, makes those passions, which have been

working for sin, become active in the cause of piety.

THE FOX AND THE GRAPES.

WE sometimes see people strive to attain what is be-

yond their reach. After many vain attempts, they,

give up the pursuit and then pretend that the object thSy

sought so ardently is worthless, and that they would not
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have it if they could. Such people are alluded to in the

following Fable.

A Fox, who having failed to pick,

Though prowling all around the village,

The bones of goose, or duck, or chick,

Was bent on any sort of pillage 5

Saw, from a trellis, hanging high,

Some grapes, with purple bloom inviting :

His jaws, with heat and hunger dry,

The luscious fruit would fain be biting.

His carcass, than a weasel's thinner.

Made him for every prize alert
;

He thought, though fortune brought no dinner,
'T was best secure a good dessert.

A tantalizing branch to gain,

With many a spring, and many a bound,
He strove

;
and finding all in vain,

With this remark he quits the ground :

" Let those who like such trash, devour
;

I'll range elsewhere for better prog ;

The worthless grapes, so green and sour,

Are scarcely fit to feed a hog !"

HAPPINESS.
VARIOUS, sincere, and constant are the efforts of men

to procure that happiness which the nature of the mind

requires ;
but most seem to be ignorant both of the

source and means of genuine felicity.

Religion alone can afford true joy and peimanent

peace. It is this that inspires fortitude, supports pa-
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tience, and by its prospects and promises, throws a

cheering ray into the darkest shade of human life.

"Where dwells this sovereign bliss? "Where doth it grow?
Know, mortals, happiness ne'er dwelt below

;

Look at yon heaven go seek the blessing there,

Be heaven thy aim, thy soul's eternal care
;

Nothing but God, and God alone, you'll find

Can fill a boundless and immortal mind."

HONESTY.
To be punctual in our engagements, and just in our

dealings, though it may sometimes seem to be contrary
to our present advantage, is always sure in the end to

promote our true interests.

A fair and honest course of conduct will always be

rewarded by the approbation of our fellow-creatures
;

and this approbation will naturally be followed by good
offices and grateful returns, which will certainly tend

to promote and give success to all our undertakings.
It is a maxim worthy of being written in letters of

gold, that there is no method so certain of defeating

the plots of wicked men against us, as by acting up-

rightly.

PROVERBS.
" A fool's bolt is soon shot," or silly people speak with-

out reflection. The instruction of this proverb lies in

teaching us to govern the tongue with discretion and

prudence. It is a lecture which enjoins deliberation,

courtesy and affability in company and fidelity and

secrecy in the affairs of life.

" Cut your coat according to your doth." This proverb
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contains good advice to people of several ranks and

degrees, to balance accounts between their expenses
and their income, and not to let their vanity lead them
into debt.

" As you brew, so shall you bake.
1 ' This bitter taunt is

applicable to such as act inconsiderately in matters of

moment, without the precaution of good counsel and

good advice.
" Much falls between the cup and the lip," or many

things which we expect, we do not realize. This is a

cautionary proverb to persons who too confidently de-

pend upon future hopes, unmindful of the contingencies
that may intervene.

PARENTAL AFFECTION.
As the vexations which parents receive from their

children, hasten the approach of age, and double the

force of years, so the comforts which they reap from

them are balm to all other sorrows, and repair, in some

degree, the injuries of time.

However strong we may suppose the fondness of a

father for his children, yet they will find more lively

marks of tenderness in the bosom of a mother. There

are no ties in nature to compare with those which unite

an affectionate mother to her children, when they repay
her tenderness with obedience and love.

FLORA'S PARTY.
LADY FLORA gave cards for a party at tea,

To flowers, buds and blossoms of every degree ;

So from town and from country they thronged at the call,

And strove by their charms to embellish the hall.
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First came the exotics, with ornaments rare,

The tall Miss Corcoris, and Cyclamen fair,

Auricula splendid, with jewels new-set,

And gay Polyanthus, the pretty coquette.

The Tulips came flaunting in gaudy array,

With the Hyacinths, bright as the eye of the day;

Dandy Coxcombs and Daffodils, rich and polite,

With their dazzling new vests and their corsets laced

tight ;

While the Soldiers in Green, cavalierly attired,

Were all by the ladies extremely admired.

But prudish Miss Lily, with bosom of snow,
Declared that " those gentlemen stared at her so,

It was horribly rude," so retired in a fright,

And scarce stayed to bid Lady Flora good night.

There were Myrtles and Roses from garden and plain,

And Venus's Fly-trap they brought in their train,

So the beaux thronged around them, they scarcely
knew why,

At the smile of the lip, or the glance of the eye.

Madam Damask complained of her household and care,

That she seldom went out save to breathe the fresh air,

There were so many young ones and servants to stray,

And the thorns grew so fast, if her eye was away.
"
Neighbor Moss-Rose," says she,

"
you who live like

a queen,
And ne'er wet your fingers, don't know what I mean."
So the notable lady went on with her lay,

Till her auditors yawned, or stole softly away.
The sweet Misses Woodbine from country and town,
With their brother-in-law, the wild Trumpet, came down,
And Lupine, whose azure eye sparkled with dew,
On Amaranth leaned, the unchanging and true

;

While modest Clematis appeared as a bride,
5
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And her husband, the Lilac, ne'er moved from her side,

Though the belles giggled loudly, and said,
" 'Twas a

shame
For a young married chit such attention to claim

j

They never attended a rout in their life,

Where a city-bred man ever spoke to his wife."

Mrs. Peony came in quite late, in a heat,

With the Ice-Plant, new spangled from forehead to feet
;

Lobelia, attired like a queen in her pride,

And the Dahlias, with trimmings new furbished and

dyed,
And the Bluebells and Hare-bells, in simple array,

With all their Scotch cousins from highland and brae
;

Ragged'Ladies and Marigolds clustered together,

And gossiped of scandal, the news, and the weather;
What dresses were worn at the wedding so fine

Of sharp Mr. Thistle, aad sweet Columbine
;

Of the loves of Sweet-William and Lily the prude,
Till the clamors of Babel again seemed renewed.

In a snug little nook sat the Jessamine pale,

And that pure, fragrant Lily, the gem of the vale
;

The meek Mountain-Daisy, with delicate crest,

And the Violet, whose eye told the heaven in her breast
;

And allured to their group were the wise ones, who
bowed

To that virtue which seeks not the praise of the crowd.

But the proud Crown Imperial, who wept in her heart,

That their modesty gained of such homage a part,

Looked haughtily down on their innocent mien,
And spread out her gown that they might not be seen.

The bright Lady-Slippers and Sweet-Briars agreed
With their slim cousin Aspens a measure to lead

;

And sweet 'twas to see their light footsteps advance,
Like the wing of the breeze through the maze of the

dance.
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But the Monk's-Hood scowled dark, and, in utterance

low,

Declared "
't was high time for good Christians to go ;

He'd heard from his parson a sermon sublime,
Where he proved from the Vulgate, to dance was a

crime."

So, folding the cowl round his cynical head,
fle took from the sideboard a bumper, and fled.

A song was desired, but each musical flower

Had ".taken a cold, and 't was out of her power ;"

Till sufficiently urged, they broke forth in a strain

Of quavers and trills that astonished the train.

Mimosa sat trembling, and said, with a sigh,
" 'T was so fine, she was ready with rapture to die."

And Cactus, the grammar-school tutor, declared
" It might be with the gamut of Orpheus compared j"

Then moved himself round in a comical way,
To show how the trees once had frisked at the lay.

Yet Nightshade, the metaphysician, complained
That the nerves of his ears were excessively pained ;

" 'T was but seldom he crept from the college ;" he said,
" And he wished himself safe in his study or bed."

There were pictures, whose splendor illumined the place,

"Which Flora had finished with exquisite grace ;

She had dipped her free pencil in Nature's pure dyes,

And Aurora retouched with fresh purple the skies.

So the grave connoisseurs hasted near them, to draw

Their knowledge to show, by detecting a flaw.

The Carnation took her eye-glass from her waist,

And pronounced they were " not in good keeping or

taste ;"

"While prim Fleur de Lis, in her robe of French silk,

And magnificent Calla, with mantle like milk,

Of the Louvre recited a wonderful tale,
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And said " Guide's rich tints made dame Nature turn

pale."

The Snow-Ball assented, and ventured to add

His opinion, that " all Nature's coloring was bad;"
He had thought so, e'er since a few days he had spent
To study the paintings of Rome, as he went
To visit his uncle Gentiana, who chose

His abode on the Alps, 'mid a palace of snows.

But he took on Mount Blanc such a terrible chill,

That ever since that, he'd been pallid and ill."

Half withered Miss Hackmetack bought a new glass,

And thought with her nieces, the Spruces, to pass ;

But bachelor Holly, who spied her out late,

Destroyed all her plans by a hint at her date.

So she pursed up her mouth, and said tartly, with scorn,
" She could not remember before she was born."

Old Jonquil, the crooked-backed beau, had been told

That a tax would be laid upon bachelor's gold ;

So he bought a new coat, and determined to try

The long disused armor of Cupid so sly ;

Sought for half opened buds, in their infantine years,

And ogled them all, till they blushed to their ears.

Philosopher Sage on a sofa was prosing,

"With dull Dr. Camomile quietly dosing ;

Though the Laurel descanted with eloquent breath,

Of heroes and battles, of victory and death,

Of the conquest of Greece, and Bozzaris the brave,
" He had trod in his steps, and had sighed o'er his

grave."
Farmer Sun-Flower was near, and decidedly spake
Of " the poultry he fed, and the oil he might make ;"

For the true-hearted soul deemed a weather-stained face,

And a toil-hardened hand were no marks of disgrace.

Then he beckoned his nieces to rise from their seat,
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The plump Dandelion, and Cowslip so neat,

And bade them to "
pack up their duds and away,

For the cocks crowed so loud 't was the break o' the day."
'T was indeed very late, and the coaches were

brought,
For the grave matron flowers of their nurseries thought ;

The lustre was dimmed of each drapery rare,

And the lucid young brows looked beclouded with care
;

All save the bright Cereus, that belle so divine,

Who joyed through the curtains of midnight to shine.

Now they courtsied and bowed as they moved to the

door,

But the Poppy snored loud ere the parting was o'er,

For Night her last candle was snuffing away,
And Flora grew tired though she begged them to stay ;

Exclaimed " all the watches and clocks were too fast,

And old Time ran in spite, lest her pleasures should

last."

But when the last guest went, with daughter and wife,

She vowed she " was never so glad in her life ;"

Called out to her maids, who with weariness wept,
To " wash all the glasses and cups ere they slept !"

For "
Aurora," she said,

" with her broad, staring eye,

Would be pleased, in the house, some disorder to spy ;"

Then sipped some pure honey-dew, fresh from the lawn,
And with Zephyrus hasted to sleep until dawn.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.
EVEN the meanest insect receives an existence from

the Author of Being, and why should we idly abridge

their span ? They have their little sphere of bliss allot-

ted them
; they have purposes which they are designed

to fulfil
;
and when these are accomplished, they die.

5*
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Every thing that has life is doomed to suffer and to feel ;

though its expression of pain may not be capable of be-

ing conveyed to our senses.

To torture is unmanly ;
to t)Tannize, where there can

be no resistance, is the extreme of baseness. He who

delights in misery, or sports with life, must have a dis

position and a heart, neither qualified to make himself

nor others happy.

THE RAT AND THE OYSTER.

A RAT possessed of little brains,

Accustomed but to field and plains.

Forsook the plenteous stores of corn,

And his first trip since he '
"as bora

Scorning a parent's kind coatrol,

Rashly forsook his native hole.

The very moment he was out,

He looked above, and round about
;
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" Oh ! how extensive is the land !"

He cried
;

" the world how vast and grand !"

The mole-hills, to his untaught eyes,

Assumed the mountain's height and size.

" Amazing !" he proceeded thus :

fl I see the Alps and Caucasus !

And that (a stream he saw in motion)
Is surely the Atlantic ocean !"

At length, proceeding to the shore,

Where fishermen had been before,

Some scattered Oysters there remained,
Of the large portion they had gained j

Among them (one as oft we view )

With shell upraised an inch or two,

Lay as in quiet, soft delight,

Exposing skin of healthy white
;

So plump and tempting did it lie,

It caught the Rat's exploring eye.
" What do I see ?" he cried :

" a treat !

This must be most delightful meat
;

At any rate, this day I dine

Better than any friend of mine :

I have been looking for good cheer
;

Lucky am I to find it here."

Then, full of hope, lured by the smell,

He thrust his head within the shell.

The Oyster, who had never met

With so much unpoliteness yet,

And, surely, nothing could be ruder,

Caught, crushed and killed the bold intruder.

MORAL.

See the result of roaming wide

Without companion, friend or guide :
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Who scorn advice can ne'er succeed
;

Presumption must to ruin lead :

My youthful friends, remember that,

Nor imitate the foolish rat.

HONOR.
TRUE honor, though it be a different principle from

religion, is not contrary to it. Religion embraces vir-

tue, as it is enjoined by the law of God
; honor, as it is

graceful and ornamental to human nature.

The religious man fears, the man of honor scorns, to

do an ill action. The latter considers vice as something
that is beneath him

;
the other as something that is

offensive to the Divine Being ;
the one, as what is un-

becoming, the other, as what is forbidden.

A VISION OF THE ALPS.
ITALIA'S vales in verdure slept

While Spring her humid odors wept,
With wreaths the breathing statue bound,
The fallen dome with ivy crowned,
And bade old Tiber's yellow wave
With fuller flow its margin lave.

Low at the base of Alps sublime,

Where the columbar cypress grows,
And falling streams with tuneful chime

To slumber lull the ear of time,

His cell a hermit chose.

Once at his peaceful door reclined,

While lonely musings soothed his mind,
Soft mists involved his favorite tree,
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In fainter murmurs hummed the bee,
And in bright tints gay Fancy drew
A vision o'er his cheated view.

A lovely form, in robes of light,

Came gliding o'er his raptured sight,

Fresh garlands 'mid her tresses glowed,
Around her steps strange beauty flowed,
Attendant birds poured forth their lays,

And pranked their plumage in her praise,

The fawn came bounding o'er the earth,

The tufted violets sprang to birth,

The olive donned its vesture pale,

And fragrance floated on the gale.

Then, bold o'er Alpine cliffs she sped,

The snow-wreath vanished at her tread,

The singing rills went leaping down,
The forest caught its graceful crown,
And warblers cheered, with carols loud,

The cottage cradled on the cloud.

Still, by the hermit's anxious eye
Her form was traced ascending high,

Where the last tints of verdure die.

Even there, amid that dreary bound,
Some hardy, slumbering flowers she found,

Touched their chill lids, and kissed the tear

That dimmed their eye of azure clear,

As leaning on their frosted bed,

Their petals to the storm they spread.

With graceful step, yet half afraid,

Toiled onward the celestial maid,
And long and vainly strove with fate,

The imprisoned streams to liberate
;

The blushing snows her wand confest,

Yet held the vassals to their breast,
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And softened by her aspect sweet,

The ice threw diamonds at her feet.

Yet save the eagle-king, whose cry

Came hoarsely from the blackened sky,

Motion nor sound was lingeang there,

Amid that realm of chill despair.

It seemed throughout the drear domain

That Life, too fiercely tried,

Contending with the blast in vain,

Had like the taper died.

She paused, for towering bold and high,

A splendid fabric met her eye.

Of thick-ribbed ice, in arches pure,

With battlement and embrasure,
And clustered columns, tall and white,

And frost-work tracery, dazzling bright,

And turrets frowning at the cloud,

Gleamed forth its architecture proud.

Here, age on age, with painful thought,

The troubled elements had wrought,
To stretch the ramparts' massy line,

With wreaths the pillared halls to twine,

And 'neath the lash of tempests rude,

Had oft their bitter task pursued,

Arranging Winter's glittering spoil,

With slow and aggregated toil.

The admiring fair, with wonder fraught,

An entrance to the structure sought,

But a grim form her course withstood,

Whose frigid eye congealed her blood.

Aged, yet strong at heart, he seemed,

His reverend beard like silver streamed,
Of polished ice, the sparkling gem
Adorned his kingly diadem,
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And closer, as he spoke, he prest

His ermine mantle o'er his breast.
"
Say ! who art thou, intruder bold,

Who near this lofty throne,

"Would with its monarch audience hold,

Unbidden and alone ?

Why comest thou thus with footstep free,

Unnamed, unheralded, to me ?"

Recoiling from his brilliant cell

Whose breath in freezing tide,

Congealed to sudden ice-drops fell,

The undaunted maid replied :

" I come, on Nature's mission kind,

Oppression's victims to unbind,
To bid the sceptred tyrant bow,
And wake a smile on Misery's brow.

The realm of bliss my care extends,

Man, beast and insect are my friends,

Each nursling of the nested grove,

Each plant, and flower, and leaf I love."

With kindling eye, and front of pride,
The scornful monarch stern replied :

" Nature and thou are wise to give

Wild Freedom's boon to all who live ?

The madd'ning flame promiscuous hurled,

Would wrap in anarchy the world.

Go ! haste the hour, when none shall view,

The million meekly serve the few,

O'erturn the thrones which, fixed as fate,

By Time's strong oath are consecrate,

Then lift your wonder-working rod,

And Earth enfranchised, war with God !

Bold and puissant must ye be,

To rend this guarded dome from me !"
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His hand he raised in gesture strong,

And angry blasts shrieked wild and long ;

Vindictive Hail, with frozen eye,

Poured forth his keen artillery.

And Snow unlocked, with threatening mien,
A bleak and boundless magazine.
With blanching lip and bloodless cheek

The stricken stranger strove to speak

Though from her brow the garland fell

Scentless and pale, yet, strange to tell,

Keviving courage warmed her breast,

And firmer tones the might confest

That may with woman dwell.
" If from thy cold, unenvied state,

Thy palace proud as desolate,

Where fetters bind the free,

One glance thy kingly eye would deign
To mark the blessings of my reign,

Disarmed thy rage might be.

The chainless rill, the new-born flower,

The carol from the leafy bower,
The strains that from creation roll,

When on my harp she breathes her soul.

Are emblems of the joy that springs

Deep, measureless, unspoken,
When the dark chain of despot kings

Is from the spirit broken.

Hear'st thou such music in thy hall

When warring blasts hold festival ?"
"
Thou, who t' annul the law dost seek

By which the strong control the weak,
Wouldst thou in frantic madness sweep
This glorious structure to the deep?
Whelm in the dust yon turrets proud
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Which hurl their gauntlet 'gainst the cloud?

And make these gem-encrusted plains
A vulgar haunt for piping swains,
And brawling brooks, and baby bowers,
And nameless troops of vagrant flowers ?

Usurper, hence !" he rudely said,

And trembling from his realm she fled,

For thund'ring o'er the rocky crown,
An avalanche rushed fiercely down,
And in its wide and wrecking storm

Perchance had whelmed her shrinking form.

But a bright cloud its tissued fold

Unclasped, of crimson blent with gold,

And soaring on its wing, she rose

Homeward to heaven, to find repose

Upon her couch of fadeless rose.

The waking hermit, o'er whose head

The lustre of this pageant fled,

Retraced its scenes with wonder new,
And musing, thus the moral drew.

" The genial gifts of Spring to earth,

Methinks, are types of Freedom's birth,

And the dark Winter of my dream,

Oppression's emblem well may seem
;

For many a clime that meets our view

Will prove these varying symbols true-

Unhappy Spain ! though nature pours
Wide wealth o'er thy enchanting shores,

Though richer fruits, or prouder coast,

Or purer skies, no realm may boast,

Yet moral midnight wraps the mind,
And Winter rules o'er human kind,

Bids his dark storms unpitying roll,

And famine blight the dwindled soul.

6
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Far hence, where western suns decline,

Behold an infant empire shine,

Where Spring protects with florist's care

Ofpeace and hope the blossoms fair,

And liberty doth strike her lyre

From rock, and vale, and village spire,

Warning each free and valiant sire,

Nightly to teach his cradled son

The watch-word name of Washington.

Bright Albion ! look from Ocean's breast,

In Summer's radiance richly drest,

Anointed land ! where monarchs reign
Without the despot's scourge and chain,

Where, sleepless at their mighty helm,
The watchful pilots of thy realm

Allot to all the fair degree,

Not meanly tame, or madly free.

But oh, Italia ! marked by fate,

So glorious, yet so desolate !

What vernal warmth can e'er reclaim

"The sick'ning Autumn of thy fame ?

Thy buried harvest who resume

From the deep garner of the tomb ?"

He ceased, for tears of anguish fell,

And hasting to his inmost cell,

O'er Rome, of earth the ancient queen,
WTio on her ruined throne is seen

With hectic cheek, and withering eye,

In desolated majesty,

He mourned, till Memory's flow'rets sighed,

And Hope's last, faint illusion died.
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FILIAL DUTY.
" HONOR thy father and thy mother," is the first

commandment with promise. The honor which chil-

dren are required to give to their parents, includes in it,

love, reverence, obedience, and relief, if needed. From

them, they have received their very existence, and con-

sequently all the pleasures and enjoyments of life.

The occasion which demands from children the

greatest tokens of respect and tenderness in their beha-

vior to their parents, is when they labor under infirmi-

ties of body or mind, and in the time of extreme old

age.

" Me let the tender office long engage
To rock the cradle of declining age,
With lenient arts extend a parent's breath,

Make languor smile, and smooth the bed of death j

Explore the thought, explain the asking eye,

And keep awhile a parent from the sky."
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COUNCIL OF HORSES.

UPON a time, a neighing Steed,

Who grazed among a numerous breed,
With mutiny had fired the train,

And spread dissension through the plain,

On matters that concern'd the state,

The council met in grand debate.

A Colt, whose eyeballs flamed with ire,

Elate with strength and youthful fire,

In haste stepp'd forth before the rest,

And thus the listening throng address'd :

" Good gods ! how abject is our race !

Condemn'd to slavery and disgrace.

Shall we our servitude retain,

Because our sires have borne the chain ?

Consider, friends, your strength and might,

'Tis conquest to assert your right.
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How cumb'rous is the gilded coach !

The pride of man is our reproach.
Were we design'd for daily toil

;

To drag the ploughshare through the soil ?

To sweat in harness through the road ?

To groan beneath the carrier's load?

How feeble are the two-legg'd kind !

What force is in our nerves combined !

Shall, then, our nobler jaws submit

To foam and champ the galling bit ?

Shall haughty man my back bestride ?

Shall the. sharp spur provoke my side ?

Forbid it, heavens ! reject the rein
;

Your shame, your infamy disdain.

Let him the lion first control,

And still the tiger's famish'd growl !

Let us, like them, our freedom claim
;

And make him tremble at our name."

A general nod approved the cause,

And .all the circle neigh 'd applause ;

When, lo ! with grave and solemn pace,

A Steed advanced before the race,

With age and long experience wise
;

Around he casts his thoughtful eyes,

And, to the murmurs of the train,

Thus spake the Nestor of the plain :

" When I had health and strength like you,

The toils of servitude I knew.

Now, grateful man rewards my pains,

And gives me all these wide domains.

At will, 1 crop the year's increase
;

My latter life is rest and peace.

I grant, to man we lend our pains,

And aid him to correct the plains,
fi*
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But doth not he divide the care,

Through all the labors of the year?
How many thousand structures rise,

To fence us from inclement skies !

For us he bears the sultry day,
And stores up all our winter's hay ;

He sows, he reaps the harvest's gain ;

"We share the toil and share the pain."
The tumult ceased. The colt submitted,
And like his ancestors was bitted.

MORAL.

Since every creature is decreed

To aid each other's mutual need
;

Submit with a contented mind,
To act the part by Heaven assigned.

FRIENDSHIP.
"Friendship 's the wine of life

;
but friendship new

Is neither strong nor sweet."

WITHOUT friendship, life has no charm. The only

things which can render friendship sure and lasting,

are virtue, purity of manners, an elevated soul, and

perfect integrity of heart.

Lovers of virtue should have none but men of virtue

for their friends
;
and on this point, the proof ought

principally to turn
;
because where there is no virtue,

there is no security that our honor, confidence and

friendship will not be betrayed and abused. The ne-

cessary appendages of friendship are confidence and

benevolence.
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THE VOYAGE OF THE PHILOSO-
PHERS.

AN EASTERN ALLEGORY.

THE celebrated Hiram, king of Tyre, was not only a

patron of the arts, but a promoter of learning also.

He founded' seminaries, encouraged talent, and favored

men of letters.

In a simple state of society, the disputes of men
arise out of questions of conduct

; but, as they grow
more learned and refined, they quarrel about matters

of speculation. After the rights of property and the

rules of duty are well ascertained, there is little oppor-

tunity for the exhibition of superior sagacity, except in

the discussion of misty points of doctrine. Those,

therefore, who are ambitious of display, leaving vulgar

questions of right and wrong in action to less ambitious

minds, soar aloft into the diviner regions of doubt and

abstraction.

Thus it happened in Phoenicia. The principles of

morality, embracing the social and religious duties,

having been settled so that " the wayfaring man,

though a fool, need not err therein." the philosophers

began to wrangle about subtle points of belief. Sun-

dry questions were started relating to the destiny of the

soul after death. The general notion of the future

happiness of the virtuous and the misery of the wicked,
was too easily comprehended, and too generally ad-

mitted, to satisfy those acute metaphysicians. They
must needs penetrate the curtain that is dropped be-

tween the mortal and immortal state, and gain as exact

a knowledge of things unseen, as of things seen.
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We cannot undertake to detail the various theories

which were now started by the philosophers, or attempt
to give an account of the numerous sects into which

they divided the inhabitants of Phoenicia. One of the

leading questions, however, which seemed to separate
the people into two great divisions, was this : what is

the shape of the vast island which forms the paradise
of the blessed ? It was generally agreed, that this isl-

and lay far away in the ocean
;
that it was the abode

of perpetual spring, and the seat of universal and

unbounded bliss. But what was its shape ? Was it

circular, or triangular ? These were questions, which

agitated the people and shook society to its foundation.

King Hiram was a man of sense, and of a practical

turn
;
he determined, therefore, that the question should

be settled by ocular demonstration. He accordingly

ordered an expedition to be fitted out, consisting of as

many vessels as there were sects. He then selected

the leading philosophers of every sect, gave each the

command of a vessel, and ordered them to sail forth

upon the sea, in quest of the happy isle, and bring him

hidings of the result.

The squadron consisted of several hundred vessels,

manned by expert seamen. Having entered the Indian

ocean, by the way of the Red sea, they bade adieu to

the shore, and stretched forth upon the blue main,

guiding their course by the heavenly bodies. They

kept together for many days ;
but at length the skies

became involved in clouds, and violent disputes arose

among the philosophers. Under these circumstances,

the great question should have been as to their course
;

but, instead of this, they went to loggerheads about the

shape of the happy island. From words they almost

came to blows, and finally the philosophers parted in
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anger. One portion set off in one direction, another

portion in the opposite direction, while a large number,
unable to make up their minds amid such contending

'

views, furled their sails and left their vessels to drift

with the tide.

The two squadrons stretched away, the one east, the

other west, and, so long as they kept in sight of each

other, their activity seemed stimulated by a desire to

be as far from each other, as possible. After sailing

for many days, in an easterly course, and having en-

countered innumerable dangers and hardships, one of

the squadrons approached the happy isle. A lovelier

light than that of summer shone over it, and sweeter

landscapes than those of Arabia spread along its coast.

The inhabitants received them with the kindest wel-

come, and such happiness thrilled in the bosoms of the

philosophers, that all feelings but those of benevolence

subsided, and, forgetting their anger, they wished that

their antagonists might be partakers of their joy.

Scarcely had they expressed these feelings, when in

the eastern horizon they discovered the other squadron
under full sail coming down upon the island in a direc-

tion opposite to that by which they had arrived. They
soon reached the shore, and the philosophers who had

parted in malice, now met in wonder, but in peace.

How strange it is, said they to each other, that going
east and going west, should finally lead to the same

point ?

Having spent some time at the happy isle, they en-

tered their ships, and bidding a reluctant adieu to the

place, returned to Tyre. On being required by the

king to tell him the shape of the island, the grand ob-

ject of the expedition, the philosophers looked at each

other, and appeared to be abashed. The king was
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angry, and imperiously commanded them to answer

his question. They then confessed that they had for-

gotten to ask about the shape of the island. " Let me
have no more quarrels, then," said the king,

" about

idle questions of belief; let your arrogance and dog-
matism be humbled by the recollection, that opposite

courses have led to the same point ;
and remember,

that matters of speculation, which are wrought into

consequence by contention, sink into insignificance in

the light of truth."

THE DOG AND SHADOW.

A DOG, crossing a little rivulet, with a piece of flesh

in his mouth, saw his own shadow represented in the

clear mirror of the limpid stream
;
and believing it to

be another dog, who was carrying another piece of
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flesh, he could not forbear catching at it
;
but was so

far from getting any thing by his greedy design, that he

dropped the piece he had in his mouth, which immedi-

ately sank to the bottom and was irrevocably lost.

This should teach us, not to let go the substance, to

catch at a shadow.

DAYS OF MY YOUTH.

There is no part of life so happy as youth ;
the fol-

lowing lines, written by a celebrated man, now living

in England, show with what regret he looks back to

the pleasant days of his boyhood.

OH ! when I was a tiny boy,

My days and nights wrere full of joy,

My mates were blithe and kind !

No wonder that I sometimes sigh,

And dash the tear-drop from my eye.

To cast a look behind.

A hoop was an eternal round

Of pleasure. In those days I found

A top a joyous thing ;

But now those past delights I drop ;

My head, alas ! is all my top,

And careful thoughts the string !

My marbles once my bag was stored

Now I must play with Elgin's lord,

With Theseus for a taw !

My playful horse has slipped his string,

Forgotten all his capering,
And harnessed to the law !
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My kite how fast and far it flew
;

Whilst I, a sort of Franklin, drew

My pleasure from the sky !

7T was papered o'er with studious themes,
The tasks I wrote my present dreams

Will never soar so high.

My joys are wingless all, and dead
;

My dumps are made of more than lead
;

My flights soon find a fall :

My fears prevail, my fancies droop,

Joy never cometh with a whoop,
And seldom with a call !

My football 's laid upon the shelf;

I am a shuttlecock myself,

The world knocks to and fro.

My archery is all unlearned,
And grief against myself has turned

My arrows and my bow.

No more in noontide sun I bask
;

My authorship 's an endless task
;

My head 's ne'er out of school.

My heart is pained with scorn and slight,

] have too many foes to fight,

And friends grow strangely cool !

The very chum, that shared my cake,

Holds out so cold a hand to shake,
It makes me shrink and sigh

On this I will not dwell and hang,
The changeling would not feel a pang
Though these should meet his eye.
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No skies so blue, or so serene

As then
;
no leaves look half so green

As clothed the play-ground tree !

All things I loved are altered so,

Nor does it ease my heart to know
That change resides in me !

Oh, for the garb that marked the boy
The trowsers made of corduroy,
Well ink'd with black and red

;

The crownless hat ne'er deemed an ill,

It only let the sunshine still

Repose upon my-head !

Oh, for the riband round the neck !

The careless dogs' ears apt to deck

My book and collar both !

How can this formal man be styled

Merely an Alexandrine child,

A boy of larger growth ?

Oh, for that small beer anew ?

And (Heaven's own type) that mild sky blue

That washed my sweet meals down
The master even and that small Turk
That fagged me ! worse is now my work

;

A fag for all the town !

Oh, for the lessons learned by heart !

Ay, though the very birch's smart

Should mark those hours again ;

I'd "kiss the rod," and be resigned
Beneath the stroke and even find-

Some sugar in the cane !

7
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The Arabian Nights, rehearsed in bed
;

The Fairy Tales, in school-time read

By stealth, 'twbct verb and noun !

The angel form that always walked
In all my dreams, and looked and talked

Exactly like Miss Brown !

The " omne bene" Christmas come !

The prize of merit won for home
Merit had prizes then !

But now I write for days and days,

For fame a deal of empty praise.

"Without the silver pen !

Then home, sweet home
j
the crowded coach-

The joyous shout the loud approach ;

The winding horns, like rams'
;

The meeting sweet, that made me thrill
;

The sweetmeats, almost sweeter still,

No "satis" to the "jams."

When, that I was a tiny boy

My days were full of joy,

My mates were blithe and kind

No wonder that I sometimes sigh,

And dash the tear-drop from my eye,

To cast a look behind.

THE RATS AND THE BARLEY.
SOME Rats, having found a sack of barley deposited

in the corner of a garret, enjoyed themselves every

day, in feasting abundantly upon it, till it was all gone.

The winter now set in, but they had no provision, and
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none could they get at in the neighborhood.
" How

foolish were we," said one of them,
" that we did not

eat less at a time, and then we might have had plenty
to last us all the winter."

COLUMBUS.
WHEN Columbus, after having discovered the "Wes-

tern Hemisphere, was, by order of the king of Spain,

brought home from America, in chains, the captain of

the ship, who was intimately acquainted with his cha-

racter, his knowledge and his talents, offered to free

him from his chains, and make his passage as agreea-

ble as possible. Columbus rejected his friendly offer,

saying,
"

Sir, I thank you ;
but these chains are the

rewards and honors for my services from my king,

whom I have served as faithfully as my God
;
and as

such, I will carry them with me to my grave."

RESENTMENT.
RESENTMENT may be distinguished into anger and

revenge. Anger is the pain we suffer, upon the re-

ceipt of an injury, or an affront. Revenge is the in-

flicting of pain on the person who has injured or offend-

ed us. When prompted to resentment, we should par-

ticularly advert to the following reflections
j
the possi-

bility of mistaking the motives from which the conduct

that offends us proceeded ;
how often our own offences

have been the effect of inadvertence, when they were

construed into indications of malice
;
that the object of

our resentment is suffering, perhaps, under a contri-

tion, which he is ashamed, or wants opportunity, to

confess
j
how ungenerous it is to triumph, by coldness
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or insult, over a spirit already humbled in secret
;
that

the returns of kindness are sweet, and that there is

neither honor, nor virtue, nor utility in resisting them.

EXERCISE.
WITHOUT the regular exercise of the body, its health

cannot be maintained; the body becomes weak, the

countenance pale and languid, and the spirits depressed
and gloomy. Regular bodily exercise, on the contrary,

creates a healthy appetite, invigorates the powers of

digestion, causes sound and refreshing sleep, a fresh-

ness of the complexion, and cheerfulness of the spirits ;

it wards off disease, and tends to preserve the vigor of

both mind and body to an advanced age.

During the winter season, active exercise in the open
air preserves the warmth of the body, and renders it

less susceptible to the influence of cold, and less de-

pendent for its comfort on artificial heat. The periods
of the day best adapted to exercise are, early in the

morning, and towards the close of the day.

"Walking is the most beneficial and most natural ex-

ercise, because, in the erect position, every part of the

body is free from restraint, while by the gentle motion

communicated to each portion of
it, in the act of walk-

ing, free circulation is promoted. Next to Walking,

riding on horseback is the kind of exercise to be pre-

ferred.

Many other species of exercise may be considered as

contributing to the support of health
;
such as working

in the garden, or in the fields, running, leaping, dancing
and swimming.
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APHORISM.
WHEN sorrow weeps o'er virtue's sacred dust,

Our tears become us, and our grief is just ;

Mourns, but not murmurs
; sighs, but not despairs ;

Feels as a man, and as a Christian bears.

THE FISHERMAN.
A PERILOUS life, and sad as life may be,

Hath the lone fisher on the lonely sea,

In the wild waters laboring, far from home,
For some bleak pittance e'er compelled to roam !

Few friends to cheer him in his dangerous life,

And none to aid him in the stormy strife :

Companion of the sea and silent air,

The lonely fisher thus must ever fare
;

Without the comfort, hope, with scarce a friend,

He looks through life, and only sees its end !

Eternal Ocean ! Old majestic Sea !

Ever love I from shore to look on thee,

And sometimes on thy billowy back to ride,

And sometimes o rer thy summer breast to glide :

But let me live on land where rivers run,
Where shady trees may screen me from the sun

;

Where I may feel, secure, the fragrant air
;

Where whate'er toil or wearying pains I bear,

Those eyes, which look away all human ill,

May shed on me their still, sweet, constant light,

And the little hearts I love, may day and night,

Be found beside me, safe and clustering still.

7*
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METAPHYSICS.
A SCOTCH blacksmith being asked the meaning of

metaphysics, explained it as follows :
" When the party

who listens dinna ken what the party who speaks

means, and when the party who speaks dinna ken
what he means himsel

;
that is metaphysics."

PROVERBS.
"
Every man thinks his own geese swans. " This proverb

intimates that self-love is the mother of vanity, pride
and mistake. It blinds the understanding, and perverts
the judgment. It makes a man so fondly conceited of

himself, that his vices seem to him virtues, and his de-

formities, beauties.
" Good nine needs no bush." This proverb intimates,

that virtue is valuable for itself, and that internal good-
ness stands in need of no external ornaments.

" Harm match, harm catch." This is a trite adage,
and intimates that malice, spite and envy, are generally

self-injurers ;
that to intend, study, or contrive any harm

to our neighbors, will injure ourselves at last. He who
prepares evil for another, prepares it for himself.

"
Hunger 's the best same." This proverb is a severe

satire against all unnecessary varieties and delicacies

of food, and dictates the best way of living in the world,
with an injunction of temperance and frugality.

" A lark is better than a kite." This proverb intimates,
that things are not to be valued by their bulk, but ac-

cording to their intrinsic worth and value.
" A shoemaker must not go beyond his last." The moral

instruction of this proverb is, that persons, though skil-
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ful in their own art, ought not to meddle or make with

things out of their own sphere, and not presume to

correct or amend what they do not understand.

FRANKLIN ON DEATH.
" I LOOK upon death," says Dr. Franklin,

" to be as

necessary to our constitution as sleep. "We shall rise

refreshed in the morning."

THE VESSEL WITHOUT A PILOT.
A FABLE.

A PILOT having refused to take a ship out of port,

during very stormy weather, the vessel resolved to

break through all restraint
;
and having reasoned with

herself that the sea was Targe enough to ramble in

without danger, and that she was capable of travelling

any where, if she had sea room, she, one night, broke

from her moorings, and set off without a guide. For a

while, she rode in a very stately manner on the water.
" How finely I go," said she

;

" I need no rudder to guide
me. Here is room enough ;

what danger can there be,

in the midst of this mighty ocean?" While indulging
these dreams, she struck upon a rock, which lay con-

cealed under the water, and instantly split, and went to

the bottom.

EXAMPLE.
EVERY man, in whatever station, has, or endeavors

to have, his followers, admirers, and imitators
;
and

has therefore the influence of his example to watch

with care : he ought to avoid not only crimes, but the
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appearance of crimes, and not only to practise virtue,

but to applaud, countenance and support it. It is pos-

sible, for want of attention, that we may teach others

faults, from which we ourselves are free
;
or by a cow-

ardly desertion of a cause, which we ourselves approve,

may pervert those who fix their eyes upon us, and hav-

ing no rules of their own to guide their course, are

easily misled by the errors of that example which they
choose for their direction.

THE PARABLES OF CHRIST.
THERE are two ways of communicating knowledge

and instruction
; by plain and direct precepts, of which

the greatest part of the sermon on the mount consists
j

and by moral similitudes, or fables, such as the para-
bles which our Savior used, in order to recommend
his doctrines, and enforce their duty upon men.

The parables are full of sublime truths and important
instructions. Read them with attention and candor,
and endeavor to discover the spiritual wisdom and good
sentiments which are concealed in them consider their

particular meaning and design, the main object, and

leading point in view, and bring the application home
to your own mind.

OSTIACK BOY.
A RUSSIAN was travelling from Tobolsk to Beresow.

On the road, he stopped one night at the hut of an
Ostiack. In the morning, on continuing his journey,
he discovered that he had lost his purse, containing
about one hundred roubles. The son of the Ostiack, a
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boy about fourteen years of age, found the purse while

hunting deer
;
but instead of taking it up, he went and

told his father, who was equally unwilling to touch it,

and ordered the boy to cover it with some bushes. A
few months after, the Russian returned, and stopped at

the same hut, but the Ostiack did not recognise him.

He related the loss he had met with. The Ostiack lis-

tened very attentively ;
and when he had finished,

" You are welcome," said he
;

" here is my son, who
will show you the spot where it lies

;
no hand has

touched it but the one which covered it, that you might
recover what you had lost."

THE FROGS WHO DESIRED A KING.

A FABLE.

THE commonwealth of Frogs, a discontented, varia-

ble mce, weary of liberty, and fond of change, petition-

ed Jupiter to grant them a king.
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The good-natured deity, in order to indulge their

request with as little mischief to the petitioners as pos-

sible, threw them down a log. At first, they regarded
their new monarch with great reverence, and kept from

him at a most respectful distance
;
but perceiving his

tame and peaceable disposition, they, by degrees, ven-

tured to approach him with more familiarity, till, at

length, they conceived for him the utmost contempt.
In this disposition, they renewed their request to

Jupiter, and entreated him to bestow upon them another

king. The thunderer, in his wrath, sent them down a

Crane
;
who no sooner took possession of his new

dominions, than he began to devour his subjects, one

after another, in a most capricious and tyrannical man-
ner.

They were now more dissatisfied than before
; when,

applying to Jupiter a third time, they were dismissed

with this reproof; that the evil they complained of they
had brought upon themselves

;
and that they had no

remedy now, but to submit to it with patience.

MORAL.

Be content
;
or you may change from bad to worse.

HUMANE DRIVER REWARDED.
A POOR Macedonian soldier was one day leading be-

fore Alexander a mule, laden with gold for the king's

use. The beast being so tired that he was neither able

to go, nor to sustain the load, the mule-driver took it

off, and carried it himself, with great difficulty, a con-

siderable way. Alexander, seeing him just sinking

under the burden, and about to throw it on the ground,

cried out,
"
Friend, do not be weary yet ; try and cany

it quite through to thy tent, for it is all thine owp."
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TO JANE.
THE wild dove, to the garden spring,

May come and lave its wandering wing,
And bend above the waters bright,

And murmur, with a dove's delight :

But holier, in the solitude,

Its own pure fountain of the wood,
That blessed home, that shadowed nest,

Where, soft and sweet, its dear ones rest !

And flinging from those pinions fair

The silver drops that linger there,

The dove will leave the garden spring,
And wave for home its weary wing ;

Ah ! thus for thee in haunts of light

The stream of joy will sparkle bright,

And thou wilt stay thy step, and sip

The fairy draught with smiling lip,

And linger long amid the flowers,

That blooming, wreathe in pleasure's bowers
;

And thou wilt weary, like the dove,
And turn thee from the wave away,

To that fair fount of truth and love,

That springs within thy home for aye :

Oh ! calm and blest be there thy rest,

As the wild bird's in woodland nest.

A REPARTEE.
LN reply to some observations of Mr. Dundas in the

House of Commons, Sheridan observed " The right

honorable gentleman is indebted to his memory for his

jests, and to his imagination for his facts."
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THE POOR OLTD LION.
A FABLE. '

:""

A LION, who was so much worn out with age that he

had lost his strength, lay groaning in his den ready to

die. First came the boar to take his revenge upon him,
with foaming tusks, for an old affront

;
next advanced

the bull, and gored the sides of the enemy with his

pointed horn. A spiteful ass, who saw the old monarch
thus lying at the mercy of every one that had a mind
to abuse him, trotted up, and gave him a kick on his

forehead.
"
Ah," said the dying lion,

"
I thought it hard to be

insulted in my last moments, even by the brave
;
but

to be thus spurned at by thee, who art the meanest of

beasts this, alas ! is a double death !"

The resentment of the noble is more easily to be

borne than the malice of the base.

SWEARING.
" Of all the nauseous, complicated crimes

That both infect and stigmatize the times,

There 's none that can with impious oaths compare,
Where vice and folly have an equal share."

THERE is something so low, coarse, and wicked in

swearing, that it is surprising that men, who wish to

be considered as wise and polite, should ever be found

in the habit of it. It is a vice to which there is no

temptation, and one of those sins, which are called pre-

sumptuous.

Swearing is not only reprobated by the laws of good
taste and good manners, but forbidden by the command-
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ment of God. He who makes use of oaths, would
seem to tell us, that his bare word is not to be taken.

TO SENECA LAKE.
ON thy fair bosom, silver lake !

The wild swan spreads its snowy sail,

And round his breast the ripples break,
As down he bears before the gale.

On thy fair bosom, waveless stream !

The dipping paddle echoes far,

And flashes in the moonlight gleam.
And bright reflects the polar star.

The waves along thy pebbly shore,
' As blows the north wind, heave their foam,

And curl around the dashing oar,

As late the boatman hies him home.

As sweet, at set of sun, to view

Thy golden mirror, spreading wide,
And see the mist of mantling hue

Float round the distant mountain's side.

At midnight hour, as shines the moon,
A sheet of silver spreads below,

And swift she cuts, at highest noon,

Light clouds, like wreathes of purest snow.

On thy fair bosom, silver lake !

O ! I could ever sweep the oar,

When early birds at morning wake,
And evening tells us toil is o'er.
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MIDNIGHT.
WHEN the unfortunate duke D'Enghien was awaken^

ed, in his cell at Valenciennes, to be led to the place of

execution, he said to the officer who brought the order,
" What do you want ?" The officer made no answer.

"What o'clock is it?" "Midnight;" answered the

officer, with a faltering voice. "
Midnight !" exclaimed

the prince j

"
ah, I know what brings you here

;
this

hour is fatal to me it was at midnight, that I was
taken from my house at Ettenheim at midnight, the

dungeon of Strasburg was opened forme at midnight,

again, I was taken out to be brought here it is now
midnight, and I have lived long enough to know how
to die !"

THE FLY AND THE MULE.
A FABLE.

A CONCEITED fly, who sat upon the shaft of a carriage,

thus insulted the mule that drew it :
" What a lazy

beast you are/' said she,
" wo'nt you move your legs a

little faster ? Take care, then, that I do not pinch your
skin for you, with my pointed sting."

" Thou trifling

insect !" said the mule,
" whatever you can say, is be-

neath my notice. The person I am afraid of, is he who
sits upon the box, and checks my speed with the foam-

ing reins. Away, then, with your trifling insolence
;

for I know when to hasten, and when to slacken my
pace, without being directed by such an impotent being
as you are."

This fable is levelled against those frivolous mortals,

who affect to give direction, without skill, and to threat-

en, without power.
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MY FATHER'S GRAVE.
" MY father's grave," I heard her say,
And marked a stealing tear,

Oh, no ! I would not go away
My father's grave is here !

A thousand throbbing sympathies
The lonely spot endear,

And every eve, remembrance sighs,

My father's grave is here !

Some human tears unbidden start,

As spring's gay birds I hear,
For all things whisper to my heart,

My father's grave is here !

Young hope may blend each color gay,
And fairer views appear ;

But no ! I would not go away
My father's grave is here !

GRATITUDE.
THE bridegroom may forget the bride

Was made his wedded wife yestreen ;

The monarch may forget his crown,
That on his head an hour hath been

;

The mother may forget the child

That smiles sae sweetly on her knee
j

But I '11 remember thee, Glencairn,

And a' that thou hast done for me.
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PROVERBS.
" Many hands make light work." This proverb is a

proper inducement to animate persons to unite in any
virtuous attempt, either for the relief of the distressed,

the succor of the oppressed, or the vindication and de-

fence of religion and property. The attempt that is

insurmountable to an individual, becomes easy to an
united force.

"
Penny wise and pound foolish." This proverb se-

verely reflects on such persons, who are thrifty to an

error in small, but necessary expenses, yet profusely

extravagant in unnecessary ones.
" Little pitchers have great ears" This proverb is a

, good caution to parents and others, not to use too much
freedom in discourse before children, because their

simplicity often divulges what their elders would have

kept secret.

"
Proffered service offends." This proverb shows the

perversity of those who contemn all civilities that are

offered to them voluntarily, and set a value upon none

but what are obtained with difficulty.
" He that reckons without his host, must reckon again.''

This proverb is usually applied to persons, who are apt

to be partial in their own favor, flattering themselves

with the advantages they fancy to be on their side, in

any affair, and making no allowance for the disadvan-

tages that will or may attend them.
" He looks one nay and rolls another." The point of

this proverb is directed at sycophants and hollow-heart-

ed hypocrites, who. while they pretend to be carrying
on the interest of their friends, are at the same time

undermining them.
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THE TWO ROSES.
A FABLE.

Two roses grew together near the brink of a pond,
made in a flower garden. One was very modest, though

beautiful, but the other was very vain of what beauty
she possessed. One day, she was looking with much

pride on her fair form, as it was reflected in the water,

when her companion warned her, that though she was

beautiful, she was frail, and it was folly to be proud of

that which she might lose in an hour
;
the warning had

no sooner been given, than an east wind suddenly blew
a killing blast, when she withered, ar.d died.

SIR WALTER SCOTT.
AN Englishman and lady, recently travelling in

Scotland, and having a strong desire to see Sir Walter

Scott, sent him a note, expressive of their wish to have

an interview with the " Lion of the North." Sir Wal-

ter sent an immediate answer, observing, that the lion

was seen to the most advantage at his feeding hours,

and would be very happy to see them that day at din-

ner. They went accordingly, and, it is needless to add,

were most hospitably entertained.

CONDUCT TO EQUALS.
BE kind, pleasant and loving, not cross nor churlish,

to your equals ;
and in thus behaving yourselves, all

persons will naturally desire your familiar acquaintance,

and every one will be ready and willing, upon opportu-

nity, to serve and assist you.
8*
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Your friends will- then be all those that know you,
and observe your sweetness of deportment. This prac-

tice, also, by inducing a habit of obliging, will fit you
for society, and facilitate and assist your dealing with

men in riper years.

CONSCIENCE.
A FOLLOWER of Pythagoras had bought a pair of shoes

from a cobbler, for which he promised to pay him on a

future day. He went with the money on the day ap-

pointed, but found that the cobbler had, in the interval,

departed this life. "Without saying any thing of his

errand, he withdrew, secretly rejoicing at the opportu-

nity thus unexpectedly afforded of gaining a pair of

shoes for nothing. , His conscience, however, would

not suffer him to remain quiet under such an act of

injustice ;
so taking up the money, he returned to the

cobbler's shop and casting in the money, said,
" Go

thy ways, for though he is dead to all the world beside,

he is alive to me."

THE APOSTLES.
THE apostles were persons chosen by our Savior up-

on his first entrance on his public ministry, to be wit-

nesses of the purity of his life, the doctrines he should

teach, and of the miracles he should perform. If we
look into the character of the apostles, we shall find

nothing of craft and deceit, no appearance of fraud and

wickedness in any part of their behavior. Their prin-

ciples were worthy, and their religion rational
;
their

tempers open and free, their manners humble and be-

nevolent. These genuine marks of probity and piety
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leave no room for any candid judge to suspect their

veracity, or look upon them as impostors.

THE VILLAGE BELLS.
WHO does not love the village bells?

The cheerful peal and solemn toll,

One of the rustic wedding tells,

And one bespeaks a parting soul.

The lark in sunshine sings his song ;

And dressed in garments white and gay,
The village lasses trip along ;

For this is Susan's wedding day.

Ah ! gather flowers of sweetest hue,

Young violets from the bank's green side,

And on poor Mary's coffin strew,

For in the bloom of youth she died.

So passes life ! the smile, the tear,

Succeed, as on our path we stray ;

Thy "
kingdom come, for we are here,

As guests who tarry but a day."

PHILIP OF MACEDON.
No warrior was ever bolder, or more intrepid in the

field than Philip of Macedon. Demosthenes, who can-

not be suspected of having flattered him, gives the fol-

lowing testimony as to his courage.
"

I saw," says
this orator,

" this very Philip with whom we disputed
for sovereignty and empire. I saw him, though cover-

ed with wounds, his eye struck out, his collar broke,
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maimed both in his hands and feet, still resolutely rush

into the midst of danger, and ready to deliver up to

fortune any part of his body she might desire, provided
he might live honorably and gloriously with the rest."

THE PROUD FROG.

A FABLE.

A FROG, being wonderfully struck with the size and

majesty of an Ox that was grazing in the marshes,

could not forbear endeavoting to expand herself to the

same portly magnitude.
After puffing and swelling for some time, "What

think you, sister," said she;
" Will this do?" "Far

from it." " Will this ?" "
By no means." " But this

will ?" "
Nothing like it."

In short, after many ridiculous efforts to the same
fruitless purpose, the simple Frog burst her skin, and

miserably expired on the spot. The moral of this is,

that,
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Attempting what is out of our power, only exposes
us to ridicule and contempt.

FORGIVENESS.
" To err is human, to forgive, divine."

" Teach me to feel another's wo,
To hide the fault I see

;

That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me."

OF him that hopes to be forgiven, it is indispensably

required that he forgive. On this great duty, futurity

is suspended, and to him who refuses to practise it, it

might seem that mercy would be inaccessible.

The discretion of a man deferreth his anger, and it is

his glory to pass over a transgression. By taking re-

venge, a man is but even with his enemy, but in pass-

ing it over, he is superior.

CONDUCT TO INFERIORS.
BE meek, courteous and affable to your inferiors, not

proud nor scornful. To be courteous even to the mean-

est is a true index of a great and generous mind. But

the insulting and scornful gentleman, who has been

himself originally low, ignoble, or beggarly, makes
himself ridiculous to his equals, and by his inferiors is

repaid with scorn, contempt, and hatred.

THE WINGED WORSHIPPERS.
Two Swallows having flown into church, during divine

service, were apostrophized in the following stanzas.
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GAY, guiltless pair,

What seek ye from the fields of heaven ?

Ye have no need of prayer,
Ye have no sins to be forgiven.

Why perch ye here,

Where mortals to their Maker bend ?

Can your pure spirits fear

The God ye never could offend ?

Ye never knew
The crimes, for which we come to weep :

Penance is not for you,
Blessed wanderers of the upper deep.

To you 't is given
To wake sweet nature's untaught lays ;

Beneath the arch of heaven

To chirp away a life of praise.

Then spread each wing,

Far, far above, o'er lakes and lands,

And join the choirs that sing

In yon blue dome not reared with hands.

Or if ye stay
To note the consecrated hour,

Teach me the airy way,
And let me try your envied power.

Above the crowd

On upward wings could I but fly,

I 'd bathe in yon bright cloud,

And seek the stars that gem the sky.

'Twere heaven, indeed,

Through fields of trackless light to soar,
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On nature's charms to feed,

And nature's own great God adore.

REVENGE.
A PASSIONATE and revengeful temper renders a man

unfit for advice, deprives him of his reason, and robs

him of all that is great or noble in his nature. It makes
him unfit for conversation, destroys friendship, changes

justice into cruelty, and turns all order into confusion.

Anger may dwell for a moment in the breast of a

wise man, but rests permanently only Lh the bosom of

fools. None more impatiently suffer injuries, than

those that are most forward in doing them. A more

glorious victory cannot be gained over man, than this,

that when the injury begins on his part, the kindness

should begin on ours.

CLEANLINESS.
CLEANLINESS may be considered under the three fol-

lowing remarks. First, it is a mark of politeness, for

no one, unadorned with this virtue, can go into compa-

ny, without giving manifest offence. Second, cleanli-

ness may be said to be the foster-mother of affection.

Beauty commonly produces love, but cleanliness pre-

serves it. Age is not unamiable. while it is preserved
clean and unsullied. In the third place, it bears analogy
with purity of mind, and naturally inspires refined sen-

timents and passions. It is an excellent preservative
of health, and several vices, destructive both to mind
and body, are inconsistent with the habit of it.
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SONG.
O'ER the hills far away, at the birth of the morn,
I hear the full tone of the sweet sounding horn

;

The sportsmen with shoutings all hail the new day,

And swift run the hounds o'er the hills far away.

Across the deep valley their course they pursue,
And rush through the thickets yet silvered with dew

;

Nor hedges nor ditches their speed can delay ;

Still sounds the sweet horn o'er the hills far away.

TO AN INSECT IN A FLOWER.
BLISSFUL insect ! what can be

In happiness compared to thee ?

Fed with nourishment divine,

The dewy morning's sweetest wine.

Nature waits upon thee still,

And thy fragrant cup does fill
;

All the fields that thou dost see,

All the plants belong to thee
;

All that summer hours produce,

Fertile made with ripening juice ;

Man for thee does sow and plough,

Farmer he, and landlord thou.

Thee the hinds with gladness hear,

Prophet of the ripened year !

To thee alone, of all the earth

Life is no longer than thy mirth.

Happy creature ! happy thou

Dost neither age nor winter know ;

But when thou'st drank, and danced, and sung

Thy fill, the flowery leaves among,
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Sated with the glorious feast,

Thou retir'st to endless rest.

MODESTY.
MODESTY is a pleasing quality, and is generally at-

tendant upon merit. It is engaging in the highest de-

gree, and wins the hearts of all with whom we become

acquainted. None are more disgusting in company,
than the impudent and presuming. Nothing can atone

for the want of modesty ;
without it, beauty is ungrace-

ful, and wit detestable.

THE CASE ALTERED.
A FARMER came to a lawyer, who was his neighbor,

seeming to feel great concern for something which he

said had just happened.
" One of your oxen, sir,"

said he,
" hath been gored by a wicked bull of mine,

who is always in mischief
;
and I should be glad to

know how I am to make you amends for the loss
;
but

I hope, Sir, you won't be too hard upon a poor man."
"
Hard," replied the lawyer ;

" why I believe you are

a very honest fellow, and as such, you cannot surely

think it too much to give me one of your own oxen in

return."

"This would be no more than justice, to be sure,

Sir," said the farmer
;

" but indeed I must beg your
honor's pardon, for I have made a strange mistake

j
it

is your bull, sir, that has killed one of my oxen." "
Ay,

ay !" said the lawyer,
" why that alters the case, man ;

but I shall go," added he, turning short upon his heels,
" and inquire into the affair

;
and if,"

" And IF !"

said the farmer
;

" why the affair, I find, would have

9
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been settled without an IF, if you had been as ready to

do justice to others, as you are to exact it from them."

By this, we learn that self-interest often makes people
take advantage of others, which they would not be

ready to give, under different circumstances.

APHORISMS.
OF all bad things with which mankind are curst,

Their own bad tempers surely are the worst.

Oh ! what a tangled web we weave,
When first we practise to deceive.

DR. FRANKLIN.
DR. FRANKLIN, in the early part of his life, and when

following the business of a printer, had occasion to

travel from Philadelphia to Boston. In his journey, he

stopped at one of the inns, the landlord of which pos-

sessed all the inquisitive impertinence, said to be com-

mon to his countrymen. Franklin had scarcely sat

himself down to supper, when his landlord began to

torment him with questions. He, well knowing the

disposition of these people, and that answering one

question would only pave the way to twenty more, de-

termined to stop the landlord at once, by requesting to

see his wife, children, and servants, indeed his whole

household. When they were summoned, Franklin,
with an arch solemnity, said,

" My good friends, I sent

for you here to give you an account of myself. My
name is Benjamin Franklin

;
I am a printer, of nine-

teen years of age ;
reside at Philadelphia, and am now

going to Boston. I sent for you all, that if you wish
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for any further particulars, you may ask and I will

inform you j
which done, I hope you will permit me to

eat my supper in peace."

HAYDN THE COMPOSER.
THE poet Carpani once asked his friend Haydn,

" how
it happened that his church music was almost always
ofan animating, cheerful description." To this Haydn's
answer was,

" I cannot make it otherwise
;

I write ac-

cording to the thoughts which I feel
;
when I think

upon God, my heart is so full of joy, that the notes

dance and leap, as it were, from my pen ;
and since

God has given me a cheerful heart, it will easily be for-

given me that I serve him with a cheerful spirit."

PROVIDENCE .

THE Lord my pasture shall prepare,

And feed me with a shepherd's care
;

His presence shall my wants supply
And guard me with a watchful eye ;

My noon-day walks he shall attend,

And all my midnight hours defend !

Though in the paths of death I tread,

With gloomy terrors overspread,

My steadfast heart shall fear no ill,

For thou, Lord, art with me still
;

Thy friendly crook shall give me aid,

And guide me through the dreadful shade.
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THE FOOLISH STAG.

A FABLE.

A STAG, who chanced to come to a clear fountain to

quench his thirst, saw his own image in the water.

The first thing that struck his notice was the pair of

large branching horns which grew on his head. " Ah,"
said he to himself,

" how sweetly those antlers become

me
;
and what a noble effect they produce ! To look

at them, one would be tempted to think that I cany a

whole wood upon my forehead
;
and besides this, they

appear to be so strong and well set, that I think in my
heart I could defy the fiercest monster in the forest !

" But as for those flimsy spindles, which I suppose
are my legs, they are of no use but to disgrace me.

What a pity it is, that such a noble figure as mine,
should owe its support to four vile broomsticks. Ifmy
legs had been anything like my horns, I would not

have turned my back to any single beast on the face

of the earth."

While the foolish animal was giving himself these

airs, he was startled by the yelling of a pack of hounds,
who had just been laid on the scent, and were making
up nimbly towards him. Away he fled on the first

alarm, and bounding swiftly over the lawn, he left the

dogs and huntsmen at a great distance behind him
;

but darting into a thick copse, his horns were so fast

wedged among the branches of the trees, that he could

go no farther
;
so that the hounds soon came up with

him, and tore him down to the ground.
When he was in the pangs of death,

" Ah !" said he,
" the branching horns of which I was so proud, have

been the only cause of my ruin
;
while those slender
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legs, which I treated with so much contempt, were the

only things which could have saved my life, if I had
not run into the thicket."

"We learn by this fable, that those things which are

most pleasing to the fancy, are often found to be most

hurtful to our real welfare
;
and what we most despise,

may sometimes be of the greatest service.

CONSCIENCE.
" What stronger breastplate than a heart untainted ?

Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just,

And he but naked, (though locked up in steel,)

Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted."

THE severest punishment of an injury is the con-

sciousness ofhaving done it
;
and no man suffers more

than he that is turned over to the pain of repentance.
No man ever offended his own conscience, but first or

last, it was revenged upon him. If a man cannot find

ease within himself, it is to little purpose to seek it any
where else.

THE PLAYTHINGS.
OH, mother ! here 's the very top,

That brother used to spin ;

The vase with seeds I 've seen him drop
To call our robin in

;

The line that held his pretty kite,

His bow, his cup and ball
;

The slate on which he learned to write,

His feather, cap and all !

' My dear, I 'd put the things away
Just where they were before

;

9*
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Go, Anna, take him out to play,

And shut the closet door.

Sweet innocent ! he little thinks,

The slightest thought expressed
Of him that 's lost, how deep it sinks

Within a mother's breast !"

THE WIND AND THE SUN.
A FABLE.

A DISPUTE once arose between the north wind and

the sun, which of the two was the strongest. To de-

cide the matter, they agreed to try their power on a

poor honest traveller, wrho was then walking along the

road
;
and that party which should first strip the man

of his cloak, was to win the day.

The north wind began the attack, and a cutting blast

he blew, which tore up the mountain oaks by their

roots, and made the whole forest look like a wreck
;

but the traveller, though at first he could scarcely keep
the cloak on his back, ran under a hill for shelter, and

buckled his thread-bare mantle so tight about him, that

it would have kept pace with him, if he had been blown

from England to France. The wind having thus tried

its utmost, the sun began next; and bursting forth

through a thick watery cloud, he by degrees darted his

sultry beams with so much force upon the man's head,
that at last the poor fellow was almost melted.

"Heigh!" said the traveller, "this is past all bear-

ing ;
for it is now so hot, that one might as well be in

an oven!" and with that, he threw off his cloak as fast

as he could, and sat under the shade of the next tree

to cool himself.

This fable describes the state of a person who has
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bad tempers of different kinds to deal with. The only

remedy in such cases is, for those who are thus attack-

ed, to keep their own tempers cool and even.

TRUE GREATNESS.
IT naught avails thee where, but what thou art.

All the distinctions of this little life,

Are quite cutaneous, foreign to the man

Away with all but moral, in his mind
;

And let what then remains compose his name,
Pronounce him weak or worthy, great or mean.

Th' Almighty, from his throne, on earth surveys

Naught greater than an hottest, humble heart
;

An humble heart, his residence ! pronounced
His second seat

;
and rival to the skies

The private path, the secret acts of men,
If noble, far the noblest of our lives.

THE HOUR OF PRAYER.
CHILD, amidst the flowers at play,

While the red light fades away ;

Mother, with thine earnest eye
Ever following silently ;

Father, by the breeze of eve

Called thy harvest work to leave
;

Pray ! ere yet the dark hours be,

Lift the heart and bend the knee !

Traveller, in the stranger's land

Far from thine own household band
;

Mourner, haunted by the tone

Of a voice from this world gone ;
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Captive, in whose narrow cell

Sunshine hath not leave to dwell
j

Sailor, on the darkening sea

Lift the heart and bend the knee !

Warrior, that from battle won,
Breathest now at set of sun !

Woman, o'er the lowly slain

Weeping on his burial plain :

Ye that triumph, ye that sigh,

Kindred by one holy tie,

Heaven's first star alike ye see

Lift the heart and bend the knee !

SPEAKING OF YOURSELF.
BE particularly careful not to speak of yourself, if

you can help it. The less you say of yourself, the

more the world will give you credit for.

Whatever perfections you may have, be assured

people will find them out
;
but whether they do or not,

nobody will take them upon your own word.

THE STUDY OF NATURAL HISTORY.
THE pursuit of Natural History in almost any way,

as a study, or an amusement, is both indicative, and

productive of gentleness, refinement and virtue. I

know of no indicationj-which would sooner predispose
me in favor of a person with whom I might be accident-

ally thrown in a stage coach, than a familiarity mani-

fested by him with any branch of natural science, or

an intelligent love evinced for its objects.

If he could tell me the names of the flowers by the

road side, or the insects as they flitted by us, I should
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be exceedingly surprised if he ran into the bar-room

for liquor, at every stopping place, or let fall from his

lips an oath, or an indecent word. I should know that

he occupied some of his hours with the observation and

study of the sweet and tranquillizing features of nature.

I should judge that he preferred a quiet walk, to a

noisy revel
;
that when among men, he chose the society

of good men, and that he was fond of books, which are

the choicest portions of the spirits of men.

And if I should see in one, who had been led astray,

sadly astray, by the force of passion, or the tendencies

of bad example, if I should see in such an one the love

of any department of nature, the disposition to cultivate

any branch of natural science, I should hail it as a

spring in the desert, and trust that through the <' scent

of that water," his life would bud again,
" and bring

forth boughs like a plant."

And why should I entertain that trust ? Because I

should know, that some of his tastes, at least, were

pure, that some of his pleasures were innocent, that

some of his pursuits were calm, that he was not wholly

given up to sensuality. I should argue that there was
a delicacy in his mind, that excess had not rooted out,

that there was sacred principle in his heart, which sur-

vived amidst corruption ;
and I should go on to argue,

that this delicacy, that this principle, would be made to

grow and thrive by study, by the direction of the

thoughts to their culture, till, at last, the desert place

would become a garden.
But the study of nature has its religious, as well as

its moral uses. I cannot say that all those who culti-

vate a taste for natural history, cultivate, in conjunc-

tion, religious affections and convictions. Men will

sometimes perversely separate those things, which God
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intends to unite, and which always flourish better, when
that intention is fulfilled.

Nor do I mean to say, that men cannot be religious

and pious, unless they study nature, and natural his-

tory. Piety has more sources and supports than one.

If one source fails, piety does not necessarily dry up,
because it is still fed from other fountains. If one sup-

port is deficient, yet piety may not fall, because there

are other foundations to hold it up. Happy for us, that

it is so.

It is nevertheless true, most true, that the study and

contemplation of nature leads directly, and by an easy
and excellent way, to the adoration and love of nature's

God
;
that the examination of the living, varied and

exquisite mechanism about us, constructed not by hu-

man hands, may be the daily means of our beholding
and acknowledging the planning, ruling, forming hand
of the Almighty. Testimony to this truth has been borne

abundantly, by the best and wisest of men
; by poets,

naturalists, philosophers.
" To see all things in God," say Kirby and Spence,

in the preface to their valuable and delightful work on

Entomology,
" has been accounted one of the peculiar

privileges of a future state
;
and in this present life, to

see God in all things, in the mirror of creation, to be-

hold and adore the reflected glory of the Creator, is no

mean attainment
;
and it possesses this advantage, that

thus we sanctify our pursuits, and instead of loving the

creatures for themselves, are led by the survey of them,
and their instincts, to the love of Him, who made, and

endowed them."

The poet of the Seasons has grown somewhat old-

fashioned, and though -he still holds his rank among
poets, is not often quoted. Let him, however, be a wit-

ness here
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" And yet was every faltering tongue of man,

Almighty Father ! silent in thy praise,

Thy works themselves would raise a general voice,

E'en in the depth of solitary woods,

By human foot untrod, proclaim thy power,
And to the choir celestial, Thee resound,
The eternal cause, support, and end of all."

ZOOLOGY.
Natural History is divided into three branches, de-

nominated the animal, mineral, and vegetable kingdoms.
The study of each of them is in the highest degree use-

ful and interesting. If we examine minerals with care,

instead of finding them to consist of a confused mass
of stones and earths, we shall discover in them the

most astonishing system of regularity and arrangement.
If we attend to plants and trees, we shall find them

grouped into orders and classes, and amid an almost

endless variety of hues and forms, shall yet perceive a

wonderful degree of system and plan in their distribu-

tion and contrivance.

But the animal kingdom, denominated Zoology, af-

fords a still more attractive subject of contemplation
and investigation. The science is divided into several

branches. At the head of the animal creation is man,
who stands alone, there being no other of the species.

In the next place comes the class of Quadrupeds ;
then

Birds
,
then Fishes

;
then Reptiles and Serpents, and

then Insects. We shall give some account of them in

their order.

QUADRUPEDS.
If we descend, by regular gradations, from man to

those classes which approach nearest to him in their

nature and their habits, we must, on ev6ry account,
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assign the first rank to the quadruped part of creation
;

since whether we direct our attention to their from and

structure, or to their manners and instincts, we shall

find them more correspondent to our own than those of

any other order of animated beings.

The general anatomy of the monkey tribe is so ana-"

logous to that of man, that it requires some skill in

physiology to make the distinction
;
and even those

quadrupeds that least resemble us, when they erect

themselves in an upright position, still preserve striking

marks of their affinity. And if we go still farther, and

compare their internal structure with our own, the

likeness will be found still to increase, and we shall

perceive many advantages they enjoy in common with

us, over the lower tribes of nature.

Even in the passions of man, nay, in the most amia-

ble of the passions, we find some species of this class

no contemptible rivals. What can equal the attach-

ment of a dog to its master? Even over the grave
that contained his dust has this animal been known to

breathe its last. With what fidelity does it accompany,
with what constancy does it follow, with what attention

does it defend its master ! What eagerness to obtain

his caresses ! What docility in obeying him ! What

patience in suffering his bad humors, and his frequently

unjust corrections ! What emotion, what anxiety, what

sorrow, when he is absent! What joy when he re-

turns! From all these circumstances, is it possible

not to distinguish friendship ? Even among ourselves

is it expressed with superior energy ?

The forms and instincts of animals are adapted to

their situations. However superficially man may sup-

pose the sloth and mole to be wretched and helpless

creatures, their life is probably a life of luxury to
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them, and if abridged in one pleasure, it may be dou-

bled in those that remain.

The heads of quadrupeds are in general calculated

for their manner of living. In some, it is sharp, in

order to enable the animal to turn up the earth in which

its food lies. In some, it is long, in order to give room
for the olfactory nerves, as in dogs, which hunt by the

scent. In others, it is short, as in the lion, to give the

head greater strength, and fit it the better for combat.

The teeth of animals are also fitted to the nature of

their food. In those which live upon flesh, they are

sharp, and fitted for holding and dividing; in those

which subsist on vegetable diet, they are calculated

for grinding or pounding their aliment. Their legs
also are equally adapted to the life they are intended

to lead. The feet of some that live upon fishing are

webbed, and calculated for swimming. Animals of

prey have their feet armed with claws, which some can

sheathe and unsheathe at will.

The stomach is generally proportioned to the quality

of the food. In those that live upon flesh, it is small

and glandular. On the contrary, animals that live

upon vegetables have the stomach very large, and those

which chew the cud, have no less than four stomachs,

though in Africa, where the plants are soft and nutri-

tious, some of this class have only two.

The number of species, in the quadruped class,

which may be said to have distinct marks or charac-

ters, is usually stated at two hundred; though late

authors have enumerated two hundred and eighty, and

even some minute philosophers have subdivided them

into upwards of four hundred.

10
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BIRDS.

The structure of birds is, in most respects, entirely
dissimilar both from that of man or of quadrupeds.
One obvious distinction between this class of animals

and the quadruped part of creation is, that instead of

hair, birds are covered with feathers, and these appear
to be nourished and kept in order in a different man-
ner from the hair of animals. Lest the feathers should

spoil by exposure to the air, the bird is furnished with

a gland, containing a proper quantity of oil, which it

presses out with its beak, and occasionally anoints its
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feathers. In watef fowl, this oil is^so plentiful that it

even imparts a degree of rancidity to the flesh, and we
see that their coat of feathers is rendered by it com-

pletely water proof.

The wings of birds are remarkably strong. The flap

of a swan's wing would break a man's leg; and a

similar blow from an eagle has been known to lay a

man dead in an instant.

The sense of seeing in birds is remarkably acute,

and though they have no external ear, but only two

small orifices or ear-holes, yet they do not seem to be

deficient in hearing. The scent of some species is ex-

quisitely delicate. In decoys, where ducks are caught,
the men who attend them generally keep a piece of

turf lighted, on which they breathe, lest the fowl should

smell them and fly away. The voice of birds is much
louder in proportion to their size, than that of other

animals.

The legs, the wings, the bones, and every part of the

body are much lighter, firmer, and more compact in

birds, than in other creatures. Their lungs are ex-

tended all over the cavity of their bodies.

Carnivorous birds, like carnivorous quadrupeds,
have but one stomach, and that well calculated for

digestion. Those that feed on grain have, in addition

to the crop or stomach where their food is moistened or

swelled, a gizzard, which is a very hard muscle, almost

cartilaginous or gristly, and which they commonly fill

with small stones, where the food is afterwards ground
in order to complete its digestion. Birds are subject to

few diseases.

Birds of the same species do not always make their

nests of the same materials, though in general, there is

a uniformity ;
the redbreast, in souie parts of England,
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makes his nest of oak leaves, where those leaves are

plentiful ;
in other parts, it makes it with moss and

hair. Where the eggs are numerous, it is necessary to

make the nest warm
;
thus the wren, which is a small

animal, and able to cover but a small compass, and yet

lays many eggs, makes her nest remarkably warm ;
on

the contrary, the plover, the eagle, the crow, &c.

which lay but two or three, are not equally solicitous

in this respect.

There are some birds which are called birds of pas-

sage, and which by migrating, make a habitation in all

parts of the earth
;
but in general, every climate has

birds peculiar to itself. In all countries, birds are

much longer lived than quadrupeds. They are, how-

ever, greatly inferior to quadrupeds in sense and

docility.

The rapidity with which birds move from place to

place is one remarkable circumstance attending them.

The hawk, and many other birds, occasionally fly at

the rate of not less than one hundred and fifty miles

in an hour. Even the common crow moves twenty-
five miles within that space of time

;
the swallow ninety-

two miles, and the eider duck ninety miles.

This being the case, and it being known also that

many birds can subsist for a considerable time without

food, there can be no reason to wonder at birds being
able to accomplish their periodical migrations to and

from distant climes.

The number of species in this class of animals is

very numerous, amounting to above eight hundred.

FISHES.

The number of fish to which a name is given, is, ac-

cording to Linnaeus, above four hundred. The majo-
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rity of these are confined to the sea, and would expire
in the fresh water, though there are a few which annually
swim up the rivers to deposit their spawn.

Wonderful as it may seem, to see creatures existing
in a medium so dense that men, beasts and birds must

inevitably perish in it, yet experience proves that be-

side those species which we are in the daily habit of

seeing, the very depths of the immense ocean contain

myriads of animated beings, to whose very form we
are almost strangers, and of whose dispositions and

manners we are still more ignorant.

The structure of fish, and their adaptation to the

element in which they live, are eminent proofs of di-

vine wisdom. Most of them have the same external

form, sharp at each end and swelling in the middle, by
which configuration they are enabled to traverse their

native element with greater ease and swiftness. From
their shape, men originally took the idea of those ves-

sels, which are intended to sail with the greatest speed.

But the progress of the swiftest sailing ship, with the

advantage of a favorable wind, is far inferior to that

of a fish. Ten or twelve miles an hour is no small

degree of rapidity in the sailing of a ship ; yet any of

the larger species of fish would play around her, as if

she did not move, and even advance considerably be?

fore her.

The fins of fishes are denominated from their situa-

tions. The pectoral fins are placed at a little distance

behind the opening of the gills, and are large and

strong ; they serve as well to balance the body, as to

assist the motion of the fish. The ventral fins are

placed towards the lower parts of the body under the

belly, and serve chiefly to raise or lower the fish in the

water. The dorsal fins are situated on the ridge of the

10*
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back, and are very large in flat fish
;
their use, like the

pectoral fins, is to keep the body well balanced, as well

as to contribute to its forward motion. The anal fins

are placed under the tail, enabling the fish to keep an

upright position.

The chief instruments of a fish's motion are the fins,

which in some fish are more numerous than in others.

The fish in a state of repose, spread all his fins, and
seems to rest upon its pectoral and ventral fins near

the bottom. If the fish folds up either of its pectoral

fins, it inclines to the same side. When it desires to

have a backward motion, striking with the pectoral fins

in a contrary direction effectually produces it. If the

fish desires to turn, a blow from the tail sends it about,

but if the tail strikes both ways the motion is forward.

In pursuance of these observations, if the dorsal and

ventral fins be cut off, the fish reels to the right and

left, and endeavors to supply its loss by keeping the

rest of its fins in constant employment. If the right

pectoral fin be cut off, the fish leans to that side
;

if the

ventral fin, on the same side, be put away, then it loses

its equilibrium entirely. When the tail is cut off, the

fish loses all motion, and gives itself up to where the

water impels it.

The senses of fishes are remarkably imperfect, and

indeed, that of sight is the only one which, in general,

they may be truly said to possess. But this is, in some

degree, compensated by their extraordinary longevity ;

several species being known to live more than a hun-

dred years.

Such is the general picture of these heedless and

hungry creatures
;
but there are some of this class

living in the waters, that are possessed of finer organs

And higher sensations
;
that have all the tenderness of
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birds or quadrupeds for their young ;
that nurse them

with constant care, and protect them from every injury.

Of this class are the cetaceous order, or fishes of the

whale kind. But the fierce unmindful tribe, who leave

their spawn without any protection, are called the

spinous, or bony kinds, from their bones resembling
the sharpness of thorns.

REPTILES.

If we emerge from the deep, the first, and most ob-

vious class of amphibious animals that occur upon

land, are frogs and toads. Then we find lizards of

different kinds, as the crocodile, salamander, &c.
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Frogs and toads, wherever they reside, seem equally

adapted for living upon land, and in the water. The

frog moves by leaping ;
the toad almost crawls upon

the ground: The frog is light and active
;
the toad,

slow and swollen, and incapable of much exertion.

The frog is the best swimmer of all four-footed ani-

mals
;
the toad only creeps about in the mud.

The lizards are an awkward, ungainly tribe, differing

from every other class of animals. Their color is very

various, and very brilliant, and they differ very much
in size and form

;
the crocodile being sometimes thirty

feet in length, and the small chameleon, only an inch.

The crocodile is distinguished for its size and fierce-

ness. There are two kinds
;
the crocodile, and the

cayman, or alligator ;
the one being a native of the

western, and the other of the eastern continent. These

animals are seen lying on the banks of rivers for whole

hours, and even days, so motionless, that one not used

to them might mistake them for trunks of trees; but

this mistake is often fatal
;
for the torpid animal, at the

near approach of any living thing, darts upon it with

swiftness, and drags it to the bottom. In this manner
it seizes and destroys various animals, and is equally
dreaded by all.

The salamander is a heavy torpid animal, very ti-

mid and inoffensive, and about eleven inches long. It

is amphibious, and when taken in the hand is cold

to a great degree. There are several other kinds of

lizards, all differing from each other, as the iguana,

chameleon, green lizard, flying lizard, variegated lizard,

&c. Some of these are harmless, while others are to be

dreaded for their bite, which makes a severe wound.

*
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SERPENTS.
The accounts left us by the ancients of the terrible

devastations of serpents, must not be considered as

wholly fabulous. It is probable in early times that

serpents, being undisturbed possessors of the forest,

grew to an amazing magnitude, and every other tribe

of animals fell before them. We are told, that while

Regulus led his army along the banks of the river Ba-

grada, in Africa, an enormous serpent disputed his

passage over. We are assured that this serpent mea-

sured one hundred and twenty feet in length.

All serpents have wide mouths, and throats capable
of great distension. The tongue is long and forked.

The skin is composed of a number,of scales, united to

each other, and growing harder till the animal changes
its skin, which is done twice a year.
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Serpents live to a great age, and some of them grow
to an immense size. In Java, one of them readily de-

stroys and devours a buffalo. The poor animal is first

seized, and crushed to death in the folds of the serpent.
The whole body being reduced to one mass, the ser-

pent untwines its folds, licks the body all over to make
it slip down his throat the more easily, and beginning
at one end, by degrees, swallows a morsel, three

times its own thickness. It then lies torpid for a long

time, and may be approached and destroyed with

safety.

The most material distinction between serpents, is,

that some are venomous, and some are inoffensive
;

but not a tenth of their number are actually venomous.
From the noxious qualities of the serpent kind, it is

no wonder that man, beasts, and birds carry on an un-

ceasing war against them. The ichneumon and the

peccary destroy them in great numbers, by seizing

them near the head. The vulture and eagle also prey

upon them in great numbers. Dogs also are bred up
to oppose them.

In venomous serpents there are two large teeth or

fangs issuing from the upper jaw. Wherever these are

wanting, the animal is harmless
;
wherever they are

found, it is to be avoided as a most pestilent enemy.
The most venomous serpents of tropical climates are,

the viper, the rattlesnake, the cabra de cabello, and the

whip-snake. If a viper inflicts a wound, the symptoms
are not without danger. Much more violent symp-
toms succeed the bite of a rattlesnake

;
but when a

person is bitten by a cabra de cabello, he dies in an

hour, The whip-snake is five feet long, and not thick*

er than the lash of a whip. It is exceedingly yenq,

pious, and its bite will kill a person in six hours,
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Serpents without venom never employ their teeth,

either as instruments of attack or defence
;

it is by
the strong folds of the body and tail, that their enemies

are destroyed. They hiss, dart out their forked

tongues, erect themselves on the tail, but never at-

tempt to use their teeth.

The black snake of the United States is about six

feet in length, and preys upon squirrels and birds. It

may sometimes be seen among bushes, waiting to

make a prey of the birds that are hopping among them.

It seizes its victim with great quickness, and kills it by

coiling around the body, in the manner of the boa con-

strictor. It is perfectly harmless, and generally seeks

an instant retreat when approached by man. The

striped snake, blind snake, blind worm, aquatic viper,

&c. though some of them have a formidable appear-

ance, are harmless and inoffensive.

The larger tribe of serpents, though without venom,
are very much to be dreaded. The> never attack, ex-

cept openly, and conquer by dint of strength. To this

class belong the boa, the anaconda, and the depona.
In India, dancing serpents are common. These are

carried about in a broad flat vessel, somewhat resem-

bling a sieve. They erect and put themselves in mo-

tion at the word of command. When their keeper

sings a slow tune, they seem by their heads to keep
time

;
when he sings a quicker measure, they appear

to move more briskly. From this trick, successfully

practised, it is most probable have arisen all the boast-

ed pretensions, which some have made to the art of

charming serpents.
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INSECTS.

Of all animated beings, man ofiers the most wonder-

ful variety in his internal conformation
j quadrupeds

come next
;
and other animals follow, in proportion to

their powers or excellencies. Insects seem, above all

others, the most imperfectly formed
;
from their mi-

nuteness, the dissecting knife can go but a short way
in the investigation.

One thing argues an evident imperfection; which

is, that many of them can live a long time, though de-

prived of those organs which are necessary to life in
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the higher ranks of nature. Many of them are fur-

nished with lungs and a heart, like noble animals
; yet

the caterpillar continues to live, though its heart and

lungs, as is often the case, are entirely eaten away.
"We may define insects to be little animals without

red blood, bones, or cartilages, furnished with a trunk,
or else a mouth opening lengthwise, with eyes which

they are incapable of covering, and with lungs which

have their openings on .the sides. This definition com-

prehends the whole class of insects, whether with, or

without wings, and whether in their caterpillar, or but-

terfly state.

In a cursory inspection of the insect tribe, the first

animals that offer themselves are those which want

wings ;
that appear crawling about on every plant, and

on every ;spot of earth which we regard with any degree
of attention. Those, therefore, that never have wings,
but go creeping about till they die, may be considered

as constituting the first class of insects.

The second order of insects consists of such as have

wings, but which, when produced from the egg, have
their wings cased up in such a manner as not to ap-

pear. The third order of insects is of the moth and

butterfly kind. The fourth order is of those winged

insects, which come from a worm, instead of a cater-

pillar, and yet go through changes similar to those

which moths and butterflies are seen to undergo. To

these, we may add a fifth order, a numerous tribe,

lately discovered, to which naturalists have given the

name of zoophytes. They seem to be a set of creatures

placed between animals and vegetables, and form the

link, which connects animated and insensible nature.

The structure of insects is altogether very curious.

They are all annulose animals, that is, they have their

11
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bodies divided across into a greater or smaller number
of rings, or segments. They are without a spine, or

any thing like an internal skeleton, and thus the in-

sertions of all the muscles, by which their parts are

moved, are on the external covering, which is to them
at once skin and skeleton. This, in its composition, is

a good deal like horn, though it is not fibrous, like that

substance. Sometimes, too, it is elastic. We know of

no surface so perfectly smooth as the covering of some
insects. It admits also of every degree of color and

transparency.
The wings of insects , are worthy of attention, from

the beauty of their structure, and the nicety with which

they are adapted to the habits of the animal. Most

winged insects have four wings. These are constructed

of a delicate network of horny substance, and are

sometimes covered with feathers or scales.

The form of the legs is often exceedingly curious,

and we find in them all that perfect harmony of orga-

nization and use, which can be so clearly traced in all

the mechanism of animated nature. Thus, if the in-

sect has only to walk, and not to leap, the thighs are

slender
;
but when it has to leap, they are swelled out

in breadth, to afford room for the action of the muscles.

The claw is equally varied in its structure. Some-

times it is in the form of a rake for hewing down and

drawing along mud ;
sometimes the claws are hooked,

all bending in the same direction, by means of which it

can suspend itself; sometimes, again, the claws act

opposite to each other, like a hand, and at other times,

there is but a single claw, to which a little protuberance

serves as a thumb.

Such are the outlines of the merely mechanical

structure of insects. The other parts are equally cu-
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rious. The nervous system, which is ramified from

the brain, is contained in the head
;
the singular forma-

tion that is often displayed in the mouth, which is, at

one time, a pump, and at another a pair of scissors
;

and the long and singular changes, through which

many of them have to pass, before they can enjoy the

.day or the hour which is given them to wanton in the

sun
; taking them, diversified as they are among many

genera and species, they form ample and delightful

study for the most active mind, through the most pro-

longed life.

THE WITHERED LEAF.
OH ! mark the withered leaves that fall

In silence to the ground ;

TJpon the human heart they call,

And preach without a sound.

They say,
" so passes man's brief year !

To-day his green leaves wave
;

To-morrow, changed by time, and sere,

He drops into the grave.'"

Let wisdom be our sole concern,

Since life's green days how brief!

And faith and heavenly hope shall learn

A lesson from the leaf.

GRACEFULNESS.
BE graceful in your manners. The different effect

of the same thing, said or done, when accompanied or

deserted by graceful manners, is almost inconceivable
;

they prepare the way to the heart.
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From your own observation, reflect what a disagree-

able impression an awkward address, a slovenly figure,

an ungraceful manner of speaking, whether fluttering,

muttering, or drawling, make upou you at first sight,

in a stranger, and how they prejudice you against him.

APHORISM.
CIRCLES are praised, not that abound

In largeness, but th' exactly round
;

So life we prize, that doth excel,

Not in much time, but acting well.

What though short my date ?

Virtue, not rolling suns, the mind matures.

That life is long, which answers life's great end.

COMPLAISANCE.
IF we wish for the good will and esteem of our ac-

quaintance, our good-breeding must be active, cheerful

and winning.
Answer with complaisance, when you are spoken to

;

sit not while others stand
;
do every thing with an air

of cheerfulness, and not with a grave, sour look, as if

you did it unwillingly.

PEEVISHNESS AND ANGER.
PEEVISHNESS, though not so violent and fatal in its

immediate effects, is still more unamiable than passion,

and if possible more destructive ofhappiness ; inasmuch
as it operates more continually.

Though the fretful man injures us less, he disgusts
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us more than the passionate one, because he betrays a

low and little mind, intent on trifles, and engrossed by
a paltry self-love, which knows not how to bear the ap-

prehension of any inconvenience. By voluntarily en-

during inconveniences, we shall habituate ourselves to

bear them with ease and good-humor, when occasioned

by others.

COMMODORE PERRY.
AT the famous battle of Lake Erie, when, in the

sweeping havoc which was sometimes made, a number
of men were shot away from around a gun, the sur-

vivors looked silently around to Perry, and then stepped
into their places. When he looked at the poor fellows,

who lay wounded and weltering on the deck, he always
found their faces turned towards him, and their eyes
fixed on his countenance.

,

It is impossible for words to heighten the simple and

affecting eloquence of this anecdote. It speaks volumes

in praise of the heroism of the commander, and the

confidence and affection of his men.

NIGHT.
ALL men are stretched upon their quiet beds

;
dark-

ness is spread over .the skies
; every eye is shut, and

every hand is still. The eye that sleeps not, is God's
;

his hand always protects us. He made sleep to refresh

us when we are weary ;
he made night that we might

sleep in quiet. As the affectionate mother stills every
little noise that her infant may not be disturbed

;
as

she draws the curtains around its bed, and shuts out the

light from its tender eyes ;
so God draws the curtain
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around us
;
so he makes all things to be hushed and

still, that his large family may sleep in peace.

When the darkness has passed away, and the beams
of the morning sun strike through our eyelids, let us

begin our day by praising God/ who has taken care of

us through the night. Let his praise be in our hearts

when we lie down
;

let his praise be on our lips when
we awake.

THE ANGLER AND LITLE FISH.

A FABLE.

A MAN was angling in a river, and caught a small

perch, which, as he was taking off the hook, and, going
to put into his basket, opened its mouth, and began to

implore his pity, begging that he would throw it into

the river again.

Upon the man's demanding what reason he had to

expect such a favor
;

" Why," says the fish,
" because

at present I am young and little
;
and consequently,
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not so well worth your while, as I shall be, if you take

me some time hence, when I shall be grown larger."
" That may be," replied the man

;

" but I am not

one of those fools who quit a certainty, in expectation
of an uncertainty. As I have got you, I will keep you."
So saying, he threw him into the basket among the

rest of the fishes. This fable teaches us the same les-

son as the proverb,
" A bird in the hand is worth two

in the bush."

COLUMBIA.
COLUMBIA, Columbia, to glory arise,

The queen of the world and the child of the skies !

Thy genius commands thee
;
with rapture behold,

While ages on ages thy splendors unfold.

Thy reign is the last and the noblest of time,

Most fruitful thy soil, most inviting thy clime
;

Let the crimes of the east ne'er encrimson thy name,
Be freedom, and science, and virtue thy fame.

PATRIOTIC ADDRESS.
YE martial bands ! Columbia's fairest pride !

To toils inured, in danger often tried
;

Ye gallant youths ! whose breasts for glory burn,
Each selfish aim and meaner passion spurn ;

Ye who, unmoved, in the dread hour have stood,

And smiled undaunted in the field of blood

Who greatly dared at freedom's rapturous call,

With her to triumph, or with her to fall

Now brighter days in prospect swift ascend
;

Ye sons of fame, the hallowed theme attend
;

The past review
;
the future scenes explore,

And heaven's high King with grateful hearts adore.
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THE VALLEY^OF VISION.
THERE is a land that pleasant seems,

Though few and faint the glimpses be
;

It is the distant land of dreams,
Where love is blest, and fancy free.

The painter's art, the poet's theme,
The hero's deed, the hermit's prayer,

The. maiden's thought by bower and stream,
Are shadows dim of objects there.

There, all who mourn, in bliss shall dwell,
And severed hearts again shall blend,

In that high place from which we fell,

In that far home to which we tend.

Alas ! alas ! 't is but in sleep,

That long lost home we ever see
;

We dream, but soon we wake and weep
In this cold place ofmisery.

Our better nature we repress,

When we forget the world unseen,
For this unquiet wilderness,

Where care and sorrow intervene.

Yet faith, that rises most from sorrow,
As ivy best 'mid ruins grows,

Can of that world the pleasures borrow,
And taste in this, its sweet repose.

APHORISM.
AFFLICTION is the wholesome soil of virtue where
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patience, honor, sweet humanity and calm fortitude,

take root and strongly nourish.

THE OLD KNIGHT AND HIS GRAY
P E E U K E .

A CERTAIN knight growing old, his hair
fc
fell off so

fast that he soon became bald; so he was forced to

buy a wig to cover his bare head. But one day, as he

was riding out a hunting with some of his friends,

they met with a sudden blast of wind, and off fell his

hat on one side, and his large gray wig on the other.

Those who were with him could not help laughing at

the odd figure he made
;
and for his part, being a

hearty old knight, he laughed as loud as the rest of

them. " Ha ! ha ! ha !" said he to them
;

" how could

I expect to keep other people's hair upon my head,
when I could not persuade my own to stay there."

The surest way to turn off the edge of a joke, is to

join in the laugh yourself; whereas, if you resent it,

your ill-humor will only serve to heighten the jest, and

feed the mirth of the bystanders.

ADM'ONITIONS.
WHEN you wish to have advice, have recourse to

such as have had the most experience. The mariner

who hath long traversed the dangerous ocean, is surely

the most fit to direct the unskilful over the rocks that

are therein concealed.

Mind the concerns ofthe soul above all earthly things.

See that you get acquainted with your Maker while

young.
" Remember now thy Creator in the days of

thy youth." Shun every appearance of evil.
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Never let your tongue go before your thoughts.
Meditate frequently upon the future.

For every action in which you engage, see that you
have not only a reason, but that the reason be sufficient.

ENVY.
ENVY is almost the only vice which is practicable at

all times and in every place ;
the only passion that can

never lie quiet for want of irritation. The effects,

therefore, are every way discoverable, and its influence

always to be dreaded. It is, above all vices, inconsist-

ent with the character of a social being, because it

sacrifices truth and kindness to every weak temptation.
Almost every other crime is practised by the help of

some quality, which might have produced esteem and

love, if it had been well employed ;
but envy is a more

unmixed and genuine evil
;

it pursues a hateful end,

by despicable means, and desires not so much its own

happiness, as another's misery.

TREACHERY.
OF all the vices to which human nature is subject,

treachery is the most infamous and detestable, being

compounded of fraud, cowardice and revenge. The

greatest wrongs will not justify it, as it destroys those

principles of mutual confidence and security, by which

society can alone exist.

The Romans, a brave and generous people, disdained

to practise it towards their declared enemies. Christi-

anity teaches us to forgive injuries ;
but to resent them

under the disguise of friendship and benevolence,
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argues a degeneracy, which common humanity and

justice must blush at.

THE SHEPHERD'S DOG AND THE
WOLF.

A WOLF, with hunger fierce and bold,

Ravaged the plains, and thinned the fold
;

Deep in the wood secure he lay,

The thefts of night regaled the day.

In vain the shepherd's wakeful care

Had spread the toils, and watched the snare
;

In vain the dog pursued his pace ;

The fleeter robber mocked the chase.

As Lightfoot ranged the forest round,

By chance 'his foe's retreat he found
;

" Let us aVhile the war suspend,
And reason as from friend to friend."
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" A truce," replies the wolf " 'tis done.'*

The dog the parley thus begun :

" How can that strong, intrepid mind,
Attack a weak defenceless kind ?

Those jaws should prey on nobler food,

And drink the boar's and lion's blood
;

Great souls with gen'rous pity melt,
Which coward tyrants never felt.

How harmless is our fleecy care !

Be brave, and let thy mercy spare."

"
Friend," says the wolf,

" the matter weigh,
Nature designed us beasts of prey ;

As such, when hunger finds a treat

'T is necessary wolves should eat.

If, mindful of the bleating weal,

Thy bosom burn with real zeal,

Hence, and thy tyrant lord beseech
;

To him repeat thy moving speech.
A wolf eats sheep but now and then

j

Ten thousands are devoured by men."

An open foe may prove a curse,
But a pretended friend is worse.

CONDUCT TO YOUR OWN FAMILY.
NEVER quarrel with your brothers and sisters

;
but

live in peace and unity.

Use kind and courteous language towards all the

domestics. Never be domineering nor insulting, for it

is the mark of an ignorant and ill-natured child.
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DEATH OF AN INFANT.
DEATH found strange beauty on that cherub brow,

And dashed it out. There was a tint of rose,

On cheek and lip ;
he touched the veins with ice,

And the rose faded. Forth from those blue eyes
There spoke a wishful tenderness a doubt

Whether to grieve or sleep, which Innocence

Alone can wear. With ruthless haste he bound
The silken fringes of their curtaining lids

Forever. There had been a murmuring sound

With which the babe would claim its mother's ear,

Charming her even to tears. The spoiler set

His seal of silence. But there beamed a smile

So fixed and holy from that marble brow,
Death gazed and left it there

j
he dared not steal

.The signet-ring of heaven.

PROVERBS.
" Much falls between the cup and the lip." This pro-

verb warns us from placing too sanguine a dependence

upon future expectations, though very promising ;
in-

timating, that the fairest hopes are often dashed in

pieces by the intervention of some unforeseen and un-

expected accident.
" A rolling stone gathers no moss." This proverb is

indicative of the ill consequences of fickleness and in-

constancy. Persons of unsettled and restless tempers
are never happy ; they are always busily beginning to

live, but, by reason of love of change and impatience,
never arrive at a way of living.

" Tw too late to spare, when all is spent." This pro-

12
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verb enjoins frugality and providence, and forbids

excesses and luxury. It likewise admonishes us not

to defer important duties, lest we should find, too late,

that there is not time enough left, in which to perform
them.

" The more haste the less speed. This proverb repre-

hends too precipitate and hurrying tempers, and shows

the value of calmness and sedateness, in the manage-
ment of business.

' One srcallon does not make a summer" This proverb
teaches us not to consider ourselves or others good,
from the practice of one single virtue, and that the

right way of judging is to take into consideration the

whole character and conduct.
"
Nothing venture, nothing have." This proverb,

though it does not license an inconsiderate rashness, in

running hazards against all probability of success, yet

is a spur to industry, enterprise and resolution in any
honest undertaking.

HONOR DEARER THAN LIFE.
AN American officer, during the war of Independence,

was ordered to a station of extreme peril, when several

around him suggested various expedients, by which he

might evade the dangerous post assigned him. He
made them the following heroic reply :

" I thank you,

my friends, for your solicitude I know I can easily

save my life, but who will save my honor, should I

adopt your advice?"

DOMESTIC REPROVED.
ONE of the domestics of Frederick the Great one day
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came to wait upon him in an elegant flesh-colored coat,

thinking to please the king by his dress, because it was
his favorite color. Frederick, however, pretended not

to observe him. The servant then perceiving the mis-

take he had made, slipped out, and put on a coat more
suitable to his station. The king noticed the change,
and with great affability said to him,

" Tell me, friend,

who was that coxcomb that appeared here just now, in

a flesh-colored coat ?"

TO AN INFANT AT ITS BIRTH.
HAIL ! little tender flower,

So beautiful and bright,

Whose bud has scarce an hour,

Ope'd to the sun's sweet light.

Midst storms thou 'st shown thy head
;

And wintry nipping frosts

Thicken around thy bed,

Arrayed like threat'ning hosts.

But guardian hands are near

To mantle thee around,
Lest winds in wild career

Should cast thee to the ground.

Then, tender flower, arise,

Nor droop thy lovely head
j

Shoot upwards to the skies,

Nor storms around thee dread.

And though the gardened earth

May cease supporting thee,

Immortal is thy birth,

Thine age eternity !
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Aiid though thy lowly form

In blighted ruin lies,

Thou 'It yet survive the storm,

And bloom in paradise.

DISCRETION.
THERE are many more shining qualities in the mind

of man, but there is none so useful as discretion
;

it is

this which gives a value to all the rest, which sets them
at work in their proper times and places, and turns

them to the advantage of the person who is possessed
of them.

Without it, learning is pedantry, and wit impertinence;

nay, virtue itself looks like weakness. Discretion not

only shows itself in words, but in all the circumstances

of action
;
and is like an under agent of Providence,

to guide and direct us in the ordinary chances of life.

KEEPING SECRETS.
THE reply of Charles the Second, when importuned

to communicate something of a private nature, deserves

to be engraven on the heart of every man. " Can you

keep a secret ?" asked the subtle monarch. " Most

faithfully," returned the nobleman. " So can I," was
the laconic and severe answer of the king.

AGE.
PIETY is the only proper and adequate relief of de-

caying man. He that grows old without religious hope,
as he declines into imbecility, and feels pains and sor-

rows incessantly crowding upon him, falls into the gulf
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of bottomless misery, in which every reflection must

plunge him deeper, one where he finds only new gra-
dations of anguish, and precipices of horror.

He that would pass the latter part of his life with

honor and decency, must, when he is young, consider

that he shall one day be old, and remember when he is

old, that he has once been young.
An old age, unsupported with matter for discourse

and meditation, is much to be dreaded. No state can

be more destitute than that of him, who, when the de-

lights of sense forsake him, has no pleasures of the

mind.

CHOICE OF COMPANY.
ENDEAVOR, as much you can, to keep good company,

and the company of your superiors ;
for you will be

held in estimation according to the company you keep.

By superiors, I do not mean so much with regard to

birth, rank or condition, as merit, and the light in which

they are considered in the world.

SIR WALTER SCOTT.
SIR WALTER SCOTT, when a boy, gave very slight in-

dications of genius, nor did he shine in his early career

as a scholar. In Latin, he did not advance far until

his tenth year, when Dr. Paterson succeeded to the

school at Musselburg, where young Scott then was.

Dr. Blair, on a visit to Musselburg, soon after Dr. Pa-

terson took charge of the school, accompanied by some

friends, examined several of the pupils, and paid par-

ticular attention to young Scott. Dr. Paterson thought
it was the youth's stupidity that engaged the doctor's

12*
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notice, and said, "My predecessor tells me that boy
has the thickest skull in the school." "May be so,"

replied Dr. Blair,
" but through that thick skull, I can

discern many rays of future genius." How fully the

prediction has been verified, need not be told.

MERCY.
Mercy is twice blessed

;

It blesseth him that gives, and him that takes :

,'Tis mightiest in the mighty ;
it becomes

The throned monarch better than his crown
;

His sceptre shows the source of temporal power,
The attribute of awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings ;

But mercy is above the sceptered sway !

It is enthroned in the hearts of kings !

It is an attribute of God himself !

And earthly power doth then show likest God's

When mercy seasons justice.

WARREN'S ADDRESS
BEFORE THE BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL.

STAND ! the ground 's your own, my braves !

Will ye give it up to slaves ?

Will ye look for greener graves ?

Hope ye mercy still ?

What 's the mercy despots feel ?

Hear it in that battle peal !

Read it on yon bristling steel !

Ask it ye who will !
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Fear ye foes who kill for hire !

Will ye to your homes retire ?

Look behind you ! they 're on fire !

And before you, see

Who have done it ! From the vale

On they come ! and will ye quail ?

Leaden rain and iron hail

Let their welcome be !

In the God of battles trust !

Die we may, and die we must :

But, 0, where can dust to dust

Be consigned so well,

As where heaven its dews shall shed

On the martyred patriot's bed
;

And the rocks shall raise their head,
Of his deeds to tell !

GOOD EXAMPLE.
LIVING under the influence of a bright example, is to

the soul, what breathing a pure, wholesome air is to

the body. We find ourselves mended and improved,
and invigorated by both, without any sensible impres-
sion made upon us, and without perceiving how the

happy change is brought about.

When people offer us advice, it often seems to argue
a kind of superiority which sometimes piques and

offends us. We are apt to set ourselves against it, out

of mere pride. But we cannot possibly be angry at a

man for taking care of his own conduct, for going on

the right road himself, and leaving us to follow him or

not, as we think fit.
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TRUTH.
THE Egyptians of old ever used to wear a golden

chain, beset with - precious stones, which they styled

truth, intimating that to be the most illustrious orna-

ment. The sacred writings tell us that " God is truth,"

and therefore to pervert the use of our speech, which

so remarkably distinguishes us from the beasts that

perish, must be a high offence to him.

Lying is the vice of a villain, a coward and a slave.

Jf a liar be discovered, he becomes forever suspected.
" All that thou canst get by lying or dissembling, is,

that thou wilt not be believed when thou speakest the

truth."

THE DROWNING BOY AND DOG.

A FABLE.

A LITTLE boy, playing on the side of a pond, fell into

the water. His playmates cried, but could not help

him out. He thought he should have been drowned,
and must have been so

;
but at that moment, a noble

dog happening to pass by, and hearing his cries, ran

up to the pond, and said, as well as he could,
" I will

help you out, little boy ;" and then instantly plunged in,

and brought him safe on shore, without hurting a hair

of his head.

When we see any one in trouble, we should imitate

this noble creature, and if we can, try and help him out.

INGRATITUDE.
INGRATITUDE is a sin so shameful, that there never

was a man found, who would own himself guilty of it.
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Ingratitude 'perverts all the measures of religion and

society, by making it dangerous to be charitable and

good-natured ; however, it is better to expose ourselves

to ingratitude, than to be wanting in charity to the

distressed.

He that promotes gratitude pleads the cause both of

God and man, for without it, we can neither be sociable

nor religious.

An ungrateful man is a reproach to the creation
;
an

exception from all the visible world
;
neither the hea-

ens above, nor the earth beneath, affording any thing

like him.

THE ANT AND THE GRASSHOPPER.

IN the winter season, a commonwealth of ants was

busily employed in the management and preservation
of their corn

;
which they expose to the air, in heaps,

round about the avenues of their little country habita-
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tions. A grasshopper, who had chanced to outlive the

summer, and was ready to starve with cold and hun-

ger, approached them with great humility, and begged
that they would relieve his necessity, with one grain
of wheat or rye. One of the ants asked him, how he

had disposed of his time in summer, that he had not

taken pains and laid in a stock, as they had done.
" Alas ! gentlemen," says he,

" I passed away my
time merrily and pleasantly, in drinking, singing, and

dancing, and never thought of winter." " If that be

the case," replied the ant, "all I have to say is, that

they who drink, sing, and dance, in the summer, must

starve in the winter."

MORAL.

Who pleasures love

Shall beggars prove.

VIRTUE INDISPENSABLE.
IF good we plant not, vice will fill the mind,
And weeds take up the space for flowers designed ;

The human heart ne'er knows a state of rest,

Bad tends to worse, and better leads to best.

We either gain or lose
;
we sink or rise,

Nor rests our struggling nature till it dies
;

Those very passions that our peace invade,

If rightly pointed, blessings may be made.

EPITAPH ON AN INFANT.
ERE sin could blight, or sorrow fade,

Death came with friendly care,

The opening bud to heaven conveyed,
And bade it blossom there.
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DUTIES OF PUPILS.
THE duties of pupils consist in docility and obedience,

respect for their preceptors, zeal for study, and a thirst

after the sciences, joined to an abhorrence of vice and

irregularity, together with a fervent and sincere desire

of pleasing God, and referring all their actions to him.

The exactness and severity of our teachers may dis-

please sometimes, at an age when we are not capable
of judging of the obligations we owe them

;
but when

years have ripened our understanding and judgment,
we discern that their admonitions, reprimands, and a

severe exactness in restraining the passions of an im-

prudent and inconsiderate age, are the things which
should make us esteem and love them.

THE LARK AND HER YOUNG ONES.
AN old lark, who had a nest of young ones in a field

of wheat, which was almost ripe, was not a little afraid

the reapers would set to work, before her lovely brood

were fledged enough to be able to remove from the

place. One morning, therefore, before she took her

flight, to seek for something to feed them with, "My
dear little creatures," said she,

" be sure that in my
absence you take the strictest notice of every word you
hear, and do not fail to tell me of it as soon as I come
home again."
Some time after she was gone, in came the owner

of the field and his son. "
Well, George," said he,

" I

think this wheat is ripe enough to cut down
;
so to-

morrow, mind ye, I would have you go as soon as

you can see, and desire our friends and neighbors to
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come and help us, and tell them that we will do as

much for them, the next time they want us." When
the old lark came back to her nest, the young ones be-

gan to nestle and chirp about her, begging her to re-

move them as fast as she could. "
Hush," said she,

"hold your silly tongues ;
for if the old farmer depends

upon his friends and his neighbors, you may take my
word for it, that his wheat will not be reaped to-

morrow."

The next morning, therefore, she went out again,
and left the same orders as before. The owner of the

field came soon after to wait for those he had sent to,

but the sun grew hot, and not a single man of them
came to help him. "Why, then," said he to his son,
" I '11 tell you what

; you see those friends of ours have

left us in the lurch, so that you must run to your un-

cles and cousins, and tell them that I shall expect
them to-morrow betimes, to help us reap."

Well, this, also, the young ones told their mother, as

soon as she came home, and in a sad fright they were.
" Never mind it, children," said the old one,

" for if

that be all, you may take my word for it, that his

kinsmen will not be so forward to assist him as he

seems willing to persuade himself. But be sure to

mind," said she, "what you hear the next time, and

let me know it without fail."

She went abroad the next day, as before
;
but when

the poor farmer found that his kinsmen were to the

full as backward as his neighbors, "Why, there now,"
said he,

" these are your uncles and your cousins !

Hark ye, George, do you get a couple of good sickles

against to-morrow morning, and we will e'en reap the

wheat ourselves, my boy !" When the young ones

told their mother this,
" Now, my little dears/' said she,
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" we must be gone indeed, for when a man takes it in

hand to do his own work himself, you may depend

upon it that it will be done."

KOSIUSKO.
THE hero of Poland once wished to send some bottles

of good wine to a clergyman at Soluthurn
;
and as he

hesitated to trust them by his servant, lest he should

smuggle a part, he gave the commission to a young man
of the name of Seltner, and desired him to take the horse

which he himself usually rode. On his return, young
Seltner said that he would never ride his horse again,

unless he gave him his purse at the same time. Kos-

ciusko inquiring what he meant, he answered
;
"as

soon as a poor man on the road takes off his hat and
asks charity, the horse immediately stands still, and
will not stir till something is given to the petitioner ;

and as I had no money about me, I was obliged to

feign giving something, in order to satisfy the horse."

THE EARTHWORM AND THE BEE.

A FABLE.

" WHY do you trouble yourself to fly from flower to

flower, in search of honey ?" said an earthworm one

day to a bee
;

" I am sure it must be great toil
;
now I

take my ease, and only lounge about, and can always

satisfy my appetite with fine mould, and nothing can be

more rich or delicious. Nor have I need to lay up in

store for a future day, for the earth is all before me,

and I can eat when and where I please, without the

plague of filling a hive."

13
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"Ah," replied the bee, "thou knowest not, poor

crawling creature, how much pleasure I have in flying
from flower to flower, and how much sweeter honey is

than earth
;
and though thou boastest so much of thy

large dish, all who know the taste of mine, know that

for food, my hive of honey is worth more than all thy
earth."

APHORISM.
No radiant pearl which crested fortune wears,
No gem that twinkling hangs from beauty's ears,

Not the bright stars which heaven's high arch adorn,

Nor vernal sun that gilds the rising morn ;

Shine with such lustre as the tears that streak,

For others' wo, down virtue's manly cheek.

IMPROVEMENT OF TIME.
DILIGENCE, industry, and proper improvement are

material duties of the young. To no purpose are they

endowed with the best abilities, if they want activity

for exerting them. Unavailing, in this case, will be

every direction that can be given them, either for their

temporal or spiritual welfare.

In youth, habits of industry are most easily acquired.

In youth, the incentives to it are strongest, from ambi-

tion and from duty, from emulation and from hope ;

from all the prospects which the beginning of life af-

fords. If, dead to these calls, you already languish in

slothful inaction, what will be able to quicken the more

sluggish current of advancing years ?

Industry is not only the instrument of improvement.
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but the foundation of pleasure. Industry is the ap-

pointed vehicle of every good to man, and is the indis-

pensable condition of our possessing a sound mind in a

sound body. !*ly, therefore, from idleness, as the

certain parent both of guilt and ruin.

BOAT SONG.
BEND on your oars for the sky it is dark,

And the wind it is rising apace !

For the waves they are white with their crests all so

bright,

And they strive, as if running a race.

Tug on your oars for the day 's on the wane,
And the twilight is deepening fast

;

For the clouds in the sky show the hurricane nigh,

As they flee from the face of the blast.

Stretch on your oars for the sun it is down,
And the waves are like lions in play,

The stars they have fled, and no moon is o'erhead

Or to point, or to cheer our lone way.

Rise on your oars let the bright star of hope
Be seen 'mid the tempest's wild roar

;

And cheer, lads ! for we who were born on the sea,

Have weathered such tempests before.

Rest on your oars for the haven is won,
And the tempest may bluster till,morn ;

For the bold and the brave are now freed from the

wave,
Where they late roamed so lonely and lorn.
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ASKING QUESTIONS.
ASK questions and many questions, and leave no-

thing till you are thoroughly informed of it, but be

careful of asking only proper questions.

Such pertinent questions are far from being ill-bred,

or troublesome to those of whom you ask them : on

the contrary, they are a tacit compliment to their

knowledge, and people have a better opinion of a

young man, when he seems desirous to be informed.

THE HOG AND THE ACOKNS.

ONE moonshiny night,

With a great appetite,

A hog feasted on acorns with all his might.
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Quite pleased with his prize.

Both in taste and in size,

While he ate, he devoured the rest with his eyes.

You know I 'm in joke,

When I say that the oak

Moved a bough to the grunter before she spoke.
But you know too, in fable,

We feel ourselves able

To make any thing speak, tree, flower, or table.

Said the oak, looking big,
" I think, Mr. Pig,

You might thank me for sending you fruit from my
twig;

But, you ill-behaved hog !

You devour the prog,

And have no better manners I think than a dog."

He replied, looking up,

Though not ceasing to sup,

Till the acorns were eaten, ay, every cup,
" I acknowledge to you

My thanks would be due,

If from feelings of kindness my supper you threw.

To-morrow, good dame,
Give my children the same,

And then you with justice may gratitude claim."

He merits no praise,

To the end of his days

Who to those who surround him no service conveys.
13*
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"HE NEVER TOLD A LIE."

MR. PARK, in his travels through Africa, relates that

a party of armed Moors having made a predatory at-

tack on the flocks of a village at which he was stop-

ping, a youth of the place was mortally wounded in the

affray. The natives placed him on horseback and

conducted him home, while his mother preceded the

mournful group, proclaiming all the excellent qualities

of her boy, and by her clasped hand and streaming

eyes, discovered the inward bitterness of her soul.

The quality for which she chiefly praised her boy,

formed of itself an epitaph so noble, that even civilized

life could not aspire to a higher.
" He never," said

she with pathetic energy, "never, never told a lie."

THE HEIFER, GOAT, SHEEP AND
LION.

A FABLE.

A HEIFER, a goat, and a harmless sheep, once went

partners with a young lion in a hunting match. When
they had caught a stag of uncommon size, the lion,

having first divided it into four parts, addressed his

fellow sportsmen in the following terms
;
"I now take

up the first part, my good friends," said he,
" because I

am a lion
;
and you will certainly allow me to make

free with the second, as a compliment to my valor
;

the third also will very fairly come to my share be-

cause I am the strongest ;
and as to the fourth, wo

be to him who dares to meddle with it." In this man-

ner, he was unjust enough to assign the booty to him-
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self, because none of his partners were able to dispute
his claim.

This teaches us never to enter into partnership with

a person who is too much above us.

GENERAL NASH.
GENERAL NASH, in the battle of Germantown, Octo-

ber 4th, 1777, was severely wounded in the thigh, the

bone of which was shattered by a grape shot. While

they were carrying him off the field, a friend coming
up, began to condole with him on his situation, and
asked him how he felt

;

"
It is unmanly," said the

dying hero, "to complain, but is more than human
nature can bear."

BAD EXAMPLE.
A WICKED example tends to corrupt, in some degree,

every one that lives within its baleful influence, more

particularly if it be found in men of high rank, great

wealth, splendid talents, profound erudition, or popular
character. The mischief done by any notorious vice

in men of this description is inconceivable. It spreads
like a pestilence, and destroys thousands in secrecy and

silence, of whom the offender himself knows nothing,

and whom probably he never intended to injure. And
wherever the heart is corrupted, the principle of faith

is proportionably weakened; for no man that gives

loose to his passions will choose to have so troublesome

a monitor near him as the gospel. When he has

learned to disregard the moral precepts of that divine

volume, it requires but a slight effort to reject its doc-

trines, and then to disbelieve the truth of the whole.
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EQUIVOCATION.
AN equivocation is nearly related to a lie. It is an

intention to deceive, under words of a double meaning,
or words, which, literally speaking, are true

;
this is

equally criminal with the most downright breach of

truth. A nod or sign may convey a lie, as effectually

as the most deceitful language. Whether we deceive

by actions or words, we are equally culpable.

Every engagement, though of the slightest kind,

should be punctually observed, and he who does not

think himself bound by such an obligation, has little

pretension to the character of an honest man.

SPEAKING.
THINK before you speak ;

think before whom you

speak j
think why you speak think what you speak.

LIFE.

WE toil for renown, yet we sigh for repose,

We are happy in prospect, yet restless to-day,

And we look back on life, from its dawn to its close,

To feel that we squandered its treasures away.

Though bound by obstructions of clay to our sphere,

Our hearts may aspire to a better to rise,

But evil the weight is that fixes them here,

For frail are our pinions, and far are the skies.

We love but the object has withered and died,

We are left as a wreck on a desolate shore,
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To remember with grief as we gaze on the tide,

That the cherished, the lost and beloved, are no more.

The lost the lamented ! Ye cannot return

To learn how our souls were with yours interwove
j

To see the vain flowers that we strew on the urn,
Or behold from our sorrow how deep was our love.

PROVERBS.
" When vice goes before, vengeance follows after"

However slowly vengeance may seem to move, it will

assuredly overtake the offender at last
;
and the longer

it is coming, the heavier it will fall on him, according
to that maxim, that though justice has leaden feet, it

has iron hands.
"
If you trust before you try,

You may repent before you die"

Under this proverbial distich is couched a good les-

son of caution and circumspection not to choose inti-

mates or friends, before we have experienced their

integrity ;
not to buy things, without knowing whether

they are equal in value to their price.
" One good turn deserves another." In this provero the

vice of ingratitude is arraigned ;
it intimates that mutual

ofiices of love, and alternate helps or assistances, are

the fruits and issues of true friendship ;
that it is both

meet and comely, just and equitable to requite kind-

nesses.
" All is well that ends well." It is a plain matter of

fact, that the end crowns all things, and that every

thing is not to be judged amiss, that may appear so for

the present. A worldly misfortune, if it quicken our

diligence and industry ;
a severe fit of sickness, if it
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promote our piety, and make us amend our lives, is

well. Though for the present, no affliction seems

joyous, but grievous, yet a happy death is the never

failing portion of a well spent life, which always ends

in eternal bliss and glory. The best way to judge of

things, is by their issue or event. The end crowns

the work.

INGENUOUSNESS.
AN open and ingenuous disposition is not only beau-

tiful and most conducive to private happiness, but pro-

ductive of many virtues essential to the welfare of so-

ciety. What is society without confidence ? Cunning
and deceit are odious in themselves, and incompatible
with the real happiness and dignity of man. Listen

not, ye generous youths, whose hearts are yet untaint-

ed, listen not to the delusive advice of base men. Have

courage enough to avow the sentiments of your souls,

and let your countenance and your tongue be the he-

ralds of your heart. Please, consistently with truth

and honor, or be contented not to please. Let justice

and benevolence fill your bosom, and they will shine

spontaneously, like a real gem, without the aid of a foil,

and with the most durable and captivating brilliancy.

ETON BOYS.
DURING the reign of George III., two Eton boys were

spending their holidays with a friend at Summerville,
and had wandered into the forest, where they met with

a fresh looking old gentleman in the "Windsor uniform,
who stopped them, and jestingly asked if they were
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playing the truant. They gave an account of them-

selves, and said they had come to see the king's stag-

hounds throw off. " The king does not hunt to-day,"
said the stranger,

" but when he does, I will let you
know

;
and you must not come by yourselves, lest you

should meet with some accident." They parted ;
and

two or three days after, while the family at Summer-
ville was at breakfast, one of the royal yeoman prick-

ers rode up to the gate, to acquaint them that the king
was waiting, till he brought the two young gentlemen
to a place where they might see in safety.

DECEIT.
EVERY day's experience evinces the justness of that

representation in the scriptures, in which it is said, that
" the heart is deceitful above all things ;

who can

know it ?" In the most trifling intercourse, where nei-

ther pleasure nor profit are in view, the propensity to

deceit appears in the little promises, professions, and

compliments which are mutually made, usually, with-

out any sincerity of regard, and often with real and in-

veterate aversion.

Early and late, by night and by day, in season and

out of season, we should inculcate in the breast of

youth the just remark of the moral poet, that " an ho-

nest man is the noblest work of God."

FRANKLIN'S TOAST.
LONG after Washington's victories over the French

and English had made his name familiar to all Eu-

rope, Dr. Franklin chanced to dine with the English
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and French ambassadors, when the following toasts

were drank. By the British ambassador,
"
England

the sun, whose bright beams enlighten and fructify the

remotest corners of the earth." The French ambassa-

dor, glowing with national pride, but too polite to dis-

pute the previous toast, drank, "France the moon,
whose mild, steady and cheering rays are the delight

of all nations; consoling them in darkness, and making
their dreariness beautiful."

Dr. Franklin then arose, and with his usual dignified

simplicity, said, "George Washington the Joshua,
who commanded the sun and moon to stand still

;
and

they obeyed him."

FOOD.
WE ought to partake of food only when we have a

natural appetite for it, and this ought to be plain and

wholesome, and simply cooked. An unnatural and

inordinate appetite for food is produced by partaking
of a great variety of food, or of that which is richly

cooked
; by rich sauces, high seasoning, and by the

use of wine at meals.

A very moderate quantity of plain food is all that is

necessary, for the support of health and strength. By
this means the healthy powers of the stomach are best

preserved.
On the contrary, the powers of the stomach are im-

paired by eating too freely of rich food, and drinking
immoderate quantities of wine, or spirits.

Bread is the most important article of food in civi-

lized countries. This should be made of good flour,

well baked, and at least a day old before it is eaten, as

warm or new bread generally disorders the stomach.
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Potatoes are a very wholesome food
;
tea and coffee

when strong cannot fail of being prejudicial to health
;

good chocolate is both wholesome and nourishing ;
and

milk and all its preparations are among the most ex-

cellent articles of food.

Pure water should be drank at meals, as it promotes
a keen appetite for food. "Wine, in any quantity, is

injurious to the health of young persons. Beer, ale,

and porter, may be drank occasionally without pro-

ducing injurious consequences. Sweet cider also

agrees with most persons in health.

The invariable effects resulting from the intemperate
use of distilled spirits are the entire destruction of

health, reason, and virtue
; they therefore should be

entirely abstained from.

THE AMERICAN AUTUMN.
THIS season is proverbially beautiful and interesting.

Our springs are too humid and chilly ;
our summers

too hot and dusty j
and our winters too cold and tem-

pestuous. But autumn, that soft twilight of the waning

year, is ever delightfully temperate and agreeable.

Nothing can be more rich and splendid, than the

variegated mantles which our forests put on, after

throwing off the light green drapery of summer. In

this country, autumn comes not in "sober guise," or

in " russet mantle clad, "but, as expressed in the

beautiful language of Miss Kemble, like a triumphant

emperor, arrayed in "
gorgeous robes of Tyrian dyes."

This is the only proper season in which one truly en-

joys, in all its maturity of luxurious loveliness, an ex-

cursion into the country :

14
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"There, the loaded fruit-trees bending,
Strew with mellow gold the land

;

Here, on high, from vines impending,

Purple clusters court the hand."

Autumn now throws her many-tinted robe over our

landscape, unequalled by the richest drapery which

nature's wardrobe can furnish in any part of the world.

We read of Italian skies and tropical evergreens, and

often long to visit those regions where the birds have
" no sorrow in their song, no winter in their year."

But where can we find such an assemblage of beauties

as is displayed, at this moment, in the groves and fo-

rests of our native state? Europe and Asia may be

explored in vain. To them has prodigal nature given

springs like Eden, summers of plenty; and winters of

mildness. To the land of our nativity alone, has she

given autumns of unrivalled beauty, magnifience and

abundance. Most of our poets have sung the charms

of this season all varying from each other, and aL

beautiful, like the many tinted hues of the foliage of

the groves. The pensive, sentimental, moralizing

Bryant, says,

" The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the

year ;"

but his exquisite lines are so well known, that we must

resist the temptation to quote them. The blithe, jo-

cund, bright-hearted Halleck sings in a strain of quite

a different tune, in describing the country at this pe-

riod. Who would not know these lines to be his :

" In the autumn time,

Earth has no holier, nor no lovelier clime."

But we must not quote him either, for the same reason.
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This objection, however, does not apply to the delicate

morceau of poor Brainard, which has seldom been co-

pied, is in little repute, but which contains the true

inspiration of poetry.

" ' What is there sadd'ning in these autumn leaves ?'

Have they that '

green and yellow melancholy,'
That the sweet poet spoke of? Had he seen

Our variegated woods, when first the frost

Turns into beauty all October's charms

"When the dread fever quits us when the storms

Of the wild equinox, with all its wet,

Has left the land, as the first deluge left it,

With a bright bow of many colors hung
Upon the forest tops he had not sighed.

The moon stays longest for the hunter now
The trees cast down their fruitage, and the blithe

And busy squirrel hoards his winter store
;

While man enjoys the breeze that sweeps along
The bright blue sky above him, and that bends

Magnificently all the forest's pride,

Or whispers through the evergreens, and asks,
* What is there sadd'ning in the autumn leaves ?'

"

"ALL THAT'S BRIGHT MUST FADE.'

I 'VE seen in blooming loveliness,

The youthful maiden's angel form
;

I 've seen in towering stateliness,

The hero, breasting battle's storm
;

The cankerworm of hopelessness

Has blighted all her bloom
j

War's iron bolt, in ruthlessness,

Has sped him to the tomb
;
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Thus ever fades earth's loveliest,

Thus dies the brightest and the best.
*

Then count not maiden's loveliness,

Nor hero's towering stateliness.

THE OLD BULFINCH AND YOUNG
BIRDS.

IT chanced, that on a winter's day,

But warm and bright, and calm as May,
The birds, conceiving a design

To forestal sweet St. Valentine,

In many an orchard, copse and grove,

Assembled on affairs of love
;

And with much twitter and much chatter.

Began to agitate the matter,
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At length a Bulfinch, who could boast

More years and wisdom than the most,

Entreated, opening wide his beak,
A moment's liberty to speak ;

And silence publicly enjoined,

Delivered briefly thus his mind
;

" My friends, be cautious how you treat

The subject upon which we meet
;

I fear we shall have winter yet."

A Finch, whose tongue knew no control,

With golden wing and satin poll ;

A last year's bird who ne'er had tried

What marriage meant, thus pert replied :

" Methinks the gentleman," quoth she,
"
Opposite, in the apple tree,

By his good will would keep us single,

Till yonder heaven and earth should mingle ;

Or (which is likelier to befal)

Till death exterminate us all.

I marry without more ado
;

My dear Dick Redcap, what say you?"
Dick heard; and tweedling, ogling, bridling,

Turning short round, strutting and sideling,

Attested glad his approbation
Of an immediate conjugation.

Their sentiments so well expressed,

Influenced mightily the rest
;

All paired, and each pair built a nest.

But though the birds were thus in haste,

The leaves came on not quite so fast
j

And destiny that sometimes bears

An aspect stern in man's affairs,

Not altogether smiled on theirs.

14*
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The wind, that late breathed gently forth,

Now shifted east, and east by north
;

Bare trees and shrubs but ill, you know,
Could shelter them from rain or snow

;

Stepping into their nests, they paddled,
Themselves were chilled, their eggs were addled

;

Soon every bird and mother

Grew quarrelsome and pecked each other
;

Parted without the least regret,

Except that they had ever met
;

And learned in future to be wiser

Than to neglect a good adviser.

MORAL.

Young folks, who think themselves so wiser

That old folk's counsel they despise,

Will find when they too late repent,

Their folly prove their punishment.

THE RIVER,
RIVER ! River ! little River !

Bright you sparkle on your way,
O'er the yellow pebbles dancing,

'

Through the flowers and foliage glancing,

Like a child at play.

River ! River ! swelling River !

On you rush o'er rough and smooth,

Louder, faster, brawling, leaping

Over rocks by rose-banks sweeping,
Like impetuous vouth.
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River ! River ! brimming River !

Broad, and deep, and still as time,

Seeming still yet still in motion,

Tending onward to the ocean,

Just like mortal prime.

River ! River ! rapid River !

Swifter now you slip away ;

Swift and silent as an arrow,

Through a channel dark and narrow,

Like life's closing day.

River ! River ! headlong River !

Down you dash into the sea
;

Sea, that line hath never sounded,

Sea, that voyage hath never rounded,

Like eternity.

THE SENSIBLE ANSWER OF SO-
CRATES.

WHEN Socrates, the Athenian philosopher, had built

himself a small house, one of the common people step-

ped up to him
;

" And pray, sir," said he,
" what can

be the reason that you, who are so great a man, should

build such a little box as this for your dwelling house !"

"
Indeed, neighbor, replied the sage,

" I shall think

myself happy if I can fill even this with real friends."

True friends are indeed great treasures, and the wise

know how to prize them.

PROVERBS.
HEARTS may agree, though heads differ.
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Since you wronged me, you never had a good thought
of me.

There is no better looking-glass than a true friend.

After dinner, sit awhile
;

After supper, walk a mile.

Go to bed with the lamb, and rise with the lark.

As the wind blows, you must set your sail.

As love thinks no evil, so envy speaks no good.
As virtue is its own reward, so vice is its own pu-

nishment.

THE PHILOSOPHER OUTDONE.
A LEARNED philosopher being very busy, in his study,

a little girl came to ask him for some fire.
"
But," says

the doctor,
"
you have nothing to take it in ;" and as he

was going to fetch something for the purpose, the little

girl stooped down to the fire-place, and taking some

cold ashes in one hand, she put live embers on them
with the other. The astonished doctor threw down his

books, saying,
" With all my learning, I should never

have found out that expedient."

THE MULES AND THE ROBBERS.
A FABLE.

Two mules, who were each of them loaded with a

pack, happened to travel in company. One of them

was carrying money to the public treasury, and the

other sustaining the weight of a large sack, which was
full of barley. The former, being proud of his burden,
tossed up his head with an air, and shook the tinkling

bell, which dangled upon his neck
;
while his partner

followed him at a distance with a humble and easy

pace.
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On a sudden, out rushed a gang of robbers from their

ambush, and in the heat of the skirmish, they wounded
the mule, who had been so vain of his money, and car-

ried off the bags, leaving the barley for the next comer.

Thus plundered and crippled ;
while he was bewailing

his cruel fate,
" For my part," said the other mule,

" I

am heartily glad they did not think me worthy of no-

tice
;

for I have lost nothing by their contempt, and

am still as whole and sound as ever."

DESPONDENCY OF LORD CORNWAL-
LIS.

AFTER the capture of lord Cornwallis, at Yorktown, he

was one day standing in the presence of general "Wash-

ington, with his head uncovered. His excellency po-

litely said to him,
" My lord, you had better be covered

from the cold." His lordship, applying his hand to his

head, replied, "It matters not, sir, what becomes of

this head now."

PATRIOTIC INTEGRITY.
DURING the American Revolution, while general Reed

was president of Congress, the British commissioners

offered him a bribe of ten thousand guineas, to desert

the cause of his country. His reply was,
" Gentlemen,

I am poor, very poor j
but your king is not rich enough

to buy me."

SHORT EXHORTATIONS.
1. Let your thoughts be divhie and upright.

2. Let your talk be honest, true and concise.

3. Let your manners be courteous and cheerful.
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4. Let your works be holy, charitable, profitable, and

useful.

5. Let your diet be temperate, convenient, and frugal.

6. Let your apparel be neat and comely.
7. Let your will be compliant, obedient, and ready.
8. Let your prayers be devout, fervent, and often.

9. Let your recreations be lawful, brief, and seldom.

10. Let your meditations be of death, judgment, and

eternity.

POWDER AND BALLS.
LET ancient or modern history be produced, they will

not afford a more heroic reply than that of the Yankees

at Stonington, to the British commanders. The people

were piling the balls, which the enemy had wasted,
when the foe applied to them,

" We want balls
;
will

you sell them ?" They answered,
" We want powder ;

send us powder, and we '11 return your balls."

REPUTATION.
THE desire of praise, when it is discreet and mode-

rate, is always attended with emulation and a strong

desire of excelling ;
and so long as we can stop here,

there is no harm done to ourselves or others. St. Paul

exhorts Christians to follow, not only whatsoever things
are right, but whatsoever things are of good report.

The loye of reputation, therefore, if it be not joined to

a bad disposition, will scarcely of itself lead us to im-

moral actions.

Yet the things which the world generally admires

and praises most, are not the things in their own nature

most valuable. They are those bright abilities and
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fair endowments, which relate to the present life, and

terminate with it. Christian virtues are of a more

silent and retired nature. God and good angels approve
them

;
but the busy world overlooks them. So that he

who principally afiects popular approbation, runs some

danger of living and dying, well known to others, and

little known to himself
; ignorant of the state of his

own soul, and forgetful of the account which he has to

render up to God.

THE LITTLE VOYAGERS.
THE lake was smooth and not a breath

Stirred through the sleeping grove;
The oak tree hung as mute as death

Upon the hills above .

"
Come, sister," said the young Arnest,

While sporting on the bank
;

" Come o'er this water's silvery breast

Let's sail upon this plank."

"Yes, brother," and the plank she drew

Along the slippery sand,

Around his neck her arms she threw

And they drifted from the land.

Poor children ! though these waters lie

Sleeping in sunshine bright,

That ray, which dazzles now the eye,

Shall melt away in night.

Yet forth they drifted, till the lake,

Roused by the evening breeze,

Around the plank began to break,

Arid swell in little seas :

"
Alas, my brother !" cried Florelle,
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And raised a piteous scream
;

Till both grown sick and dizzy, fell

Into the treacherous stream.

So, they who sail on pleasure's streams,
Move beauteously away ;

For every scene around them, seems

Elysian and gay ;

But, when attracted from the shore

By zephyr's scented breath,

The threat'ning waves begin to roar,

And waft them on to death.

THE LITTLE PUPPY.

THERE was a noisy little thing

(I do not know its name)
A little puppy, fat and fair,

And frocilsome and tame.
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'T is true, he never used to bite
;

But, then, it made a noise
;

And always seemed in fidgets,

Like unruly little boys.

Its silly mother, fond to see

The frolics of her child, ,

:

-

Thought it quite entertaining
He should be a little wild.

She let him climb upon her back,
And bite her by the ear

;

She curbed him not, but only said
" Be quiet ;

there 's a dear."

The puppy had an uncle,

A sober quiet dog,
Who said,

" I wish that urchin

Had a muzzle or a clog ;

" Dear sister, if you don't, in time,

Your little pet restrain,

Your visitors will quit your house,
And never come again.

" You let him tumble you about,

Jump up, and knock you down
;

You laugh at all his rudeness,

When you rather ought to frown.

" I think it right to laugh and romp,
When by yourselves at home

;

But you should check the little brat,

When other people come."

He went away ;
the mother cried,

" Your uncle 's very cross :

15
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But, bless me ! here are visitors
;

Good morning, Mr. Horse.

" My worthy neighbor, Billy Goat,
And Mrs. Goose behind;

Come in, I'm glad to see you all
j

Now this is very kind."

The uncle's prudent caution was,
It seems, of no avail

;

The puppy jumped about the horse,

And twitched him by the tail.

He nearly sprained the goose's leg.

(Such pranks were never heard,)
And then ran barking to the goat
And pulled him by the beard.

Politeness made them bear it once,

But when it was renewed

They thought the puppy's conduct

Was insufferably rude :

The horse's kick, goat Billy's horn,

And from the goose a bite,

Soon sent him yelping from the place j

I think they served him right.

The puppy's mother frowned and said :

" Dear Mr. Horse, I fear

You are not fond of young folks,

As you snub my little dear."

The horse replied,
" Why really, ma'am,

I do not like them rude
;

But I love them very dearly, ma'am,
When well behaved and good."
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Now that is what I say myself,
And many think with me

;

'T is sweet to sport with children

But we likewise love to see,

That they can show good manners
In the parlor or at table

;

And I hope my youthful readers all

Will profit by my fable.

THE ART OF HAPPINESS.
A GOOD temper is one of the principal ingredients of

happiness. Almost every object that attracts our no-

tice, has its bright and its dark side. He that habitu-

ates himself to look at the displeasing side, will sour

his disposition, and consequently impair his happiness ;

while he who constantly beholds it on the bright side,

insensibly ameliorates his temper, and in consequence
of it, improves his own happiness, and the happiness of

all around him. By this practice, we may arrive at

that easy benevolence of temper, which the world calls

good-nature, and the scriptures, charity, whose natural,
and never failing fruit is happiness.

SLOTH.
THE whole structure of our nature, and the whole

condition of our being, prove that our Maker intended

us, not for a life of indolence, but for one of active ex-

ertion. All the organs of the body, and all the faculties

of the mind, are instruments of action, and are to be

employed in the vigorous pursuit of happiness,
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It is only by constant exercise, that these powers can

be preserved in a sound and healthful state. If the

body be suffered to remain long inactive, it will lose

its strength and become a prey to disease
;
at the same

time, the mental faculties will be gradually enfeebled,

and the whole fabric ofhuman happiness be undermined

by fretfulness and spleen.

It is, on the contrary, a matter of constant experience,

that a regular course of bodily exercise is conducive to

health, exhilarates the spirits, and contributes to the

easy and successful employment of the intellectual

powers.

PALESTINE.
No, no a lonelier, lovelier path be mine :

Greece and her charms I leave for Palestine.

There purer streams through happier valleys flow,

And sweeter flowers on holier mountain blow

I love to breathe where Gilead sheds her balm
;

I love to walk on Jordan's banks of palm ;

I love to wet my foot in Hermon's dews
;

I love the promptings of Isaiah's muse :

In Carmel's holy grots I '11 court repose,

And deck my mossy couch with Sharon's deathless rose.

KOSCIUSKO.
IN the invasion of France, in 1814, some Polish regi-

ments, in the service of Russia, passed through the

village, where this exiled patriot then lived. Some

pillaging of the inhabitants brought Kosciusko from

his cottage.
" When I was a Polish soldier," said he,

addressing the plunderers,
" the property of the peace-
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ful citizen was respected." "And who art thou," said

an officer,
" who addresses us with a tone of authority ?"

"
I am Kosciusko."

There was a magic in the word. It ran from corps
to corps. The march was suspended. They gathered
round him, and gazed with astonishment and awe upon
the weighty ruin he presented.

" Could he indeed be

the hero, whose fame was identified with that of their

country?" A thousand interesting reflections burst

upon their minds
; they remembered his patriotism,

his devotion to liberty, his triumphs and his glorious
fall. Their iron hearts were softened, and the tear of

sensibility trickled down their weather-beaten faces.

GAIETY.
GAIETY is to good humor as animal perfumes to

vegetable fragrance . The one overpowers weak spirits,

the other recreates and renews them. Gaiety seldom

fails to give some pain ;
the hearers either strain their

faculties to accompany its towerings, or are left behind

in envy or despair. Good humor boasts no faculties

which every one does not believe in his own power, and

pleases principally by not offending.

CLEANLINESS.
THE preserving of the surface of the body perfectly

clean is an indispensable means for securing the health,

vigor, and longevity of the system. This should be

done by washing in cold water, and by frequently

changing the clothing, especially in summer.

The use of the bath, independent of its effects in

cleansing the body, facilitates the free circulation of

15*
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the blood, throughout every part of the system. After

bathing, gentle exercise should be taken.

ON A LADY'S WRITING.
HER even lines her steady temper show,

Neat as her dress, and polished as her brow
;

Strong as her judgment, easy as her air
;

Correct though free, and regular though fair :

And the same graces o'er her pen preside,

That form her manners, and her footsteps guide.

THE FLIES AND THE SPIDER.

A FABLE.

AN old fly, meeting a young one, on a fine morning
in Autumn, warned him against going into any garden
or field

;
as the spiders had worked webs among the

trees, to catch their prey, and he would, without doubt,

be killed and eaten by them.

The young fly heard the advice of the old one, but

did not take it, for he ventured to the nearest garden,
where he thought he could buzz delightfully about the

arbor
;
but in his way thither, he dashed into a large

web, where he was caught. The old spider watched

him slily from the centre of his web, and delighted him-

self in hearing his cries, and distress. At length, he

rushed upon him, stuck in his fangs, and drew blood.

" Alas !" said the poor fly, as he was fast dying,
" an

old friend told me of my danger, but I did not mind his

advice." " That was thy fault, and not mine," said

the spider ;
and then swallowed him up.
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PROVERBS.
" One bad sheep mars a whole flock." This a trite truth,

and a proverb among several nations. It admonishes

us of the danger of associating with those who are

vicious
;
such society is like an infectious distemper,

and therefore, ought to be most carefully and industri-

ously avoided.
" It is good to make hay when the sun shines" This

proverb is a great encouragement to virtue and good-
ness

;
it teaches us to let no time escape us, without

serving and doing good to ourselves and our neighbors.
It calls upon us to be ever active and vigorous, and

particularly to let no good opportunity that is presented

pass by unimproved for doing a duty to ourselves or

others.
" When the steed is stolen, shut the stable door." This

proverb intimates, that it is highly imprudent to neglect

weighing all the circumstances of an action, both as to

time and place, before we venture upon doing what

perhaps we may repent of afterwards. When the

event is over, we are as wise as experience can make
us. Almost all the miscarriages of mankind are for

want of thought ;
after-wit is commonly dearly bought,

and we pay for it, either with misfortune, anxiety, or

sorrow. After a misfortune has happened to us for

want of precaution and foresight, an after-thought

may enhance our troubles, but cannot relieve our dis-

tress
;

it may prevent a like inconvenience for the

future, but cannot make any satisfaction for what is

past.
" He steals a goose and gives the giblets in alms." This

proverb points at those, who, by acts of injustice, op-
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pression, and fraud, amass to themselves large estates,

and think to atone for their rapine by doing some cha-

ritable acts, while they are alive, or leaving their pro-

perty to endow hospitals, or almshouses, after their

death. Such donations are commendable when made
with a truly Christian spirit, but the opinions of those

we allude to are highly disparaging to the justice of

Providence.

GENERAL WOLFE.
WHEN the immortal Wolfe received his death on the

heights of Quebec, his principal care was that he should

not be seen to fall. "
Support me," said he to such as

were near him,
" let not my brave soldiers see me drop ;

the day is ours ! Oh, keep it ;" and with these words,

he expired.

I REMEMBER.
I REMEMBER, I remember,
The house where I was born,

The little window where the sun

Came peeping in at morn
;

He never came a wink too soon,

Nor brought too long a day ;

But now I often wish the night

Had borne my breath away !

I remember, I remember
The roses red and white,

The violets and the lily cups ,

Those flowers made of light ;

The lilacs where the robins built,

And where my brother set
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The laburnum, on his birthday,

The tree is living yet !

I remember, I remember,
Where I was used to swing.

And thought the air would rush afresh

To swallows on the wing;

My spirits flew in feathers, then,

That is so heavy now,
And the summer pool can scarcely cool

The fever on my brow !

I remember, I remember,
The fir trees dark and high ;

I used to think their slender spires

Were close against the sky !

It was a childish ignorance
But now 't is little joy,

To know I 'm farther off from heaven,
Than when I was a boy !

FAMILY SYMPATHY.
IN the reign of James the First, and when the Earl

of Huntingdon was lieutenant of the county of Leices-

ter, a laborer's son was pressed to serve in the army,
destined to go into Bohemia, with Count Mansfield.

The poor father waited on the earl requesting that his

son might be discharged, as being the only staff of his

age, who, by his own industry, maintained both his

parents. The earl inquired his name, which the old

man hesitated to confess, fearing that it might be deenv

ed presumptuous to avow the same name as the noble-

man he addressed
;
at length, he said his name was

Hastings. "Cousin Hastings," said the earl, "we
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cannot all be top branches of the tree, though we all

spring from the same root. Your son, my kinsman,
shall not be pressed."

THE FALLING KITE.
A FABLE.

A KITE having risen to a very great height, moved
in the air as stately as a prince, and looked down with

much contempt on all below. " What a superior being
I am now !" said the kite

;

" who has ever ascended so

high as I have ? What a poor grovelling set of beings
are all those beneath me ! I despise them."

And again he shook his head in derision, and then

he wagged his tail
;
and again he steered along with

so much state, as if the air were all his own, and as if

every thing must make way before him
;
when sud-

denly, the string broke, and down fell the kite with

greater haste than he ascended, and was greatly hurt

in the fall.

Thus we see that pride often meets with a sad down-

fall.

ANECDOTE OF DWIGHT AND
DENNIE.

SOME few years since, as Dr. Dwight was travelling

through New Jersey, he chanced to stop at the stage

hotel, in one of its populous towns, for the night. At

a late hour of the same, arrived also at the inn, Mr.

Dennie, who had the misfortune to learn from the land-

lord that his beds were all paired with lodgers, except
one occupied by the celebrated Dr. Dwight.

" Show me
to his apartment, exclaimed Dennie

; although I am a
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stranger to the Rev. Doctor, perhaps I may bargain
with him for my lodgings." The landlord accordingly

waited on Mr. Dennie to the Doctor's room, and there

left him to introduce himself.

The doctor, although in his night gown, cap, and

slippers, and just ready to resign himself to the refresh-

ing arms of Somnus, politely requested the strange

intruder to be seated. Struck with the physiognomy
of his companion, he then unbent his austere brow,
and commenced a literary conversation. The names

of "Washington, Franklin, Elttenhouse, and a host of

distinguished and literary characters, for some time

gave a zest and interest to their conversation, until Dr.

Dwight chanced to mention Dennie. "
Dennie, the

editor of the Port Folio," says the Doctor in a rhapsody,
" is the Addison of the United States the father of

American belles lettres. But, sir," continued he,
" is

it not astonishing that a man of such genius, fancy,
and feeling, should abandon himself to the inebriating

bowl?"

"Sir," said Dennie, "you are mistaken. I have

been intimately acquainted with Dennie for several

years ;
and I never knew, or saw him intoxicated."

"
Sir," says the Doctor,

"
you err. I have my informa-

tion from a particular friend
;

I am confident that I am
right, and you are wrong." Dennie now ingeniously

changed the conversation to the clergy, remarking that

Abercrombie and Mason were among the most dis-

tinguished divines :
"
nevertheless, he considered Dr.

Dwight, president of Yale College, the most learned

theologian, the first logician, and the greatest poet that

America has produced. But, sir," continued Dennie,
" there are traits in his character, undeserving so wise

and great a man, of the most detestable description j

he is the greatest bigot and dogmatist
of the age !"
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"
Sir," says the Doctor,

"
you are grossly mistaken

;

I am intimately acquainted with Dr. Dwight, and I

know to the contrary." "Sir," says Dennie, "you
are mistaken

;
I have it from an intimate acquaintance

of his, whom I am confident would not tell me an un-

truth." "No more slander !" says the Doctor,
" I am

Dr. Dwight, of whom you speak !" " And I, too," ex-

claimed Dennie,
" am Mr. Dennie, of whom you spoke !"

The astonishment of Dr. Dwight may be better con-

ceived than told. Suffice it to say, they mutually shook

hands, and were extremely happy in each other's ac-

quaintance.

PATH OF LIFE.
OH Lord in sickness and in health,

To every lot resigned,
Grant me, before all worldly wealth,
A meek and thankful mind.

As life, thy upland path we tread,

And often pause in pain,

To think of friends and parents dead,
Oh ! let us not complain.

The Lord may give, or take away,
But naught our faith can move,

While we to heaven can look, and say,
" Our Father lives above."

PATRICK HENRY.
WHEN Partrick Henry, who gave the first impulse to

the ball of the American Revolution, introduced his

celebrated resolution on the stamp-act into the House
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of Burgesses, of Virginia, in May, 1765, he exclaimed,
when descanting on the tyranny of the obnoxious act,
" Caesar had his Brutus

;
Charles the first, his Crom-

well
;
and George the Third" " Treason !" cried the

speaker ;

" treason ! treason !" echoed from every part
of the house.

It was one of those trying moments which are de-

cisive of character. Henry faltered not for an instant
;

but rising to a loftier attitude, and fixing on the speaker
an eye of flashing fire, continued,

" may profit by their

example. If this be treason, make the most of it."

PROVERBS. ^ ,;,

A STITCH in time saves nine.

Good words cost nothing, but are worth much.

Have not the cloak to make when it begins to rain.

If you wish a thing done, go ;
if not, send.

If counsel be good, no matter who gives it.

Men apt to promise, are apt to forget.

Speak well of your friend
;
of your enemy, say no-

thing.

Too much familiarity breeds contempt.

LAST HOURS OF WASHINGTON.
TWENTY-EIGHT years have passed away, since an

interesting group were assembled in the death-room,

and witnessed the last hours of WASHINGTON. So keen

and unsparing has been the scythe of time, that of all

those who watched over the patriarch's couch, on the

13th and 14th of December, 1779, but a single person-

age survives.

On the morning of the 13th, the General was making
16
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some improvements in front of Mount Vernon. As
was usual with him, he carried his own compass, noted

his observations, and marked out the ground. The

day became rainy, with sleet, and the General remained

so long exposed to the inclemency of the weather as to

be considerably wet before his return to the house.

About one o'clock, he was seized with dullness and

nausea, but having changed his clothes, he sat down to

his in-door rcork there being no moment of his time for

which he had not provided an appropriate employment.
At night, on joining his family circle, the General com-

plained of slight indisposition, and, after a single cup
of tea, repaired to his library, where he remained writ-

ing until between eleven and twelve o'clock. Mrs.

Washington retired about the usual family hour, but

becoming alarmed at not hearing the accustomed sound

of the library door, as it closed for the night, and gave

signal for rest in the well-regulated mansion, she rose

again, and continued sitting up in much anxiety and

suspense. At length the well known step was heard

upon the stair, and upon the General's entering his

chamber, the lady kindly chided him for remaining up
so late, knowing himself to be unwell

;
to which Wash-

ington made this memorable reply :
" I came as soon

as my business was accomplished. You know well,

that through a long life, it has been my unvaried rule,

never to put off till the morrow, the duties which should be

performed to-day?

Having first covered up the fire with care, the

mighty man of labors at last sought repose ;
but it

came not as it had long been wont to do, to comfort

and restore, after the many and earnest occupations of

the well spent day. The night was passed in feverish

restlessnees and pain. Tired nature's sweet restorer,
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balmy sleep, was destined no more to visit his couch
;

yet the manly sufferer uttered no complaint, would per-

mit no one to be disturbed in their rest on his account,

and it was only at day break that he would consent

that the overseer might be called in, and bleeding re-

sorted to. A vein was opened, but without affording

relief. Couriers were despatched to summon Dr. Craik,

the family physician, and Doctors Dick and Brown, as

consulting physicians, all of whom came with speed.

The proper remedies were administered, but without

producing their healing effects
;

while the patient,

yielding to the anxious looks of all around him, waived

his usual objection to medicines, and took those which

were prescribed, without hesitation or remark. The
medical gentlemen spared not their skill, and all the

resources of their art were exhausted in unwearied en-

deavors to preserve this noblest work of nature.

Night approached the last night of WASHINGTON !

The weather became severely cold, while the group

gathered nearer to the couch of the sufferer, wr
atching

with intense anxiety for the slightest dawning of hope.
He spoke but little. To the respectful and affectionate

inquiries of an old family servant, as she smoothed

down his pillow, how he felt himself? he answered, "I

am very ilL" To Dr. Craik, his earliest companion in

arms, his longest tried, and bosom friend, he observed :

" I am dying, Sir but am not afraid to die." To Mrs.

Washington, he said ; Go to my escrutoir, and in the

private drawer you will find two papers ; bring them

tome." They were brought. He continued: "These

are my wills
; preserve this one, and burn the other."

This was immediately done. Calling to Col. Lear, he

directed :
" Let my corpse be kept for the usual period

of three days."
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Here we would beg leave to remind our readers, that

Washington was old-fashioned in many of his habits

and manners, and in some of his opinions ;
nor was he

the less to be admired on these accounts. The custom

of keeping the dead for the scriptural period of three

days, is derived from remote antiquity, and arose, not

from fear of premature interment, as in more modern

times, but from motives of veneration toward the de-

ceased
;
for the better enabling the relatives and friends

to assemble from a distance to perform the funeral

rites : for the pious watchings of the corpse ;
and for

the many sad, yet endearing ceremonials with which

we delight to pay our last duties to the remains of those

we have loved.

The patient bore his acute sufferings with manly

fortitude, and perfect resignation to the Divine will :

while, as the night advanced, it became evident that

he was sinking, and he seemed fully aware that his

'' hour was nigh." He inquired the time
;
and was

told that it was near twelve. He spoke no more : the

hand of death was upon him, and he was conscious that

his " hour was come ." With surprising self-possession,

he prepared to die. Composing his form at length, and

folding his hands upon his bosom without a sigh
without a groan the father of his country expired,

gently as though an infant died. No pang or struggle
told when the noble spirit took its noiseless flight ;

while, so tranquil appeared the manly features in the

repose of death, that some moments had passed, ere

those around could believe that the patriarch was no

more.

It may be asked, why the ministry of religion was

wanting to shed its peaceful and benign lustre upon the

last hours of Washington ? Why was he, to whom the
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observances of sacred things were ever primary duties

through life, without their consolations in his last mo-

ments ? We answer, that circumstances did not per-

mit it. It was but for a little while that the disease

assumed so threatening a character as to forbid the

encouragement of hope. Yet, to stay that summons
which none Tnay refuse, to give still farther length of

days to him whose " time-honored life" was so dear to

mankind, prayer was not wanting at the throne of

grace. Close to the couch of the sufferer, resting her

head upon that ancient book, with which she had been

wont to hold pious communion, a portion of every day?

for more than half a century, was his venerable con-

sort, absorbed in silent prayer, and from which she only
arose when the mourning group prepared to bear her

from the chamber of the dead. SUCH WERE THE LAST

HOURS OF WASHINGTON.

REPENTANCE.
REPENTANCE is the relinquishment of any practice,

from the conviction that it has offended God
;

it is that

disposition of mind by which " the wicked man turneth

away from his wickedness, and doeth that which is

lawful and right ;" and when this change is made, the

repentance is complete.

Sorrow, fear, and anxiety are properly not parts, but

adjuncts to repentance ; yet they are too closely con-

nected with it to be easily separated ;
for they not only

mark its sincerity, but promote its efficacy. The com-

pletion and sum of repentance is a change of life. That

sorrow which dictates no caution, that fear which does

not quicken our escape, that austerity which fails to

rectify our affections, is vain and unavailing.
16*
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What better can we do than prostrate fall

Before him reverent, and there confess

Humbly our faults, and pardon beg, with tears

Watering the ground, and with our sighs the air

Frequenting ;
sent from hearts contrite, in sign

Of sorrow unfeigned, and humiliation meek ?

SUNSET AND SUNSHINE.
CONTEMPLATE when the sun declines,

Thy death with deep reflection,

And when again he rising shines,

Thy day of resurrection *

THE COUNTRYMAN AND THE RA-
VEN.

A RAVEN, while with glossy breast,
Her new laid eggs she fondly pressed,
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And, on her wicker-work high mounted,
Her chickens prematurely counted,

(A fault philosophers might blame,
If quite exempted from the same,)

Enjoyed at ease the genial day.
'T was April, as the bumpkins say ;

The legislature called it May ;

But suddenly, a wind as high
As ever swept a winter's sky,

Shook the young leaves about her ears,

And filled her with a thousand fears,

Lest the rude blast should snap the bough,
And spread her golden hopes below.

But just at eve, the blowing weather

And all her fears were hushed together.

"And now," quoth poor unthinking Ralph,
" 'T is over, and the brood is safe."

(For Ravens, though, as birds of omen,

They teach both conjurors and old women
To tell us what is to befal,

Can't prophesy, themselves, at all.)

The morning came, when neighbor Hodge,
Who long had marked her airy lodge,

And destined all the treasure there

A gift to his expecting fair,

Climbed like a squirrel to his dray,

And bore the worthless prize away.

MORAL.

Safety consists not in escape
From dangers of a frightful shape ;

Fate steals along with fearful tread,

Found oftenest in what least we dread
;

Frowns in the storm with angry brow,
But in the sunshine strikes the blow.
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GO O D H U M R .

GOOD humor may be defined, a habit of being pleased ;

a constant softness of manners, easiness of approach,
and suavity of disposition. He that regards the .wel-

fare of others, should make his virtue approachable
that it may be loved and copied ;

and he that considers

the wants which every man feels, or will feel, of exter-

nal assistance, must rather wish to be surrounded by
those that love him, than by those that admire his ex-

cellences, or solicit his favors
;
for admiration ceases

with novelty, and interest gains its end, and retires.

A man, whose great qualities want the ornament of

superficial attraction, is like a naked mountain with

mines of gold, which will be frequented only till the

treasure is exhausted.

AGAINST ANGER.
GUARD against the improper indulgence of anger.

The evil of giving way to hasty and violent resentments

is always great and sometimes irretrievable. You

thereby deprive yourself for the time of the power of

regulating your own conduct, while yet you must be

responsible for all its consequences ;
for neither com-

mon sense, nor conscience, the law of God, nor the law

of man, excuses a bad action because it has been per-

formed in a paroxysm of passion.

MEEKNESS.
MEEKNESS is a ready submission of the soul to the

word of God, and cheerful resignation to his Providence,
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without fretfulness. Meekness in respect to mankind,
consists in calmness of temper under provocations,

keeping a strict guard upon our own spirit and language,

being slow to avenge ourselves of injuries, and always

ready to be reconciled when the offence is confessed.

Meekness includes, likewise, a care to avoid giving
offence to others, a modesty of behavior, and comport-
ment to our situations and circumstances. Meekness

disposes all men contentedly to submit to the duties of

their stations.

ADVANTAGES OF VIRTUE.
IN the usual course of human affairs it will be found

that a plain understanding, joined with acknowledged

worth, contributes more to prosperity than the brightest

talents, without probity or honor. Whether science, or

business, or public life be your aim, virtue still enters

for a principal share into all those great departments
of society.

It is connected with eminence in every liberal art
;

with reputation in every branch of fair and useful busi-

ness
;
with distinction in every public station. The

vigor which it gives the mind, and the weight which it

adds to character; the generous sentiments which it

breathes
;
the undaunted spirit which it inspires ;

the

ardor of diligence which it quickens ;
the freedom which

it procures from pernicious and dishonorable avocations,

are the foundations of all that is high in fame, or great

in success among men.

THE JUNIATA.
STREAM of the South ! how calm thy waters rest,

Beneath that sullen cliff of green and brown,
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Bearing the thunder-cloud upon its breast,

As if it were some tyrant on his throne.

And thou, fair river, ,bending gently there,

With trembling bosom, and with whispers sweet,

Dost seem that monarch's queen in beauty rare,

Murmuring of peace and pity at his feet.

Flow on, bright waters ! through each winding dell
t

And braid thy currents with the far sea waves
;

Bid these wild banks a long and last farewell,

And lose thy being in dim ocean caves.

'Tis thus with all that 7
s beautiful below

;

Love, hope, and youth, are speeding to the sea,

Sparkling awhile like waters in their flow,

Then lost forever in eternity !

THE DEATH OF THE CHRISTIAN.
DEATH suddenly presented himself before a Christian.
" Welcome ! thou messenger of immortality, thrice

welcome!" was the .salutation of the good man.
" How is this, son of sin, dost thou not fear my ap-

proach ?"
" No

;
he who is a Christian indeed, may view thee

undismayed."
"Canst thou behold me attended by sickness and

disease
;
canst thou observe the cold sweat distilling

from my wings, without shuddering ?"

"Even so," replied the believer in Jesus.
" And wherefore is it that thou tremblest not ?"

" Because it is by them I am assured of thy speedy

approach."
" And who art thou, O mortal ! that my presence

hath no power to terrify ?''
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" I am a Christian !" smiling with benignity on his

stern visiter.

Death then breathed upon him, and in an instant

they both disappeared. A grave had been opened be-

neath their feet
;
and I could observe something lying

therein. I wept. Suddenly the sound of celestial voices

attracted my attention, and I looked towards heaven.

I saw the Christian in the clouds
;
his countenance was

irradiated with the same smile as I had before observed

upon it, and his hands were clasped together. Glitter-

ing angels then approached him, shouting, and the

Christian shone resplendent as themselves. Again I

wept. I now looked into the grave, and at once per-

ceived what it contained
;

it was the Christian having
disrobed himself for his flight.

THE FOREST TREES.
A FABLE.

THE trees of the forest were holding a consultation on

their flourishing state, and boasting of their verdure,
and vigor, and growth. Several of these were foremost

among the speakers, of which one said, proudly,
"
Well,

I am the stateliest tree of the forest
;
which is so tall

and straight as I ?" Another said, "I am the strong-

est, for I defy the storm to tear me up by the roots."

And a third said,
" I am the brightest evergreen in the

forest, and when those that boast of their stateliness

and vigor are stripped in winter of all their leaves,

which then looks so vigorous and beautiful as I ?"

While they were yet speaking, the steward of the

land entered the forest, marking each of them for fell-

ing, and in a few more hours they were laid low by the

axe of the wood-cutter.
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THE GRAVE OF PARSONS.
GREEN as Macphelah's honored field,

Where Jacob and where Leah lie,

Where Sharon's shrubs their roses yield,

And Carmel's branches wave on high ;

So honored, so adorned, so green,

Young Martyr ! shall thy grave be seen.

Oh ! how unlike the bloody bed

Where pride and passion seek to lie
;

Where faith is not ! where hope can shed

No holy tear of sympathy !

Where withering thoughts shall drop around,
In dampness on the lonely mound.

On Jordan's weeping-willow trees,

Another holy harp is hung ;

It murmurs in as soft a breeze,

As e'er from Gilead's balm was flung,

When Judah's tears in Babel's stream

Dropt, and when " Zion was the theme."

So may the harp of Gabriel sound,
In the high heaven to welcome thee,

When, rising from the holy ground
Of Nazareth and Galilee,

The saints of God shall take their flight

In raptures to the realms of light.

AVOID EXTREMES.
THERE is nothing in human conduct we ought more

carefully to avoid than running into extremes. All
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the moral virtues lie between two extremes. The
virtue of temperance lies between gluttony and absti-

nence
;
the virtue of courage between rashness and

cowardice
;
the virtue of liberality between prodigality

and parsimony ;
and so of the rest.

True virtue consists in moderation, in the restraining
of our passions, and keeping us from running into ex-

cess
;
the middle course is that which we ought always

to choose, as being the most likely to lead us to virtue

and happiness. And as it is much easier to fall into

extremes, than to keep the medium
; those, therefore,

who wish to obtain health and happiness, must shun

every kind of excess, or they will infallibly subject

themselves to difficulty and disasters.

PROVERBS.
IF it were not for hope the heart would break.

In a calm sea, every man is a pilot.

Alms-giving never made any man poor, nor robbery

rich, nor prosperity wise.

A liar is not believed when he speaks the truth.

Forget others' faults, by remembering your own.

It costs more to revenge injuries than to bear them.

Never be weary of well doing.

One ill example spoils many good precepts.

THOUGHTS AT SEA.
HERE is the boundless ocean, there the sky

O'erarching, broad and blue,

Telling of God and heaven, how deep, how high,
How glorious and true !

17
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Upon the wave there is an anthem sweet,

Whispered in fear and love,

Sending a solemn tribute to the feet

Of Him who sits above.

God of the waters ! Nature owns her king !

The sea thy sceptre knows
j

At thy command the tempest spreads its wing,
Or folds it to repose.

And when the whirlwind hath gone rushing by,
Obedient to thy will,

What reverence sits upon the wave and sky,

Humbled, subdued and still !

THE PRESENCE OF GOD.
IN all companies and in all places, remember the

presence of God. God is everywhere present. He is

with us in our daily actions to preserve us, in our re-

creations to restrain us, in our public actions to ap-

plaud or approve us, in our private actions to observe

us, in OUT sleep to guard us, in our watchings to refresh

us.

Every thing we see represents to us the presence, the

excellency and power of God
;
and if we walk with

God in all his ways, as he walks with us in all ours,

we shall find perpetual reasons to enable us to keep
that sacred rule, "Rejoice in the Lord always !"

REVENGE.
REVKN&E is usually conceived in anger, but often exe-

cuted with coolness, and sometimes even in the dark.
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Whatever injuries you may receive, never allow your-
self for a moment to meditate a purpose of retaliation.

Never, under any circumstances of provocation, depart
from the golden rule

;
never form a desire, nor form a

wish to return evil for evil.

Nothing is more noble than to be able to forgive an

injury, instead of inflicting injury again. You remem-
ber that most beautiful and touching instance, in which
the Savior, in death, commended to the forgiveness of

his Father his enemies and murderers. Who ever

doubted that the imitation of such an example would
not confer true dignity of character ?

CHINESE
FEMALES in China do not hold that rank, nor enjoy

those privileges, which, in more cultivated nations, are

conceived to be their due. They are generally very

ignorant, their instruction being principally in domestic

affairs. A learned lady is so uncommon, that her

attainments are a theme of discourse
;
she is immor-

talized in odes, and her fair resemblance is magnificent-

ly illuminated on fans, screens, &c., for the admiration

of posterity.

The poorer classes are engaged in various menial

offices
;
while those of rank employ their time in music,

smoking, and other similar accomplishments. A lady
of fashion is, of course, supposed guiltless of any manu-
al labor, and consequently, the nails are permitted to

acquire an enormous length, particularly that of the

little finger.

These ladies smoke much, and their pipes, usually
formed of slender bamboo, the bowl of silver, or white

copper, and the mouth-piece of amber, or valuable
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stone, are, in many instances, singularly elegant. The

pieces .of bamboo used for the stems, are valuable

according to the regularity and beauty of the wood,
the evenness of the joints, and the clearness of the

bore. For the most perfect in these respects, high

prices are given.

Music is a favorite recreation, and guitars of various

kinds, with other musical instruments of extraordinary

shape and tone, are indispensable appurtenances to the

boudoir of a Chinese belle. In such trifling employ,

ments, the lives of these imprisoned beauties glide

away with little variation, while those of the lower

classes is one perpetual scene of labor and exposure.

They perform, not only all those offices which are

assigned them in other countries, but on them and

their children principally devolves the task of navigat-

ing the multitudes of small boats, which cover the

Chinese rivers. They are the moving power of these

floating houses, for such in fact they are
;
born and

dying in them, never living on shore, and possessing

nothing but the boats and their contents.

These women, from continual exposure to the sun

and wind, become very dark, lose all that soft listless-

ness of expression, and delicacy of form, for which the

higher classes are distinguished, and resemble in their

exterior another people. They acquire masculine

strength and manners, and from early habit become

perfectly inured to the laborious occupation of rowing
or sculling the heavy boats in which they live.

Women of the poorer classes go into public places,

without the least reserve
;
but no female, whose means

permit it, ever goes abroad, except in a palanquin, or

sedan chair, most of which are furnished with curtains,

which effectually conceal the occupant. In fact, so
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few of the Chinese women have any pretensions to

personal beauty, according to our idea of it, and those

who have are so covered with paint, that, farther than

as objects of curiosity, they have few attractions for a

foreign eye.

The hair is always remarkably neat, generally very

long and abundant, and dressed in a most elaborate

manner, ornamented with gold or silver bodkins, and

flowers, such as the Indian jasmine, which are de-

lightfully fragrant, and disposed with much taste and

effect.

Those ,who are blessed with the celebrated small

feet, always outrank the other females of the family
who are unhappy enough to have them flourishing in

a state of nature. The excess to which this compres-
sion is carried by many, is perfectly wonderful. Some
of the women are so mutilated by this horrid custom,
as to be unable to walk any considerable distance

;
and

when compelled to make the effort, which is painful

and difficult, they find a stick, or the shoulder of a

servant maid, a necessary support.

The revulsion of the blood to the feet, when the

bandageswhich confined the limb are removed, is said

to be perfectly insupportable, and no less painful is the

unnatural confinement of the growing limbs of young
children, who suffer this inhuman torture, for the sake

of fashion. "We are informed that it is necessary to

watch them closely during growth, as the pain they

endure from the bandages frequently induces them,

when unobserved, to tear them off, in order to obtain

relief.

The size of these curious feet varies from four inch-

es, to the usual length of the female foot. Those on

which the bandaging has been carefully performed,
17*
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are scarcely any longer than when first compressed.
The toes are turned under the sole, and the point of the

foot is terminated by the great toe, which alone pre-

serves a resemblance to the original form.

Numbers of poor women, who have been reduced in

circumstances, are hourly observed in the streets,

lamed and tormented by the only remaining badges of

their former rank, and suffering from the accumulated

misery of want and deformity.

We have heard Chinese fathers speak of this custom

in terms of reprehension, but they urge the prevalence
of the practice, and the ridicule to which those who

neglect it are exposed, as an excuse for its continuance.

WAR HORSES.
GENERAL Washington had two favorite horses

; one,

a large, elegant parade horse, of a chestnut color, high

spirited, and of a gallant carriage ;
this horse had be-

longed to the British. The other was smaller, and his

color sorrel. This he always rode in time of action
;

so that whenever the general mounted him, the word

ran through the ranks, "We have business on hand."

TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD.
As you value the approbation of heaven, or the

shame of the world, cultivate the love of truth. In all

your proceedings, be direct and consistent. Ingenuous-
ness and candor possess the most powerful charm; they

bespeak universal favor, and carry an apology for

almost every failing.
" The lips of truth shall be esta

Wished forever
;
but a lying tongue is but for a mo.
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ment." The path of truth is a plain and safe path;
that of falsehood is a perplexing maze. After the first

departure from sincerity, it is not in your power to stop.

One artifice unavoidably leads to another; till, as

the intricacy of the labyrinth increases, you are left

entangled in your own snare. Deceit discovers a little

mind, which stops at temporary expedients, without

rising to comprehensive views of conduct. It is the

resource of one who wants courage to avow his de-

signs, or to rest upon himself
; whereas, openness of

character displays that generous boldness which ought
to distinguish youth.

THE CRUEL SPIDER.

A FABLE.

A SPIDER, having been totally deprived of his web by
the broom of a clean housemaid, instead of setting to

work to make another, took a survey of his neighbors'

dwellings, and having, at length, found a spider who
was much more feeble than himself, he turned him out,

and took possession of his house.

How cruel it is of the strong, to oppress and tyran-

nize over the weak, when they ought rather to protect

them.

APHORISM.
SCARCELY an ill to human life belongs,

But what our follies cause, or mutual wrongs ;

Or, if some stripes from Providence we feel,

He strikes with pity, and but wounds to heal.
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THE BIRD CATCHER.

A MIMIC I knew,
To give him his due,

"Was exceeded by none, and was equalled by few.

He could bark like a dog,
He could grunt like a hog,

Nay, I really believe he could croak like a frog.

Then as for a bird,

You may trust to my word,
'Twas the best imitation that you ever heard.

It must be confessed,

That he copied them best
;

You 'd have thought he had lived all his life in a nest.
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The Chaffinch's tone

Was completely his own
;

Not one of the tribe had the difference known.

The Goldfinch and Thrush

Would often cry
" Hush !

Our brothers are singing in yonder bush."

And then what a race,

To fly to the place !

Where the cunning rogue cleverly caught the brace.

Now it happened one day
That he came in the way

Of a sportsman, an excellent marksman, they say.

While near a hedge-wall,

With his little bird call,

He thought it fine fun to imitate all.

And so well did he do it,

That many flew to it
;

But alas ! he had certainly cause to rue it,

As it proved no fun

For, the man with the gun,
Who was seeking for Partridges, took him for one.

He was shot in the side
;

And he feelingly cried,

A very few minutes before he died :

" Who for others prepare
A trap, should beware

That they do not themselves fall into the snare."
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THE ALPINE HORN.
THE Alpine Horn is an instrument constructed with

the bark of a cherry tree
;
and which, like a speaking

trumpet, is used to convey sounds to a great distance.

When the last rays of the sun gild the summit of the

Alps, the shepherd who dwells the highest on those

mountains, takes his horn and calls aloud,
" Praised be

the Lord !" As soon as 'he is heard, the neighboring

shepherds leave their huts and repeat those words.

The sound lasts many minutes, for every echo of the

mountains, and grot of the rocks, repeat the name of

God. How solemn the scene ! Imagination cannot

picture to itself any thing more sublime. The pro-

found silence that succeeds the sight of those stupen-

dous mountains, upon which the vault of heaven seems

to rest
; every thing excites the mind to enthusiasm.

In the meanwhile, the shepherds bend their knees,

and pray in the open air, and soon after retire to their

huts to enjoy the repose of innocence.

THE LITTLE BOY AND THE ROSE.

A LITTLE boy was allowed one day to ramble about

a garden, in which were many choice flowers
;
but he

was desired not to touch any of them. He, however,
soon forgot what was said to him

;
and seeing a pretty

rose, he ventured to pluck it. In a few minutes, his

fingers streamed with blood, for he was severely

scratched, and he cried bitterly, and ran to his sister.
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She bound up the wound, but reproved him
;

"
Ah,

brother, if you had minded what was said to you, and

not gathered the rose, you would not have been wound-

ed by 'the thorn.'"

RULES FOR CONVERSATION.
THAT conversation may answer the ends for which

it was designed, the parties who are to join in it must

come together with a determined resolution to please
and be pleased. As the end of conversation is either

to amuse or instruct the company, or to receive benefit

from it, you should not be eager to interrupt others, or

uneasy at being yourself interrupted.

Give every one leave to speak in his turn, hear with

patience, and answer with precision. Inattention is

ill-manners
;

it shows contempt, and contempt is never

forgotten. Trouble not the company with your own

private concerns. Yours are as little to them, as theirs

are to you. Contrive, but with dexterity and propriety,

that each person shall have an opportunity of discours-

ing on the subject with which he is best acquainted ;

thus, he will be pleased, and you will be informed.

"When the conversation is flowing in a serious and use-

ful channel, never disturb it by an ill-timed jest.

In reflections on absent people, say nothing that you
would not say if they were present.

" I resolve," says

bishop Beveridge,
" never to speak of a man's virtues

before his face, nor of his faults behind his back."

This is a golden rule, the observance of which would,
at one stroke, banish flattery and defamation from the

earth.
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SHORTNESS OF TIME.
REMEMBER that time is short. Should your life be

protracted to the period of old age, you will say at its

close, that it was only
" as a watch of the night, as a

dream when one awaketh."

FREDERICK AND HIS NEPHEW.
FREDERICK the Great was so fond of children, that

the young princes, his nephews, had always access to

him. One day, writing in his cabinet, where the eldest

of them was playing with a ball, it happened to fall on

the table
;
the king threw it on the floor, and wrote on.

Presently after, the ball again fell on the table
;
he

threw it away once more, and cast a serious look on

the boy, who promised to be more careful, and conti-

nued his play. At last, the ball fell unfortunately on

the very paper on which the king was writing, who,

being a little vexed, put the ball into his pocket. The

little prince humbly begged pardon, and entreated to

have his ball again ;
but was refused. He continued

for some time, praying for it in a very piteous manner,

but all in vain. At last, grown tired of asking, he

placed himself before his majesty, put his little hand to

his side, and said, with a menacing look and tone,
" Do

you choose, Sire, to restore the ball or not?" The

king smiled, took the ball from his pocket, and gave
it to the prince, with these words :

" Thou art a brave

fellow
;
Silesia will never be retaken whilst thou art

alive."
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MY HEART LEAPS.
MY heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky ;

So was it when my life began ;

So is it now I am a man
;

So be it when I shall grow old, .

Or let me die !

The child is father of the man
;

And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each, by natural piety.

ENVY.
ENVY is one of the meanest of all the passions. It

is alike offensive in the sight of God and man. It is

not only an unreasonable, but a malignant spirit. It

looks with the eye of hatred upon a brother, for no

other reason than because he either is, or is supposed
to be, a special favorite of Providence. If this hateful

passion ever rise in your breast, banish it as one of the

worst enemies of your happiness, your character, and

your soul.

THE ARCHER AND THE ARROW.

AN archer complained of his arrow, because it did

not hit the mark. " If you had directed me right,"

said the arrow,
"

I should not haye failed."

By this we learn, that we too often blame others,

when the fault is only in ourselves.

18
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HONESTY THE BEST POLICY.
A NOBLEMAN travelling in Scotland, about six years

ago, was asked for alms in the High street of Edin-

burgh, by a little ragged boy. He said he had no

change ; upon which the boy offered to procure it.

His lordship, in order to get rid of his importunity,

gave him a piece of silver, and the boy conceiving it

was to be changed, ran off for that purpose. On his

return, not finding his benefactor, whom he had ex-

pected to wait, he watched for several days in the place

where he had received the money. At length, the no-

bleman happened again to pass that way ;
the boy ac-

costed him, and put the change he had procured into

his hand, counting it with great exactness. His lord-

ship was so pleased with the boy's honesty, that he had

him placed at school, with the assurance of providing
for him.

THE FEIEND.
HE is a friend, who scorns the little sphere
Of narrow self, and finds a joy sincere

To see another blest
;
whose gen'rous heart

To all around would happiness impart,

If happiness were his
;
whose bosom glows

With warmth the frozen stoic never knows

If griefs oppress, or threatening woes impend,
Dear solace then, to find a real friend !

He is a real friend, whose passions know
The anguish of communicated wo

;

Who feels the deep distress when sorrow mourns,
And from his inmost heart the sigh returns.
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The kindred sigh conveys a strange relief!

How soothing is society in grief!

Less are the woes, and lighter are the cares

Which gentle sympathizing friendship shares.

PROVERBS.
A BURTHEN which one chooses is not felt.

A hasty man never wants wo.

A man is a lion in his own cause.

A new broom sweeps clean.

As ye mak' your bed, sae ye maun ly down.

Better be alone than in bad company.

Every man is the architect of his own fortune.

PHILANTHROPY.
PHILANTHROPY is a great and benevolent, a kind, ge-

nerous disposition of soul, which, soaring above nar-

row and selfish views, and dark and malevolent pas-

sions, takes pleasure in the happiness and prosperity

of mankind. No private views, nor selfish motives,
nor personal resentments, can induce it to sacrifice the

great interests of mankind to its own, or to violate the

sacred obligations which bind society together.

Justice and truth, fidelity and integrity, humanity
and compassion are weighty considerations, infinitely

paramount to every private satisfaction, and could it

invariably regulate the world by its dictates, it would

soon become a kind of celestial habitation, where every

mean, selfish, and malevolent passion would cease to

exist.
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OBSTINACY.
OBSTINACY is a pertinacious and stubborn persever-

ance in any opinion, or course of action, we have once

adopted, however absurd and destructive in its conse-

quences. This unhappy error often arises from a

strong desire of appearing consistent, and a shame of

acknowledging ourselves to be wrong. It is one of

those vices which mislead us with a semblance of vir-

tue
;

its common foundation is pride.

Pride and self-sufficiency cheat us through life, and

we become dupes to our own blindness, in supposing
that others do not see our weakness, because we our-

selves refuse to acknowledge it. In short, truth, and

nothing but truth, is what we ought obstinately to ad-

here to
;
for if we are obstinately attached to error, as

sure as truth and falsehood are different things, our

misfortunes in life will be in exact proportion to our

obstinacy.

LOVE OF COUNTRY.
THE Abbe de Lille relates of an Indian, who, amid

the splendor of Paris, beholding a banana tree in the

Jardin des Plantes, bathed it with tears, and seemed

for a moment to be transported to his own land.

The Ethiopian imagines that God made his sands

and deserts, while angels only were employed in form-

ing the rest of the world.

The Maltese, insulated on a rock, distinguish their

island by the appellation of " The Flower of the

World."

The Javanese have such an affection for the place
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of their nativity, that no advantages can induce them,
the agricultural tribes in particular, to quit the tombs
of their fathers.

The Norwegians, proud of their barren summits,
inscribe upon their rix dollars,

"
spirit, loyalty, valor,

and whatever is honorable, let the world learn among
the rocks of Norway."
The Caribbees esteem their country a paradise, and

themselves alone entitled to the name of men.

TO A CHILD ON HIS BIRTH-DAY.
WHERE sucks the bee now ? Summer is flying,

Leaves on the grass-plot, faded are lying ;

Violets are gone from the grassy dell,

With the cowslip-cups where the fairies dwell
j

The rose from the garden hath passed away
Yet this, fair boy, is thy natal-day.

For love bids it welcome, the love which hath smiled

Ever around thee, my gentle child !

Watching thy footsteps, and guarding thy bed,

And pouring out joy on thy sunny head.

Roses will vanish, but this will stay

Happy and bright is thy natal-day.

LINES TO A YOUNG LADY READING
THE BIBLE.

OH ! thus let every hour of life afford

Deeds worthy for your conscience to record
;

Duties performed, time zealously employed,
Talents improved, and happiness enjoyed ;

18*
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Errors corrected, sins and failings mourned,

Blessings received, and grateful praise returned.

LIGHTS AND SHADES.
THE gloomiest day has gleams of light ;

The darkest wave hath bright foam near it
;

And twinkles through the cloudiest night,

Some solitary star to cheer it.

The gloomiest soul is not all gloom ;

The saddest heart is not all sadness
;

And sweetly o'er the darkest gloom,
There shines some lingering beam of gladnes;

Despair is never quite despair ;

Nor life, nor death the future closes
j

And round the shadowy brow of care,

Will Hope and Fancy twine their roses.

ARTIFICE.
THE most innocent dissimulation is never without

disadvantages ;
whether criminal or not, artifice is al-

ways dangerous, and almost invariably productive of

misery. The best and soundest policy is, in no case to

employ artifice, or to practise the slightest deception,

but to be, in every circumstance of life, upright and

sincere. This is the natural system of virtuous minds,

and superiority of talents and of understanding is alone

sufficient to lead to its adoption.
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THE BLANK BOOK AND PRINTED
BOOK.

A BLANK book and a printed book were placed by the

side of each other on a shelf. The blank book was
often pulled out, and as often shut again with a bang,
and put up with an air of vexation by those who had

opened it, and sometimes with the remark,
"
O, there is

nothing in this." But the printed book, as soon as it

was opened, and glanced at, was applauded with,
" This will just do."

It was allowed a place near the fire, introduced into

company with sociable parlor guests, taken out as a

companion for a walk with some of the ladies, when

they rambled the fields, or strolled into the pleasure

grounds, and the garden, indulged with lying on their

laps in the bower, and sometimes it went out visiting,

and was brought home again, much praised for the

pleasure its company had afforded.

One day, when returned for a short time to its place
on the shelf, the blank book inquired, what it was that

gave the printed book so many privileges. "You are

often taken down, and admired," said the blank book,
"and you go out visiting with the gentlemen and la-

dies, while I remain here neglected, and as dull as one

of the dark days before Christmas. I think I am as

big as you, as old as you, as well dressed as you,

and as much by right one of the family as you ;
what

then makes people neglect me, and always desire your

society?" "Neither of the things you mention," said
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the printed book,
"
give me any preference ; it is what

I have got printed inside."

We can never expect to enjoy the society of the wise

and good, if we are like the blank book, with not a

page of knowledge in us.

THE SPANIEL AND THE CHAME-
LEON.

A SPANIEL, bred with all the care

That waits upon a fav'rite heir,

Ne'er felt correction's rigid hand,

Indulged to disobey command ;

In pampered ease his hours were spent ;

He never knew what learning meant -,

Each little mischief gained him praise ;

How pretty were his fawning ways !
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The wind was south, the morning fair,

He ventures forth to take the air
;

He ranges all the meadow round,
And rolls upon the softest ground 5

"When near him a Chameleon seen

Was scarce distinguished from the green.
" Dear emblem of the flatt'ring host,

What, live with clowns ! a genius lost !

To cities and the court repair ;

A fortune cannot fail thee there.

Preferment shall thy talents crown
;

Believe me, friend, I know the town."

".Sir," says the sycophant, "like you,
Of old, politer life I knew

;

Like you a courtier born and bred
;

Kings leaned an ear to what I said,

My whisper always met success
;

The ladies praised me for address.

I knew to hit each courtier's passion,
And flattered every vice in fashion.

But Jove, who hates the liar's ways,
At once cut short my prosp'rous days ;

And sentenced to retain my nature,

Transformed me to this crawling creature :

Doomed to a life obscure and mean,
I wander in a sylvan scene.

For Jove the heart alone regards ;

He punishes what man rewards.

How different is thy case and mine!

With men at least, you sup and dine
;

While I, condemned to thinnest fare,

Like those I flattered, feed on air."
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PURITY OF HEART.
PURITY of heart must proceed from the sanctifying

influence of the Holy Spirit It is one of the most ex-

alted virtues that can dignify human nature. It gives

strength, vigor, and masculine firmness to the mind,
which is the foundation of every thing great and ex-

cellent.

He who combats his daily passions, and gives up
the fondest wishes of his soul

;
who keeps a constant

guard upon his thoughts, words, and actions, and takes

up his cross to follow Christ
;
this man cannot well be

influenced by any thing but a strong sense of duty, and

an undissembled conviction that he is bound to obey
even the severest precepts of the gospel.

THE PILOT AND THE SAILORS.
AFTER a ship at sea had been driven some time be-

fore a furious storm, exposed every moment to the

mercy of the waves, while the trembling passengers
were bewailing their hard fate with many tears and

sighs, and expected nothing but death, the weather

suddenly cleared up, and the face of the ocean was
covered with a smile. As the mariners were exulting
with all the extravagance of joy at this happy change
of their affairs, the weary Pilot, who was grown wise

by experience, thus reproved their hasty mirth. " My
good lads," said he,

" we ought to rejoice with caution,

and complain without despair ;
for the life of man is

checkered alternately with joy and grief, and the frowns

and smiles of fortune are alike inconstant."
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SYMPATHY AND BENEVOLENCE.
SYMPATHY and benevolence constitute those finer

feelings of the soul, which at once support and adorn

human nature. What is it that guards our helpless

infancy, and instructs our childhood, but sympathy ?

What is it that performs all the kind offices of friend-

ship, in riper years, but sympathy ? What is it that

consoles us in our last moments, and defends our cha

racters when dead, but sympathy ?

A person without sympathy, and living only for him-

self, is the basest and most odious of characters. Can
one behold such a character sickening at another's

good, and not be filled with indignation? Devoted as

the world is to self-love, and estranged as it is from

benevolence, no character of this kind ever passed

through life with respect, or sank into the grave with

pity.

GYPSIES.
THE Gypsies are a race of people with dark skins,

who wander about from place to place, carrying their

few articles of furniture with them. They are common
in Spain, and parts of Germany, and a few are occa-

sionally seen in England and France. They are never

seen in America.

UNDERNEATH the greenwood tree,

Here we dwell right merrily,

Lurking in the grassy lane,

Here this hour then gone again.

You may see where we have been,

By the burned spot on the green ;
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By the oak's branch drooping low,
Withered in our fagot's glow ;

By the grass and hedge-row cropped,
Where our asses have been grazing :

By some old torn rags we dropped
When our crazy tents were raising :

You may see where we have been
;

Where we are that is not seen,

Where we are, it is no place

For a lazy foot to trace.

Over heath and over field,

He must scramble who would find us
;

In the copse-wood close conee.aled,

With a running brook behind us.

Here we list to village clocks
;

Livelier sound the farmyard cocks
;

Crowing, crowing round about,

As if to point their roostings out
;

And many a cock shall cease to crow,
Ere we shall from the copse-wood go.

PRUDENT SIMPLICITY.

THAT thou may'st injure no man, dove-like be,

And serpent-like that none may injure thee.

EQUALITY.
PALE Death, with equal foot, strikes wide the door

Of royal halls, and hovels of the poor.
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QUIN.
'^HE instruction of king George III., in elocution, was

assigned to the celebrated Quin, under whose direction

plays were sometimes performed at Leicester-House,

by the young branches of the royal family. Quin, who

afterwards obtained a pension for his services, was

justly proud of the distinction conferred upon him ;
and

when he heard of the graceful manner in which his

majesty delivered his first speech from the throne, he

cried out,
"
Ay, I taught the boy to speak !"

THE OAK.
THE oak, for grandeur, strength and noble size,

Excels all trees that in the forest grow ;

From acorn small, that trunk, those branches rise,

To which such signal benefits we owe.

Behold what shelter in its ample shade,

From noon-tide sun, or from the drenching rain,

And of its timber staunch vast ships are made.
To sweep rich cargoes o'er the watery main .

THE CANDLE AND THE CANDLE-
STICK.
A FABLE.

" You mean, despicable thing," said a candle to a

candlestick,
" what were you made for but to wait on

me I" " And pray tell me," said the candlestick,
" of

what use you would be without me, though now you
shine so proudly, while I hold you up ?"

19
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THE CHRISTIAN REVELATION.
OUR Lord, at the very outset of his public instructions?

marks, at once, in the strongest and most decided terms,

the peculiar temper, spirit and character of his religion ;

and describes the Christian temper as humble, meek,

lowly, devout, merciful, pure, peaceable, and unresist-

ing-

The world calls it mean-spirited, tame and abject,

yet notwithstanding all this, with the divine author of

our religion, this is the favorite character
;
this is the

constant topic of his commendation
;
this is the subject

that runs through all the beatitudes. To this he assigns,

under all its various forms, peculiar blessings.

To those who possess it, he promises that they shall

inherit the earth
;

that ihey shall obtain mercy ;
that

theirs shall be the kingdom of heaven
;
that they shall

see God, and be called the children of God.

THE SNAIL.
To grass, or leaf, or fruit, or wall,

The snail sticks close, nor fears to fall,

As if he grew there, house and all

Together.

Within that house secure he hides,

When danger imminent betides

Of storm, or other harm besides

Of weather.

Give but his horns the slightest touch,

His self-collecting power is such,

He shrinks into his house with much

Displeasure.
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Where'er he dwells, he dwells alone,

Except himself, has chattels none,
Well satisfied to be his own

Whole treasure.

Thus, hermit-like his life he leads,

Nor partner of his banquet needs,
And if he meets one, only feeds

The faster.

Who seeks him must be worse than blind,
He and his house are so combined,
If finding it, he fails to find

Its master.

PRIDE THE BANE OF HAPPINESS.
THE odiousness of pride, and the evils attending it,

have been the common topics both of ancient and mo-

dern moralists
j
but no observation seems more pointed

than that which says,
" of all vices, pride seldomest

obtains its end
;

for by showing our own pride, we

pique the pride of other men, and thus, by aiming at

honor and reputation, we reap derision and contempt."
The envy which is sure to follow in the train of pride,

has been happily illustrated by the fable of the Peacock,
who no sooner begins to spread his gorgeous plumage,
than the other birds begin to cry out against his ugly

legs and screaming voice.

THE EMPTY BIRD'S NEST.
AND thou, my sad little lonely nest,

Hast often been sought as the peaceful rest
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Of a weary wing and a guiltless breast !

And where is thy builder now ?

And what has become of the helpless brood,
For which the mother, with daily food,

Came flitting so light from the spicy wood,
To her home on the waving bough ?

The fowler, perhaps, has hurled the dart,

Which the parent bird has received in her heart,

And her tender orphans are scattered apart,
So wide, they never again

In the warm, soft cell of love can meet,
And thou hast been filled with the snow and the sleet,

By the hail and the winds have thy sides been beat,

And drenched by the pitiless rain.

Though great was the toil which thy building cost,

With thy fibres so neatly coiled and crossed,
And thy lining of down, thou art lorn and lost,

A ruin beyond repair !

So I '11 take thee down, as I would not see

Such a sorrowful sight on the gay green tree
;

And when I have torn thee, thy parts shall be,

Like thy tenants, dispersed in air.

Thou hast made me think of each heart-woven tie
;

Of the child's first home, and of her, whose eye
Watched fondly o'er those, who were reared to die,

Where the grave of a distant shore

Received to its bosom the stranger's clay ;

For when, as thy birds, they had passed away,
'T was not to return, and the mother and they

In time were to meet no more !

THE SOUL.
THE soul is that which thinks, learns, reasons, re-

flects, remembers within us
j
that which is conscious
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of its own existence, and of the existence of innumera-

ble beings and substances around us. It is of far

greater worth and dignity than the bodily frame in

which it resides
;
a spiritual being which is to remain

when the body decays ; possessing a peculiar life, a life

which may indeed be improved or made worse, but

which can never cease to be.

To live is not enough, though forever
;
but to live in

everlasting bliss is a point of the highest inquiry, and

surely deserves our utmost attention and concern.

The stars shall fade away, the sun himself

Grow dim with age, and nature sink in years ;

But thou shalt nourish in immortal youth ;

Unhurt, amidst the war of elements,

The wreck of matter, and the crush of worlds.

THE GLOW-WORM.
BENEATH the hedge, or near the stream,

A worm is known to stray,

That shows by night a lucid beam,
Which disappears by day.

Disputes have been and still prevail,

From whence his rays proceed ;

Some give that honor to his tail,

And others to his head.

But this is sure, the hand of might,
That kindles up the skies,

Gives him a modicum of light

Proportioned to his size.

Perhaps indulgent nature meant,

By such a lamp bestowed,
19*
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To bid the traveller, as he went,
Be careful where be trod;

Nor crush, a worm whose useful light

Might serve, however small,'

To show a stumbling-stone by night,

And save him from a fall.

Whate'er she meant, this truth divine

Is legible and plain ;

'T is power Almighty bids him shine,

Nor bids him shine in vain.

Ye proud and wealthy, let this theme

Teach humbler thoughts to you,
Since such a reptile has its gem,
And boasts its splendor too.

- MODESTY.
MODESTY is a humble opinion of our own merit, when

compared with that of others. So refined a compliment
to the superiority of those with whom we converse,
cannot fail of prepossessing them in our favor, and con-

ciliating them to our own interests. The wise author

and governor of nature has implanted a love of mo-

desty in the breast of every one, that its opposite vices,

presumption and affectation, may be checked by uni-

versal reprobation.

But, however amiable modesty may appear in men,
it is the peculiar ornament of the fair sex, and is essen-

tial to the beauty of every other accomplishment.
"While modesty remains, the most homely form has a

beauty ;
and when this beauty is lost, the finest form

only reminds us, that it is impossible for a woman to

i>e amiable without it.
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"
Modesty is not only confined to the face, she is

there only in shadow and effigy, but is in life and mo-
tion in the words."

UNREASONABLE F-EAR.
UNREASONABLE fear is an unjust and ridiculous fear

of any creature whatever, or of any occurrences of

life
j

it is a timorous spirit, which subjects the whole

nature to the power and tyranny of the passion of fear,

beyond all reasonable grounds ; as, for instance, a fear

of being alone, or in the dark
;
a perpetual fear of evil

accidents, by fire, or water, or wicked men
j
a disquiet-

ing fear of ghosts and apparitions j
of little, inconsider-

able animals, such as spiders, frogs and worms
;
fear

of poverty or calamity of any kind, whereby we are too

often restrained from our present duty, and our lives

made very uncomfortable. All manner of fear be-

comes irregular when it rises to an excessive degree,

and is superior to the danger.

THE FEAR OF GOD.
THE fear of God is an inward, thoughtful sense of

God and his infinite perfections, with a respect to him
as the universal governor and judge of the world, which

will excite us steadily to please him, and make us

tremble to offend him. The fear of God is the wisdom,
the glory and happiness of nations, the stability of

thrones, and the basis of all solid greatness, in every

kingdom and empire upon earth.

The rejecting the fear of God ruined the old world,

before the flood, burned Sodom and Gomorrah to ashes,

drowned the Egyptians, destroyed Nineveh, tore up
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Babylon by the roots, and consumed Jerusalem in

flames.

THE POPLA R FIELD.
THE poplars are felled, farewell to the shade,

And the whispering sound of the cool colonnade
;

The winds play no longer, and sing in the leaves,

Nor Ouse on his bosom their image receives.

Twelve years have elapsed, since I last took a view

Of my favorite field, and the bank where they grew ;

And now in the grass behold they are laid,

And the tree is my seat, that once lent me a shade.

The blackbird has fled to another retreat,

Where the hazels afford him a screen from the heat,

And the scene where his melody charmed me before,

Resounds with his sweet flowing ditty no more.

My fugitive years are all hasting away,
And I must ere long be as lowly as they,

With a turf on my breast, and a stone at my head,

Ere another such grove shall arise in its stead.

'T is a sight to engage me, if any thing can,

To muse on the perishing pleasures of man
;

Though his life be a dream, his enjoyments, I see,

Have a being less durable even than he.

WIT BY THE WAY SIDE.
IN the neighborhood of Haddarn Castle, Dumfries-

shire, there is a tower called Repentance. A pleasant

answer of a shepherd's boy to Sir Richard Steele, found-
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ed on the name of this tower, is thus related : Sir

Richard, having observed a boy lying on the ground,
and very attentively reading his bible, asked if he could

tell him the way to Heaven ? "
Yes, sir," said the

boy, "you must go by that tower."

PRUDENCE .

ARISTOTLE is praised for naming fortitude first of the

cardinal virtues, as that without which no other virtue

can steadily be practised ;
but he might, with equal pro-

priety, have placed prudence before it, since without

prudence fortitude is madness. The foundation of hu-

man prudence is, first, A knowledge of ourselves . What
is my temper and natural inclination

;
what are my

most powerful appetites, and my most prevailing pas-

sions
;
what are my chief talents and capacities ;

and
what are the weaknesses and follies to which 1 am most

liable ?

Second, The knowledge of mankind. What are the

peculiar tempers, appetites, passions, powers, good and

evil qualities of the persons whom we have most to do

with in the world ?

Third, The knowledge of those things which have

the more immediate relation to our own business and

duty, to our own interest and welfare, whether we con-

sider ourselves as men or as Christians.

THE CARRIER PIGEON.
A FABLE.

A CARRIER pigeon, having been sent home with a

letter round his neck, and performed a journey of forty
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miles in as many minutes, was asked by his compa-
nions how he could manage to travel so fast :

" I go

straight forward," said he, "never looking about me,
nor turning at all, to the right or left." Children may
learn by this, that perseverance or going forward like

this bird, is the only way soon to attain any end.

IMPORTANCE OF DESPATCH.
THE benevolent Dr. Wilson once discovered a clergy-

man at Bath, who was sick, poor, and had a numerous

family. In the evening, he gave a friend fifty pounds,

requesting he would deliver it, as from an unknown

person. The friend replied,
"

I will wait upon him

early in the morning."
" You will oblige me by calling

upon him directly. Think, sir, of what importance a

good night's rest may be to a poor man."

THE FARMER AND HIS TWO SONS.

A FABLE.

^A FARMER lying at the point of death, and being will-

ing that his sons should pursue the same honest course

of life which he had done, called them to his bedside,

and thus bespoke them :
" My dearest children," said

he,
" I have no other estate to leave you than my farm

and my large vineyard, of which I have made you joint

heirs
;
and I hope that you will have so much respect

for me when I am dead and gone, and so much regard
to your own welfare, as not to part with what I have

left you on any account.
" All the treasure I am master of, lies buried some-

where in my vineyard, within a foot of the surface,
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though it is not now in my power to go and show you
the spot. Farewell, then, my children

;
be honest in

all your dealings, and kind and loving to each other, as

children ought to be
;
and be sure that you never forget

my advice about the farm and the vineyard."
Soon after the old man was in his grave, his two sons

set about searching for the treasure, which they sup-

posed was hidden in the ground.
" "When it is found,"

said they,
" we shall have enough and to spare, and

may live like sons of kings." So to work they went

as briskly as could be, and though they missed the

golden treasure which they expected to find, yet by
their joint labor, the vineyard was so well dug and

turned up, that it yielded a noble crop of fruit, which

proved a treasure indeed.

By this we see that honest labor is the surest road to

riches.

SUBLIME AND BEAUTIFUL.
CHATEAUNEUF, keeper of the seals of Louis XIII.,

when a boy of only nine years old, was asked many
questions by a bishop, and gave very prompt answers

to them all. At length the prelate said, "I will give

you an orange if you will telljme where God is." " My
lord," replied the boy,

" I will give you two if you will

tell where he is not."

FILIAL AFFECTION.
DISOBEDIENCE to parents hath ever been awfully mark-

ed with God's displeasure, while affection for them and

attention to them have been eminently sanctioned by

him, as the means of promoting their felicity, and our

honor and esteem.
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So justly is filial affection appreciated by the Chinese,

that they erect public monuments and triumphal arch-

es in honor of those children who have given proofs of

great filial affection.

"My joy," said the celebrated Epaminondas, of

Greece,
" arises from my sense of that, which the news

of my victory will give my father and mother."

THE FAITHFUL BIRD.
THE green-house is my summer seat

;

My shrubs, displaced from that retreat,

Enjoyed the open air
;

Two goldfinches, whose sprightly song
Had been their mutual solace long,

Lived happy prisoners there.

They sang as blithe as finches sing
That flutter loose on golden wing,
And frolic where they list

;

Strangers to liberty, 'tis true,

But that delight they never knew,
And therefore never missed.

But nature works in every breast,

With force not easily suppressed ;

And Dick felt some desires,

That, after many an effort vain,
Instructed him at length to gain
A pass between his wires.

The open windows seemed t' invite

The freeman to a farewell flight ;

But Tom was still confined
j

And Dick, although his way was clear,
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Was much too generous and sincere

To leave his friend behind.

So settling on his cage, by play,

And chirp, and kiss, he seemed to say,
" You must not live alone."

Nor would he quit that chosen stand,
Till I, with slow and cautious hand,
Returned him to his own.

Oh ye, who never taste the joys
Of friendship, satisfied with noise,

Fandango, ball and rout !

Blush, when I tell you how a bird,

A prison with a friend preferred,

TO liberty without.

FREDERICK THE GREAT.
BEFORE the battle of Rosbach, which led to the most

celebrated of all the king of Prussia's victories, Frede-

rick addressed his little army, not amounting to more
than twenty-five thousand men, in nearly the following
words :

" My brave soldiers, the hour is coming, in which all

that is, and all that ought to be dear to us, depends up-
on the swords that are drawn for the battle. Time

permits me to say but little, nor is there occasion to

say much. You know that there is no labor, no hun-

ger, no cold, no watching, no danger, that I have not

shared with you hitherto : and you now see me ready
to lay down my life with you, and for you. All I ask

is the same pledge of fidelity and affection that I give.

Acquit yourselves like men, and put your confidence in

God."

20
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The effect of this was indescribable
;

the soldiers

answered it by an universal shout, and their looks and
demeanor became animated to a sort of heroic frenzy.

Frederick led on his troops in person, exposed to the

hottest fire. The enemy for a few moments made a

gallant resistance
;
but overwhelmed by the headlong

intrepidity of the Prussians, they at length gave way
in every part, and fled in the utmost disorder. Night
alone saved from total destruction the scattered re-

mains of an army, which in the morning had been

double the number of its conquerors.

ON A GOLDFINCH STARVED TO
DEATH IN HIS CAGE.

TIME was when I was free as air,

The thistle's downy seed my fare,

My drink the morning dew :

I perched at will on every spray,

My form genteel, my plumage gay,

My strains forever new.

But gaudy plumage, sprightly strain,

And form genteel were all in vain,
And of a transient date

;

For caught and caged, and starved to death,
In dying sighs, my little breath

. Soon passed the wiry grate.

Thanks, gentle swain, for all my woes,
And thanks for this effectual close,

And cure of every ill
;

More cruelty could none express,

And I, if you had shown me less,

Had been your prisoner still.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF TIME.
MAKE it a rule never to allow yourself to be idle,

when your health and circumstances will allow you to

be active. If you once form an industrious habit, you
will never afterwards be able to content yourself in a

state of inactivity ;
and on the other hand, if you begin

life with a habit of indolence, you will probably never

after acquire a relish for vigorous exertion. Consider

the first inroads of indolence as a melancholy harbinger
of the wreck of your usefulness, and the loss of your

reputation.

PROVERBS.
EVERY fool can find faults that a great many wise

men cannot mend.

Friendship cannot stand all on one side.

God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.

He that will steal a pin, will steal a better thing.

He who commences many things, finishes only a few.

He that knows himself best, esteems himself least.

He that wad eat the kernel, maun crack the nut.

Hope is a good breakfast, but a bad supper.

THE INQUISITIVE MONKEY.
A FABLE.

A MONKEY seeing his master hiding something in his

garden, marked the place with his eye ;
and when his

master's back was turned, went and raked up the earth

to see what he had concealed so curiously ;
when sud-

denly his paw was caught in a trap, and he cried out

most bitterly.
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His master, who from a distance had seen him pry-

ing about the spot, hastened to warn him of his danger ;

and when he heard his cries, he rescued him from his

painful situation, writhing under the smart occasioned

by the trap, and gave him this admonition " Be not

too curious to know what does not concern you."

ON ONE IGNORANT AND ARROGANT.
THOU mayst of double ignorance boast

Who knowest not that thou nothing know'st.

THE OLD MAN AND HIS SONS.

AN old man had many sons, who were often quarrel-

ling with one another. When the father had exerted

his authority, and used other means to reconcile them,
but all to no purpose, he at last had recourse to this
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expedient. He ordered his sons to be called before

him, and a short bundle of sticks to be brought ;
then

commanded them each to try if, with all his might and

strength, he could break it. They all tried, but to no

purpose ;
for the sticks being closely and compactly

bound up together, it was impossible for the force of

man to do it.

After this, the father ordered the bundle to be untied"

and gave a single stick to each of his sons, at the

same time bidding him try to break it. They all did

this, with great ease, upon which, the father addressed

them to this effect :
"
Oh, my sons, behold the power

of union ! For if you would but keep yourselves

strictly joined in the bonds of friendship, as the sticks

united in one bundle, it would not be in the power of

any mortal to hurt you ;
but when once the ties of bro-

therly affection are dissolved, how soon you become

exposed to every injurious hand that assaults you."

MORAL.

Union is Strength.

PATIENCE.
IF what we suffer has been brought on us by our-

selves, patience is eminently our duty, since no one

ought to be angry at feeling that which he has deserv-

ed. If we are conscious that we have not contributed

to our own sufferings, if punishment falls upon inno-

cence, or disappointment happens to industry and pru-

dence, patience, whether more necessary or not, is

much easier, since our pain is then without aggrava-
20*
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tion, and we have not the bitterness of remorse to add

to the asperity of misfortune.

It seems as reasonable to enjoy blessings with confi-

dence, as to resign them with submission, and to hope
for the continuance of good which we possess without

insolence or voluptuousness, as for the restitution of

that which we lose without despondency or murmurs.

OPPORTUNITY.
To improve the golden moment of opportunity, and

catch the good that is within our reach, is the great art

of life. Many wants are suffered, which might once

have been supplied, and much time is lost in regretting

the time which had been lost before.

He that waits for an opportunity to do much at

once, may breathe out his life in idle wishes, and re-

gret, in the last hour, his useless intentions and barren

zeal.

A wise man will make more opportunities than he

finds. Men's behavior should be like their apparel,

not too strait, but free for exercise.

Neglect no opportunity of doing good, nor check thy
desire of doing it by a vain fear of what may happen.

"
Opportunity is the cream of time."

UNOBTRUSIVE BEAUTY'.
As lamps burn silent with unconscious light,

So modest ease in beauty shines most bright ;

Unaiming charms with edge resistless fall,

And she, who meant no mischief, does it all.
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THE VALUE OF HOPE.

CEASE, every joy, to glimmer on my mind,
But leave oh leave ! the light of hope behind !

What though my winged hours of bliss have been,

Like angel-visits, few and far between

Her musing mood shall every pang appease,

And charm when pleasures lose the power to please.

THE PEESENT CONDITION OF MAN
VINDICATED.

HEAVEN from all creatures hides the book of fate,

- All but the page prescribed, their present state.

Oh ! blindness to the future ! kindly given,

That each may fill the circle marked by heaven.

Hope humbly then
;
with trembling pinions soar

;

Wait the great teacher death
;
and God adore.

What future bliss he gives not thee to know,
But gives that hope to be thy blessing now.

Hope springs eternal in the human breast
;

Man never is, but always to be blest.

FORBEARANCE.
ALL that is good and great in the universe is on the

side of clemency and mercy. If we look into the his-

tory of mankind, we shall find that in every age, those

who have been respected as worthy have been distin-

guished for this virtue.

Revenge dwells in little minds
;
a noble and magna-
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nimous spirit is superior to it. Collected within itself,

it stands unmoved by the impotent assaults of our ene-

mies
j
and with generous pity, rather than with anger,

looks down on their unworthy conduct.

Anger and revenge are uneasy passions ;

"
hence,"

says Seed,
"

it appears that the command of loving

your enemies, which has been thought a hard saying,
and impossible to be fulfilled, is really no more, when
resolved into its first principles, than bidding us to be

at peace with ourselves, which we cannot be, so long
as we continue at enmity with others."

TO A DEAR LITTLE BOY, AFTER
AN INTERVAL OF ABSENCE.

I MISS thee from my side

With thy merry eyes and blue
;

From thy crib at morning tide,

Oft its curtains peeping through ;

In the kisses, not a few,

Thou wert wont to give me then
;

In thy sleepy, sad adieu,

When 't was time for bed again.

I miss thee from my side,

When the dinner bustle 's o'er
;

When the orange I divide,

Or extract the apple's core
;

What avails my hoarded store

Of barley-sugar, comfits sweet
;

Thou art by my side no more
;

Vacant is thy wonted seat !
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I miss thee from my side,

With thy query oft repeated;
On thy rocking-horse astride,

Or beneath my table seated
;

Or when, tired and overheated
N

With a summer day's delight,

Many a childish aim defeated,

Sleep hath overpowered thee quite !

I miss thee from my side

When brisk Punch is at the door
;

Vainly pummels he his bride,

Judy's wrongs can charm no more !

He may beat her till she 's sore,

She may die, and he may flee
;

Though I loved their squalls of yore,

What 's the pageant now to me !

I miss thee from my side

When the light of day grows pale ;

When with eyelids opened wide,

Thou wouldst list the oft -told tale,

And the murdered babes bewail
;

Yet so greedy of thy pain,

That when all my lore would fail,

I must needs begin again.

I miss thee from my side

In the haunts that late were thine
;

Where thy twinkling feet would glide,

And thy clasping fingers twine
;

Here are checkered tumblers nine,

Silent relics of thy play ;
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Here the mimic tea-things shine,
Thou wouldst wash the livelong day !

Thy drum hangs on the wall
;

The bird-organ sounds are o'er
;

Dogs and horses, great and small

Wanting some a leg or more
;

Cows and sheep, a motley store

All are stabled near thy bed
;

And not one but can restore

Memories sweet of him that 's fled!

I miss thee from my side,

Blithe cricket of my hearth !

Oft in secret I have sighed
For thy chirping voice of mirth :

When the low-born cares of earth

Chill my heart, or dim my eye,

Grief is stifled in its birth,

If my little prattler 's nigh !

I miss thee from my side,

With thy bright ingenuous smile
;

With thy glance of infant pride,

And the face no tears defile
;

Stay, and other hearts beguile,

Hearts that prize thee fondly too
;

I must spare thy pranks awhile
;

Cricket of my hearth, adieu !

THE FROZEN DOVE.
AWAY from the path ! silly dove,

Where the foot that may carelessly tread
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Will crash thee ! "What ! dost thou not move ?

Alas ! thou art stiffened and dead !

Allured by the brightness of day,
To sink 'mid the shadows of night,

Too far from the cote thou didst stray,

And sadly hast ended thy flight !

For, thus, with the snow at thy breast,

With thy wing folded close to thy side,

And couched in the semblance of rest,

Alone of the cold thou hast died !

Poor Bird ! thou hast pictured the fate

Of many in life's sunny day,

Who, trusting, have found but too late,

How fortune can smile to betray.
How oft, for illusions that shine

In a cold and a pitiless world,
Bewildered and palsied, like thine,

Has the wing of the spirit been furled.

The heart the most tender and light,

In its warmth to the earth has been thrown,
With the chill of adversity's night,
To suffer and perish alone.

MELROSE ABBEY.
IF thou wouldst view fair Melrose aright,

Go visit it by the pale moonlight ;

For the gay beams of lightsome day
Gild but to flout the ruins gray.
When the broken arches are black in night,

And each shafted oriel glimmers white
;

When the cold light's uncertain shower

Streams on the ruined central tower
;
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When buttress and buttress alternately
Seem framed of ebon and ivory j

When silver edges the imagery,
And the scrolls that teach thee to live and die

;

When distant Tweed is heard to rave,
And the owlet to hoot o'er the dead man's grave,
Then go, but go alone the while

Then view St. David's ruined pile ;

And, home returning, sootbly swear,
Was never scene so sad and fair I

THE TURKEY AND THE ANT.

A FABLE.

IN other men we faults can spy,
And blame the mote that dims their eye,
Each little speck and blemish find

;

To our own stronger errors blind.

A turkey, tired ofcommon food,

Forsook the barn, and sought the wood
;

Behind her ran an infant train,

Collecting here and there a grain.

" Draw near, my birds," the mother cries,
" This hill delicious fare supplies.
Behold the busy creeping race,

See millions blacken all the place !

Fear not, like me with freedom eat
j

An ant is most delightful meat.

How blessed, how envied were our life,

Could we but 'scape the poulterer's knife !

But man, harsh man, on turkeys preys,
And Christmas shortens all our days ;
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Sometimes with oysters we combine,
Sometimes assist the savory chine.

From the low peasant to the lord,

The turkey smokes on, every board.

Sure men for gluttony are curst,

Of the seven deadly sins the worst."

An ant who climbed beyond his reach,

Thus answered from the neighboring beech :

" Ere you remark another's sin,

Bid thy own conscience look within.

Control thy more voracious bill,

Nor for a breakfast nations kill."

CHANGE.
THE wind is sweeping o'er the hill,

It hath a mournful sound,
As if it felt the difference

Its weary wing hath found.

A little while that wandering wind

Swept over leaf and flower :

For there was green for every tree,

And bloom for every hour.

It wandered through the pleasant wood,
And caught the dove's lone song ;

And by the garden beds, and bore

The rose's breath along.

But hoarse and sullenly it sweeps ;

No rose is open now
No music, for the wood-dove's nest

Is vacant on the bough.
21
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Oh, human heart and wandering wind,
Go look upon the past ;

The likeness is the same with each,
Their summer did not last.

Each mourns above the things it loved

One o'er a flower and leaf;
The other over hopes and joys,

Whose beauty was as brief.

THE LION, BEAR AND FOX.

A LION and a Bear meeting with the carcass of a

Fawn in the forest, agreed to decide their title to it by
force of arms. The battle was severe and tough on
both sides

;
and they held out, tearing and worrying

one another so long, that what with wounds and fa-

tigue, they were so faint and weary they were not
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able to strike another blow. Thus, while they lay

upon the ground, panting and lolling out their tongues,
a Fox chanced to pass that way, who, perceiving how
the case stood, impudently stepped in between them,
seized the booty, which they had been all this while

contending for, and carried it off.

The two combatants, who lay and beheld all this,

without having strength enough to stir and prevent it,

were only wise enough to make this reflection :

" Behold the fruits of our strife and contention ! That

villain, the Fox, bears away the prize ;
and we our-

selves have deprived each other of the power to recover

it of him."

MORAL.

When fools quarrel, knaves get the prize of contention.

VENICE.
THERE is a glorious city in the sea

;

The sea is in the broad, the narrow streets

Ebbing and flowing ;
and the salt sea-weed

Clings to the marble of her palaces.

No track of men, no footsteps to and fro,

Lead to her gates. The path lies o'er the sea,

Invisible
;
and from the land we went,

As to a floating city steering in,

And gliding up her streets as in a dream,

So smoothly, silently by many a dome

Mosque-like, and many a stately portico,

The statues ranged along an azure sky ;

By many a pile in more than eastern splendor,
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Of old the residence of merchant-kings ;

The fronts of some, though time had shattered them,
Still glowing with the richest hues of art,

As though the wealth within them had run o'er.

AN EXTRACT.
DOWN by yon hazel copse, at evening, blazed

The Gypsy's fagot there we stood and gazed j

Gazed on her sun-burnt face with silent awe,
Her tattered mantle, and her hood of straw

; ,

Her moving lips, her cauldron brimming o'er
;

The drowsy brood that on her back she bore
;

Imps, in the barn with mousing owlet bred,

From rifled roost at nightly revel fed
;

Whose dark eyes flashed through locks of blackest

shade,

When in the breeze the distant watch-dog bay'd :

And heroes fled the Sibyl's muttered call,

Whose elfin prowess scaled the orchard-wall.

As o'er my palm the silver piece she drew,
And traced the line of life with searching view,
How throbbed my fluttering pulse with hopes and

fears

To learn the color of my future years.

SORROW.
SORROW is uneasiness in the mind, upon the thought

of a good lost, which might have been enjoyed longer ;

or the sense of a present evil. The sharpest and most

melting sorrow is that which arises from the loss of

those whom we have loved with tenderness.
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The safe and general antidote against sorrow is em-

ployment. Whoever will keep his thoughts continually

busy, will find himself less affected with irretrievable

losses.

Sorrow is a kind of rust to the soul, which every
new idea contributes to scour away. It is the putre-
faction of stagnant life, and is remedied by exercise

and motion.

THE CORAL GROVE.
DEEP in the wave is a coral grove,

Where the purple mullet and gold-fish rove,

Where the sea-flower spreads its leaves of blue,

That never are wet with falling dew,
But in bright and changeful beauty shine,

Far down in the green and glassy brine.

The floor is of sand, like the mountain drift,

And the pearl shells spangle the flinty snow ;

From coral rocks the sea-plants lift

Their boughs, where the tides and billows flow
;

The water is calm and still below,
For the winds and waves are absent there,

And the sands are bright as the stars that glow
In the motionless fields of upper air

;

There, with its waving blade of green,

The sea-flag streams through the silent water,

And the crimson leaf of the dulse is seen

To blush, like a banner bathed in slaughter :

There, with a light and easy motion,
The fan-coral sweeps through the clear deep sea,

And the yellow and scarlet tufts of ocean

Are bending like corn on the upland lea.

21*
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And life, in rare and beautiful form,
Is sporting amid those bowers of stone,

And is safe when the wrathful spirit of storms

Has made the top of the waves his own
;

And when the ship from his fury flies,

Where the myriad voices of ocean roar,

When the wind-god frowns in the murky skies,

And demons are waiting the wreck on shore
;

Then far below in the peaceful sea,

The purple mullet and gold-fish rove,

Where the waters murmur tranquilly,

Through the bending twigs of the coral grove.

THE VAIN REGRET.
OH ! had I mused, when I was young,
The lessons of my father's tongue,
The deep laborious thoughts he drew

From all he saw and others knew,
I might have been ah, me !

Thrice sager than I e'er shall be

For what saith Time ?

Alas ! he only shows the truth

Of all that I was told in youth !

The thoughts now budding in my brain,-
The wisdom I have bought with pain,

The knowledge of life's brevity,

False friendship, false philosophy,
And all that issues out of wo,
Methinks were taught me long ago !

Then what says Time !

Alas ! he but brings back the truth
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Of all I heard, and lost, in youth !

Truths !- hardly earned and lately brought
From many a far forgotten scene !

Had I but listened as I ought,
To your words sage, serene,

Oh ! what might I not have been

In the realms of thought !

THE WOUNITED HUSSAR.
ALONE to the banks of the dark-rolling Danube,

Fair Adelaide hied when the battle was o'er :

Oh, whither, she cried, hast thou wandered, my true

love,

Or here dost thou welter and bleed on the shore ?

What voice have I heard ? 't was my Henry that

sighed ;

All mournful she hastened, nor wandered she far,

When bleeding and low, on the heath, she descried,

By the light of the moon, her poor wounded Hussar.

From his bosom that heaved the last torrent was

streaming,
And pale was his visage, deep marked with a scar,

And dim was that eye, once expressively beaming,
That melted in love, and that kindled in war

How smit was poor Adelaide's heart at the sight !

How bitter she wept o'er the victim of war !

Hast thou come, my fond love, this last sorrowful night,

To cheer the lone heart of thy wounded Hussar?

Thou shalt live, she replied, heaven's mercy relieving

Each anguishing wound, shall forbid me to mourn.
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Ah ! no, the last pang in my bosom is heaving ;

No light of the morn shall to Henry return :

Thou charmer of life, ever tender and true !

Ye babes of my love, that await me afar !

His faltering tongue could scarce murmur, adieu !

When he sank in her arms, the poor wounded Hussar.

NONE ARE COMPLETELY HAPPY.
So many and so various are the evils incident to hu-

man nature, and so frequently are our greatest earthly

comforts dashed with alloys of pain and uneasiness,

that no state of life, whether of youth or age, of riches

or poverty, of grandeur or meanness, is exempt from

difficulties and troubles.

To hope for perfect happiness is vain
;

Even joy has ever its alloys of pain.

Since, then, an entire and unmixed happiness is not to

be expected in our present state, let us not be too san-

guine in our wishes to find it here, but place our happi-

ness on things above, and on that state which approach-

es nearest to it
;
which is, doing our duty in whatever

station God has pleased to place us.

THE GARDEN OF EDEN.
THUS was this place

A happy rural seat of various view
;

Groves whose rich trees wept odorous gums and balm,
Others whose fruit, burnished with golden rind,

Hung amiable, Hesperian fables true,

If true, here only, and of delicious taste !

Betwixt them, lawns, or level downs, and flocks
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Grazing the tender herb, were interposed,

Or palmy hillock
;
or the flowery lap

Of some irriguous valley spread her store,

Flowers of all hue, and without thorn the rose !

Another side, umbrageous grots and caves

Of cool recess, o'er which the mantling vine

Lays forth her purple grape, and gently creeps
Luxuriant

;
meanwhile murmuring waters fall

Down the slope hills, dispersed, or in a lake,

That to the fringed bank, with myrtle crowned,
Her crystal mirror holds, unite their streams.

The birds their choir apply ; airs, vernal airs,

Breathing the smell of field and grove, attune

The trembling leaves
;
while universal Pan,

Knit with the Graces and the Houries in dance,
Led on th' eternal Spring.

ON THE LOSS OF PROFESSOR FISHER,
OF YALE COLLEGE.

THE breath of air that stirs the harp's soft string,

Floats on to join the whirlwind and the storm
;

The drops of dew exhaled from flowers of spring,

Rise and assume the tempest's threatening form
;

The first mild beam of morning's glorious sun,

Ere night, is sporting in the lightning's flash
;

And the smooth stream, that flows in quiet on,

Moves but to aid the overwhelming dash

That wave and wind can muster, when the might
Of earth, and air, and sea, and sky unite.

So science whispered in thy charmed ear,

And radiant learning beckoned thee away.
The breeze was music to thee, and the clear
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Beam of thy morning promised a bright day.

And they have wrecked thee ! But there is a shore

Where storms are hushed, where tempests never rage ;

Where angry skies and blackening seas no more

With gusty strength their roaring warfare wage.

By thee its peaceful margin shall be trod

Thy home is Heaven, and thy friend is God.

THE WORLD DANGEROUS TO VIR-
TUE.

VIRTUE, forever frail and fair below,

Her tender nature suffers in the crowd,
Nor touches on the world without a stain.

The world 's infectious
;
few bring back at eve,

Immaculate, the manners of the morn.

Something we thought is blotted
;
we resolved,

Is shaken
;
we renounced, returns again.

Each salutation may slide in a sin

Unthought before, or fix a former flaw.

Nor is it strange ; light, motion, concourse, noise,

All scatter us abroad. Thought, outward-bound,

Neglectful of our home-affairs, flies off

In fume and dissipation, quits her charge,
And leaves the breast unguarded to the foe.

THE RAINBOW.
SYMBOL of peace ! lo, there the ethereal bow !

And see, on flagging wing, the storm retreats

Far 'mid the depths of space ;
and with him fleets

His lucid train the while in beauty glow
Vale, hill, and sky, once more. How lustrous now
Earth's verdant mantle ! and the woods how bright !
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Where grass, leaf, flower, are sparkling in the light

Prompt ever with the slightest breeze to throw

The rain-drops to the ground. Within the grove

Music awakes
;
and from each little throat,

Silent so long, bursts the wild note of love
;

The hurried babblings of the rill denote

Its infant joy ;
and rushing swift along,

The torrent gives to air its hoarse and louder song.

FORWARDNESS.
NOTHIN&, perhaps, is more unbecoming to young

persons, than the assumption of consequence before

men of age, wisdom, and experience. The advice,

therefore, of Parmenio, the Grecian general, to his son,

was worthy of him to give, and worthy of every man
of sense to adopt :

" My son," says he,
'- would you be

great, you must be less."

The modest deportment of really wise men, when
contrasted to the assuming air of the young and igno-

rant, may be compared to the different appearances of

wheat
; which, while its ear is empty, holds up its head

proudly, but as it is filled with grain, bends modestly

down, and withdraws from observation.

SONNET.
As slow I climb the cliff's ascending side,

Much musing on the track of terror past,

When o'er the dark wave rode the howling blast,

Pleased I look back, and view the tranquil tide

That laves the pebbled shores
;
and now the beam

Of evening smiles on the gray battlement,
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And yon forsaken tower that time has rent !

The lifted oar far off with silver gleam
Is touched, and the hushed billows seem to sleep.

Soothed by the scene, e'en thus on sorrow's breast

A kindred stillness steals, and bids her rest
;

Whilst sad airs stilly sigh along the deep,
Like melodies that mourn upon the lyre,

Waked by the breeze, and as they mourn expire.

THE EVENING CLOUD.
A CLOUD lay cradled near the setting sun,

A gleam of crimson tinged its braided snow :

Long had I watched the glory moving on

O'er the still radiance of the lake below.

Tranquil its spirit seemed, and floated slow !

Even in its very motion there was rest :

While every breath of eve that chanced to blow,
Wafted the traveller to the beauteous west.

Emblem, methought, of the departed soul !

To whose white robe the gleam of bliss is gives ;

And by the breath of mercy made to roll

Right onwards to the golden gates of Heaven,

Where, to the eye of Faith, it peaceful Hes,

And tells to man his glorious destinies.

SONNET.
GIVE me a cottage on some Cambrian wild,

Where, far from cities, I may spend my days,

And by the beauties of the scene beguiled,

May pity man's pursuits, and shun his ways.
While on the rock I mark the browsing goat,

List to the mountain-torrent's distant noise,
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Or the hoarse bittern's solitary note,

I shall not want the world's delusive joys ! ,

But with my little scrip, my book, my lyre,

Shall think my lot complete, nor covet more
;

And when, with time, shall wane the vital fire,

I '11 raise my pillow on the desert shore,

And lay me down to rest, where the wild wave
Shall make sweet music o'er my lonely grave.

COUSIN MARY.
ABOUT four years ago, passing a few days with the

highly educated daughters of some friends in this neigh-

borhood, I found, domesticated in the family, a young
lady, whom I shall call as they called her, Cousin Mary.
She was about eighteen, not beautiful perhaps, but

lovely certainly to the full extent of that loveliest word
;

as fresh as a rose
;
as fair as a lily ;

with lips like

winter berries, dimpled, smiling lips, and eyes of

which nobody could tell the color, they danced so in-

cessantly in their own gay light. Her figure was tall,

round, and slender ; exquisitely well proportioned it

must have been, for in all attitudes, (and in her inno-

cent gayety she was scarcely ever two minutes in the

same,) she was grace itself. She was, in short, the

very picture of youth, health, and happiness. No one

could see her without being prepossessed in her favor.

I took a fancy to her the moment she entered the room
;

and it increased every hour in spite of, or rather per-

haps for, certain deficiencies, which caused poor Cousin

Mary to be held exceedingly cheap by her accomplished
relatives.

She was the youngest daughter of an officer of rank,
dead long ago ;

and his sickly widow having lost by
22
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death, or that other death, marriage, all her children

but this, could not, from very fondness, resolve to part

with her darling for the purpose of acquiring the com-

monest instruction. She talked of it, indeed, now and

then, but she only talked
;
so that, in this age of uni-

versal education, Mary C., at eighteen, exhibited the

extraordinary phenomenon of a young woman of high

family, whose acquirements were limited to reading,

writing, needle-work, and the first rules of arithmetic.

The effect of this let-alone system, combined with a

careful seclusion from all improper society, and a per-

fect liberty in her country rambles, acting upon a mind
of great power and activity, was the very reverse of

what might have been predicted. It had produced not

merely a delightful freshness and originality of manner
and character, a piquant ignorance of those things of

which one is tired to death, but knowledge, positive,

accurate, and various knowledge. She was, to be

sure, wholly unaccomplished; knew nothing of qua-

drilles, though her every motion was dancing, nor a note
' of music, though she used to warble, like a bird, sweet

snatches of old songs, as she skipped up and down the

house
;
nor of painting, except as her taste had been

formed by a minute acquaintance with nature into an
intense feeling of art. She had the real extra sense, an

eye for color, too, as well as an ear for music. Not
one in twenty not one in a hundred of our sketching
and copying ladies could love and appreciate a picture

where there was color and mind, a picture by Claude,
or by our English Claudes, Wilson and Hoffland, as

she could for she loved landscape best, because she

understood it best it was a portrait of which she knew
the original. Then her needle was in her hands almost

a pencil. I never knew such an embroidress she
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would sit "printing her thoughts on lawn," till the de-

licate creation vied with the snowy tracery, the fantastic

carving of hoar-frost, the richness of Gothic architect-

ure^ or of that which so much resembles it, the luxuriant

fancy of old point lace. That was her only accomplish-

ment, and a rare artist she was muslin and net were

her canvas. She had no French either, not a word
;

no Italian
;
but then her English was racy, unhack-

neyed, proper to the thought to a degree that only

original thinking could give. She had not much read-

ing except of the Bible and Shakspeare, and Richard-

son's novels, in which she was learned
;
but then her

powers of observation were sharpened and quickened,
in a very unusual degree, by the leisure and opportu-

nity afforded for their development, at a time of life

when they are most acute. She had nothing to distract

her mind. Her attention was always awake and alive.

She was an excellent and curious naturalist, merely
because she had gone into the fields with her eyes

open ;
and knew all the details of rural management,

domestic or agricultural, as well as the peculiar habits

and modes of thinking of the peasantry, simply because

she had lived in the country and made use of her ears.

Then she was fanciful, reeollective, new
;
drew her

images from the real objects, not from their shadows

in books. In short, to listen to her, and the young
ladies her companions, who, accomplished to the height,

had trodden the education-mill till they all moved in

one step, had lost sense in sound, and ideas in words,

was enough to make us turn masters and governesses
out of doors, and leave our daughters and grand-

daughters to Mrs. C.'s system of non-instruction. I

should have liked to meet with another specimen, just

to ascertain whether the peculiar charm and advantage
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arose from the quick and active mind of this fair Igno-

rant, or was really the natural and inevitable result of

the training ; but, alas ! to find more than one unac-

complished young lady, in this accomplished age, is

not be hoped for. So I admired and envied
;
and her

fair kinswomen pitied and scorned, and tried to teach
;

and Mary, never made for a learner, and as full of ani-

mal spirits as a school-boy in the holidays, sang and

laughed, and skipped about from morning to night.

It must be confessed, as a counter-balance to her

other perfections, that the dear Cousin Mary was, as

far as great natural modesty and an occasional touch

of shyness would let her, the least in the world of a

romp ! She loved to toss about children, to jump over

stiles, to scramble through hedges, to climb trees
;
and

some of her knowledge of plants and birds may cer-

tainly have arisen from her delight in these boyish
amusements. And which of us has not found that the

strongest, the healthiest, and most flourishing acquire-

ment has arisen from pleasure or accident
;
has been

in a manner self-sown, like an oak of the forest ?

Oh she was a sad romp ;
as skittish as a wild colt, as

uncertain as a butterfly, as uncatchable as a swallow !

But her great personal beauty, the charm, grace and

lightness of her movements, and above all. her evident

innocence of heart, were bribes to indulgence which no
one could withstand. I never heard her blamed by
any human being. The perfect unrestraint of her

attitudes, and the exquisite symmetry ofher form, would

have rendered her an invaluable study for a painter.

Her daily doings would have formed a series of pic-

tures. I have seen her scudding through a shallow

rivulet, with her petticoats caught up just a little above

the ancle, like a young Diana, and a bounding, skim-
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ming, enjoying motion as if native to the element,
which might have become a Naiad. I have seen her

on the topmost round of a ladder, with one foot on the

roof of a house, flinging down the grapes that no one

else had nerve enough to reach, laughing, and garland-

ed, and crowned with vine-leaves, like a Bacchante.

But the prettiest combination of circumstances under

which I ever saw her, was driving a donkey-cart up a

hill one sunny, windy day, in September. It was a gay

party of young women, some walking, some in open

carriages of different descriptions, bent to see a cele-

brated prospect from a hill called the Ridges. -The

ascent was by a steep narrow lane, cut deeply between

sand-banks, crowned with high, feathery hedges. The
road and its picturesque banks lay bathed in the golden

sunshine, whilst the autumnal sky, intensely blue, ap-

peared at the top as through an arch. The hill was so

steep that we had all dismounted, and left our different

vehicles in charge of the servants, below
;
but Mary, to

whom, as incomparably the best charioteer, the conduct

of a certain nondescript machine, a sort of donkey-cur-

ricle, had fallen, determined to drive a delicate little

girl, who was afraid of the walk, to the top of the emi-

nence. She jumped out for the purpose, and we fol-

lowed, watching and admiring her as she won her way
up the hill : now tugging at the donkeys in front, with

her bright face towards them and us, and springing

along backwards now pushing the chaise from be-

hind now running by the side of her steeds, patting

and caressing them now soothing the half-frightened

child now laughing, nodding, and shaking her little

whip* at us darting about like some winged creature-

till at last she stopped at the top of the ascent, and

stood for a moment oil the summit, her straw bonnet

22*
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blown back, and held on only by the strings; her

brown hair playing on the wind in long natural ring-

lets
;

her complexion becoming every moment more

splendid from exertion, redder and whiter
;
her eyes

and her smile brightening and dimpling ;
her figure in

its simple white gown, strongly relieved by the deep
blue sky, and her whole form seeming to dilate before

our eyes. There she stood under the arch formed by
two meeting elms, a Hebe, a Psyche, a perfect goddess
of youth and joy. The Ridges are very fine things

altogether, especially the part to which we were bound,
a turfy, breezy spot, sinking down abruptly like a rock

into a wild fore-ground of heath and forest, with a

magnificent command of distant objects ;
but we saw

nothing that day like the figure on the top of the hill.

After this, I lost sight of her for a long time. She

was called suddenly home by the dangerous illness of

her mother, who, after languishing for some months,

died
;
and Mary went to live with a sister much older

than herself, and richly married in a manufacturing

town, where she languished in smoke, confinement, de-

pendence and display, (for her sister was a match-

making lady, a manoeuvrer,) for about a twelvemonth.

She then left her house and went into "Wales as a

governess ! Imagine the astonishment caused by this

intelligence amongst us all
;
for I myself, though ad-

miring the untaught damsel almost as much as I loved

her, should certainly never have dreamed of her as a

teacher. However, she remained in the rich baronet's

family where she had commenced her vocation. They
liked her apparently, there she was

;
and again no-

thing was heard of her for many months, until, hap-

pening to call on the friends at whose house I had

originally met her, I espied her fair blooming face, a
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rose amongst roses, at the drawing-room window, and

instantly with the speed of light was met and embraced

by her at the hall door.

There was not the slightest perceptible difference in

her deportment. She still bounded like a fawn, and

laughed and clapped her hands like an infant. She

was not a day older, or graver, or wiser, since we part-

ed. Her post of tutoress had at least done her no harm,
whatever might have been the case with her pupils.

The more I looked at her, the more I wondered
;
and

after our mutual expressions of pleasure had a little

subsided, I could not resist the temptation of saying
" So you are really a governess ?"

"Yes."
" And you continue in the same family ?"

"Yes."
" And you like your post ?"

"
yes ! yes !"

"But, my dear Mary, what could induce you to go?"
" Why, they wanted a governess, so I went."
" But what could induce them to keep you?"
The perfect gravity and earnestness with which this

question was put^ set her laughing, and the laugh was
echoed back from a group at the end of the room,

which I had not before noticed an elegant man in

the prime of life showing a portfolio of rare prints to a

fine girl of twelve, and a rosy boy of seven, evidently
his children.

" Why did they keep me ? Ask them," replied Ma-

ry, turning towards them with an arch smile.

" We kept her to teach her ourselves," said the young
lady.

"We kept her to play cricket with us," said her

brother.
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" We kept her to marry," said the gentleman, ad-

vancing gaily to shake hands with me. " She was a bad

governess, perhaps ;
but she is an excellent wife that

is her true vocation."

And so it is. She is, indeed, an excellent wife
;
and

assuredly a most fortunate one. I never saw happiness
so sparkling or so glowing j

never saw such devotion

to a bride or such fondness for a step-mother, as Sir

W. S. and his lovely children show to the sweet Cousin

Mary.

SPRING.
Low breathed the western wind at close of day ;

The bloomy shrubs were bent with heavy showers
;

The clouds had hardly rolled their wreaths away ;

They darkly hung, where high the mountain towers
;

Through flowery vale, the dashing stream

Leaped sparklingly, in many a fall
;

And evening's rosy beam
Tinted the forest tall.

The loving birds were emulous in song ;

The cattle lowed
;
on slope of sunny hill,

Sported the lambs, and wildly raced along
The turf, that bore its beaded treasure still

;

And as they swept, a shower of light,

Flew round, like gems that deck the snow,
When morning glances bright

On hill and valley flow.

And gleaming o'er a wood-embosomed lake,

Floated 'mid dreary haze the golden ray ;
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The rippling wave, in many a yellow flake,

Curled round the dewy rock and slid away :

In rustic boat, his dipping oars

Attuned to song, the peasant boy,

Gliding by happy shores,

He felt the season's joy.

By willowy isle, with silvery catkins bowed,
He skimmed the sheeted gold, and on my ear

Echoed his song, now sweetly low, now loud,

As when the patriot ode is swelling near.

From rock to rock the music rung ;

By wooded hill it died along ;

Light was the heart that sung
That wild and woodland song.

The buds are now unfolding,

And gaily swings the vine
;

In woods the birds are holding
Their merry Valentine

;

On hills, in meadow, waking,

Peep out the blue eyed flowers,

And forest leaves are making
A shade for summer hours :

And why should not my heart be gay,
When all the world is now at play ?

And every heart is beating,

Is beating full with love
;

Advancing, now retreating,

How gently woos the dove
;

On topmost bough high swinging
Ah ! there is none so gay,
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So clear his voice is ringing,
As merry thrush to-day :

And I will merrily sing my song,
As o'er the lake I skim along.

LIFE BEYOND THE MOUNTAINS.
MANY works have been issued from the press with

at least part of this title. Life in London : Life in

France : Life in Italy : Life in the West, and Life in

the Wilderness : but for our own title, Life beyond the

Mountains, we claim the right of originality. Who
has not asked himself the question, where is it ? in

what unexplored region ?

The Indian exclaims, "Our fathers dwell beyond
the mountains." The Christian says, "Faith looks

over the icy mountains." The weary, care-worn pil-

grim who has lengthened out his three-score and ten,

and has seen friend after friend depart, fixes his lan-

guid eye on this untried region, this land of promise.
The mother who has hardly beheld her infant cherub

ere it has taken flight, or with a more heart-rending

pang has given up one scarcely less innocent, though
mature in virtue and loveliness, seeks her consolation

in that life that is to restore her beloved ones to her

embrace.

But what has this existence to do with an annual ?

What with the Token, that comes out with its gilded

pages, its finished engravings, its love and minstrelsy
blended with touches of moral truth ? Have the bright

eyes that gaze on that, aught in common with this far

distant land ? Have lips, on which linger the smiles

of youth and hope, have creatures, redolent with life,
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aught to do with this shadowy existence ? Yes, they
are called; they must go with their plans unaccom-

plished, the bridal wreath unwove, and the flowers so

joyously trodden under foot, scattered over the turf

that covers them. Is there one human being, gifted

with reason, that does not at times inquire what is

this hereafter which must inevitably come ?

Does not the thought force its way in the wakeful

stillness of the night ? Comes it not in the beam of

day, as we walk forth amidst hills and valleys ? as we

gaze on the mighty cataract or the peaceful lake ? the

oak that spreads its broad branches, the humble flower,

not less skilful in workmanship, though more minute ?

From animal life to the half vegetating polypus, all

connect the mind with the great Artificer, whose dwell-

ing is beyond "the everlasting hills/'

Why, then, is this subject kept far out of sight? why
is it deemed unfit for an annual ? why is it mentioned

to the ear of the young with diffidence, as if it were an

omen of evil?

Have they enough of existence here? would they
wish when they lie down, to sleep in dust and obli-

vion ? Oh, no ! human nature shudders at the thought ;

the veriest wretch would compound for years of suffer-

ing, rather than give up one particle of life. Shall the

young and innocent then call this an unwelcome sub-

ject ? Even so, because there is a portal we must pass,

from which we shrink. It is death : and we talk of

death as if it were the termination of life, instead of the

beginning.

" In this misguiding world, they picture death

A fearful tyrant Oh, believe it not,

It is an angel, beautiful as light,
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That watches o'er the sorrowing spirit here,

And when its weary pilgrimage is done, ?

Unbars the gates of everlasting life,

And vanishes forever."

Many of our gloomy views we derive from false

representations. Even the Psalmist, touched with

instinctive horror, says, we walk through the dark

valley of death
;
but by means of a clearer revelation,

a new light has arisen : there is now, to the virtuous,

no dark valley ;
when the last pang is over the last

swoon passed then, and then only, life truly begins.

But there is one question that haunts the mind. If

they yet live, why is there no one of all the lovely and
beloved that comes to set us at rest, and tell us what is

their existence. It were a sufficient reply, that God has

willed it otherwise
;
but he has given us reasoning

faculties, and it is our duty to use them, and to this

inquiry there are many answers.

We know we cannot lay down life till we have

thrown aside this mortal coil
;
if spirits revisit earth,

and who shall say that they do not ? they have with

us no mutual communication of sense
; they may be

round about us, but we must have material evidence

or we cannot realize it. If they were permitted to

return again with bodily organs, why should this

change take place? why might not present existence

be perpetual ? The answer is apparent. Earth would

no longer be able to sustain her inhabitants
;
one gene-

ration makes room for another : they come to claim

their birthright, immortality, receive their passport, and

pass on.

Let us ask ourselves in what does the fear of death

consist : is it in the last mortal struggle ? there is

scarcely any one who has lived to the age of thirty,
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who has not suffered much more than death. Con-

sciousness is often lost to the individual, long after the

paroxysms continue, and how often the sleep of death

is as tranquil as the sleep of childhood. Is it the

doubt of a future existence ? Let us not rest with

these undefined doubts : let us hunt them from their

lurking places : let us pursue them to their extinction.

If we believe that Christ has arisen, there can be no

doubts : but let us also bring to our aid reason and

natural evidence : let us draw proofs from the structure

of our minds
;
while the animal nature reaches its

perfection and decays, the mind is yet fresh and vigo-

rous
;

let us draw proofs from the mental capacities so

far beyond our present use of time and sense. These
all speak of immortality, all point to our home, to Life

beyond the Mountains !

LIFE
;
ITS SEASONS.

LIFE hath its Spring-time ! childhood's morn,
When pure is young affection's ray ;

Gay are the flowers without a thorn
;

And bright the hues of opening day :

Wild music lingers in its bowers

Grateful the fragrance of its flowers
And all betokens bliss :

Hope weaves her wild, enchanting song,
And sings, at every path along,

That all shall be like this !

Time's rapid footsteps never stay,

Life's golden Spring-time speeds away I

Life hath its Summer ! ardent now
Is manhood's toil, ambition's sway ;

23
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Hope Jighteth still the fevered brow,
And sweetly sings the coming day :

Fond are Affection's whispers, bland.

And warm is Friendship's proffered hand
Summer's horizon fair

;

But ah ! anon a cloud is seen,

Dark and more dark its threat'ning mien,
A tempest gathers there !

Sunlight and storm are o'er at last

Life's fitful Summer-time is past !

Life hath its Autumn ! where have fled

Those flattering promises of Spring ?

Alas ! like withered roses, dead,
Around no sweet perfume they fling :

Hope hath been false as she was fair

The smile hath fled, and gathering care

And woe around are cast :

Gloomy is life's late lovely bower,
Here falls a leaf there fades a flower

And chill the dreary blast !

The showers of ruin fall around

Life's withered foliage strews the ground !

Life hath its Winter ! snowy age,

When manhood's noblest vigors fail
j

Heavy becomes life's chequered page,

Cold is the wintry, piercing gale :

The faltering step the trembling limb,

The flagging pulse the eye-ball dim
Alike deliverance crave :

Fainter yet fainter hark ! the breath !

O haste thee, tyrant angel, Death !

Welcome the frightful grave !
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'T is finished ! Life's short journey's done,
The sun hath set the Seasons run !

I LOVE YOU, FLOWERS.
I LOVE you, flowers I love you, flowers,

You sweetly breathe to me
The fragrance of deserted hours

I never more may see.

I love you flowers I love you flowers
;

For, oh, my heart perceives
The color of its happiest hours

Reflected on your leaves.

I love you, flowers I love you, flowers

With you was shared her love,

Which far too fervent to be ours,

Has all returned above.

Your fragrance and your beauty give
Fit emblems of her bloom

;

Alas ! the moment that you live,

Is transient as her doom !

TEARS.
OH ! give me not unmeaning smiles,

Though worldly clouds may fly before them,
But let me see the sweet blue isles

Of radiant eyes when tears wash o'er them.

Though small the fount where they begin,

They form, 't is thought, in many a sonnet,

A flood to drown our sense of sin
;

But oh ! Love's ark still floats upon it.
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Then give me tears, oh ! hide not one
;

The best affections are but flowers

That faint beneath the fervid sun,
And languish once a day for showers.

Yet peril lurks in every gem,
For tears are worse than swords in slaughter,

And bards are still subdued by them,
As hummingbirds are shot with water.

THE RIVAL BUBBLES.
A FABLE.

Two bubbles on a mountain stream,

Began their race one shining morn,
And b'ghted by the ruddy beam,
Went dancing down 'mid shrub and thorn.

The stream was narrow, wild and lone,

But gaily dashed o'er mound and rock,
And brighter still the bubbles shone,
As if they loved the whirling shock.

Each leaf, and flower, and sunny ray,
Was pictured on them as they flew,

And o'er their bosoms seemed to play
In lovelier forms and colors new.

Thus on they went, and side by side,

They kept in sad and sunny weather,
And rough or smooth the flowing tide,

They brightest shone when close together.

Nor did they deem that they could sever,
That clouds could rise, or morning wane !

They loved, and thought that love forever

Would bind them in its gentle chain.

But soon the mountain slope was o'er.

And 'mid new scenes the waters flowed,
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And the two bubbles now no more

With their first morning beauty glowed.

They parted, and the sunny ray
That from each other's love they borrowed,

That made their dancing bosoms gay,

While other bubbles round them sorrowed
;

That ray was dimmed, and on the wind

A shadow came, as if from Heaven
;

Yet on they flew, and sought to find

From strife the bliss that love had given.

They parted, yet in sight they kept,

And rivals now the friends became,
And if, perchance, the eddies swept
Them close, they flashed with flame

;

And fiercer forward seemed to bound

With the swift ripples towards the main
;

And all the lesser bubbles round

Each sought to gather in its train.

They strove, and in that eager strife

Their morning friendship was forgot,

And all the joys that sweeten life,

The rival bubbles knew them not.

The leaves, the flowers, the grassy shore,

Were all neglected in the chase,

And on their bosoms now no more

These forms of beauty found a place.

But all was dim and drear within,

And envy dwelt where love was known,
And images of fear and sin

Were traced, where truth and pleasure shone.

The clouds grew dark, the tide swelled high,

And gloom was o'er the waters hung,

But riding on the billows nigh

Each other now the bubbles swung.
23*
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Closer and closer still they rushed,

In anger o'er the rolling river
;

They met, and 'midst the waters crushed,
The rival bubbles burst forever. '*-

THE RECLUSE OF THE LAKE.
" It is not all a dream."

IN the immediate vicinity of lake George, there was,
a few years since, a humble dwelling, which always
attracted the traveller's attention, though there was

nothing peculiar about it, save a rich, sloping green-
sward in front, and a luxuriant honeysuckle, which

almost concealed the door, and loaded the air with its

fragrance.
A stranger would have supposed that woman's taste-

ful hand had been there, adorning poverty itself with
" wreathed smiles ;" but seldom had her foot pressed
the verdant velvet of that turf, and no female hand

trained the graceful tendrils of that exuberant vine.

The romantic little spot was the solitary home of Ar-

thur Vandellyn, an artist and a poet ! No chilling

disappointment, no embittered misanthropy, occasioned

his retirement from the world. He never indulged
that false idea, so shameful to intellect, that the pow-
erful tide of genius must necessarily be turbid and

restless. In him, it was a clear, deep, sunny stream,

reflecting all of bright and beautiful in earth or hea-

ven
;
but his nature was timid, and he shrank from

the ostentation of learning, the pageantry of wealth,
and the officiousness of vulgarity, as things which

could neither obtain his sympathy nor endurance.
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The Recluse was the only son of a wealthy Batavian

merchant, who had sent him to New England to be

educated.

His mother had died when he was a mere babe
;
and

his father carefully concealed from him the amount

.of his large fortune, lest the knowledge should early

tlead him to extravagance and dissipation. This well-

founded anxiety induced him to make a very singular

arrangement in the disposal of his wealth.

Arthur Vandellyn was nineteen years old when he

quitted the university ;
and on that day, he received

tidings of his father's death, and became acquainted
with the contents of his will.

Fifteen thousand dollars were to be paid him imme-

diately ; twenty thousand more, when he was thirty

years of age ;
and his whole fortune, without reserve,

on his forty-fifth birthday ; but, in case one hundred

dollars were ever borrowed in advance, his title was to

be transferred to a distant relative.

Limited as this income was, compared to what it

would have been, if left to the ordinary course of. law,
the young student thought it amply sufficient to accom-

plish all his favorite projects.

After travelling in New York a few weeks, he pur-
chased the cottage we have mentioned, then almost in

a ruinous condition. He made no very important

change, in the exterior of the dwelling, but within,

carpets, ottomans, vases, and mirrors proclaimed a

wealthy and tasteful resident. His own portrait, dis-

tinguished by its strong, bold, peculiar light ;
views of

the surrounding scenery; some wild and fearful

enough for the pencil of Salvator Rosa, and others,

calm, sequestered, and luxuriant, as the spots over
which Claude loved to throw his bland, warm coloring j
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a guitar, piano, four or five fine flutes, and a time-

piece, of Genevan workmanship, in which the hours

with winged feet flew round, offering rose-wreaths to

each other
;

all served to give the interior of the man-
sion something of the magic beauty of fairy land.

The neighbors made various ingenious attempts to

explore a place, of which many a wonderful tale was
told

;
but Arthur Vandellyn avoided all society with a

coldness and hauteur, which at once excited curiosity,

and forbade intrusion. A stud of noble horses, a leash

of beautiful greyhounds, a fine collection of birds, and
one favorite man-servant, were his only companions.
Yet his disposition was kind, and his feelings social.

The buzzing of insects, the twittering of birds, and the

ringing laughter of childhood, filled him with delightful

sensations.
'

,

Much ofreligion, too, entered into his lonely musings ;

for he read more on earth's fair volume than "
philoso-

phy has ever dreamed of." To the "
pure in heart,"

the glad melody of nature's voice always speaks of

heaven
;
and her beaming face reflects much of truth,

all well as poetry, on the quiet stream of thought.

There is no place where her silent eloquence comes

upon the soul so much like celestial music, felt, but not

heard, as from the crystal depths of placid Lake George.
There is, as it were, a holiness attached to it, heightened

by the recollection, that, for years, a mighty, but de-

clining priesthood, resorted to this baptismal font of the

wilderness, to trace their emblem of mysterious faith

on the pure brow of infancy ;
and we feel, as we gaze

upon it, that " Lake of the Holy Sacrament" was a

fitting name for waters so lucid and so tranquil. Here,
at rising and setting sun, might the Recluse be seen

guiding his boat among the numerous Emerald Isles,
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and dipping his oar almost fearfully, as if he loved not

to disturb the sleeping beauty of the scene
; and, hour

after hour, the light skiff was moored at Diamond Isle,

while its wayward owner skipped pebbles in the stream,
or searched for the far-famed crystals concealed among
the clefts. There was one poor hut upon the island,

but Vandellyn had never entered it. His servant told

him that the old crone who resided there for the purpose
of selling diamonds to travellers, was noted for her

asperity of temper ;
and the fastidious refinement of

the young artist, always recoiling from every thing

discordant, induced him to avoid this dwelling with

more than ordinary caution. The first time he uncon-

sciously approached nearer than usual, he was warned
of it by the sharpest voice he ever heard. As he turn-

ed his head, he saw that the old woman was scolding
at a delicate looking boy, who was endeavoring to

draw a small boat to the place her finger indicated.

Vandellyn, disgusted at the contest, was about to retire

abruptly, when a reply came upon his ear in tones so

soft and undulating, that it seemed more like aerial

music than any human voice.

The speaker was a young girl, whose dress, plain
and coarse as it was, betrayed much of that simple

gentility, which often appears instinctive in woman.
Her face was of uncommon, and very peculiar beauty.
A profusion of light brown hair drooping about her

neck, and the deep fringe which veiled her large blue

eyes, gave the upper part of her face an expression of

pathetic, almost of melancholy loveliness
;
but her fair,

dimpled cheek, and her laughing lip, rising at one cor-

ner, in most captivating archness, seemed like sunshine

bursting beneath a summer cloud, and rapidly chasing

away its shadow. Her figure, though slender and
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graceful, possessed the full, round outline of perfect

health. Had it been embodied in statuary, one would

have imagined the sculptor had half finished a Psyche,
when Hebe came bounding along his path, and fascina-

ted him from his purpose. Vandellyn had always
.shunned the society ofwomen ;

but his fancy, cultivated

as it was to excess, had conjured up many a romantic

vision of love and beauty. Years of total seclusion

would probably have rendered a less enthusiastic tem-

perament than his, susceptible of sudden passion ;

therefore, though timidity induced him to retire hastily,

it is not surprising that the fair being, so unexpectedly

seen, should seem to more than realize his youthful

dreams. As he watched the boat, which conveyed her

from the shore, he soon perceived that the boy had

great difficulty in managing it. Experience had made
him thoroughly acquainted with the navigation of

lake George ;
and he knew that it was frequently ren-

dered dangerous by powerful under-currents, the irre-

gularity of which puzzles the ablest pilots. They are

probably occasioned by winds rushing from caverns in

the earth
;
for the waters of the lake are often billowy,

when not a leaflet is stirring on its shores. Vandellyn,

while waiting for it to subside, had sometimes compar-
ed it to the human mind, fretting and foaming" from the

contradictory influence of its own strong passions, till

the calm majesty of nature could leave no image there
;

but he did not now waste time in poetic reverie. With

sudden impulse, he sprang into his own light skiff, and

before the object of his pursuit had reached the middle

of the lake, he was at her side, urging her to trust her-

self to his skilful guidance. The astonished girl blush-

ed exceedingly. She had heard much of the Recluse

of the Lake, and she knew that his present gracious-
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ness of manner was very extraordinary. However,
terror overcame her bashfulness

j
and she told her little

brother, if the boats could be fastened together, she

should be much obliged to the stranger-gentleman for

setting them on shore. The proposal seemed to relieve

the boy from much anxiety : and he evinced his grati-

tude by the most assiduous attention to their conductor.

Vandellyn and his companion were both eager to

speak ;
but embarrassment kept them silent, and gave

their interview the appearance of a cold, accidental

encounter. However, as the boat was safely drawn

up to the margin of the lake, and the young lady thank-

ed him for his prompt assistance, she could not fail to

remark the delighted expression of his eye ;
and the

boy was surprised by an earnest invitation to visit the

hermitage the ensuing day. Never did impatient child-

hood watch for to-morrow with such keen anticipation.

The lad could scarcely believe that he was indeed in-

vited into that abode of hidden magnificence ; and,
when the remarkable event had in reality happened,
he could hardly detail its particulars to his sister, so

great was the delirium of his joy and wonder. "
Oh,

Mary," exclaimed he,
"
you don't know, and you can't

guess anything about it. I never was in such a place
in all my life. He an't proud; Mr. Vandellyn an't

proud, as they say he is. You don't know how good
he was, and how many questions he asked about you.
He gave me the handsomest bird-cage in the whole

world, and the handsomest bird in it
;
and he said that

I was such a fine boy he must send me to college. I

told him your name was Mary Campbell ;
and that our

father was dead
;
and that we used to be better off than

we are now
; and, that the woman at Diamond Isle was

not our own grandmother, only father's mother-in-law
;
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that we did not live there, but had leave to stay a few

weeks, till we could get good places out at service."
" But you should not have told him that, George," in-

terrupted his sister. " And why not, when he asked me
every word?" said the boy. Mary Campbell could

hardly answer to her own heart, why Arthur Vandellyn
should not be acquainted with her place of residence,
as well as her utter poverty. She knew little of a sin-

ful world
;

but she had read in books that the poor
maiden has much to dread from the rich man's love

;

and, when she recalled the deference of the stranger's

manner, and the beaming expression of his eye, as he

bade her farewell, she shuddered, and even wept, that

things, so pleasant to memory, should be so dangerous.
Could she have looked into Vandellyn 's heart, her

fears would have vanished. His love was indeed wild

and vehement
j
but it was guileless as infant thought.

It was a poet's dream, never to be realized by imper-
fect humanity j

but it originated in pure and honorable

feeling, and might easily be changed to something bet-

ter, and more permanent than the illusive delights of

an overheated imagination.
From the moment Mr. Vandellyn heard George

Campbell's story, he resolved to educate both him and
his sister for that higher grade of society, which beauty
and talents so well fitted them to adorn. After two

day's reflection upon the subject, he visited Diamond
Isle for the purpose of making his intentions known.

His repeated summons at the door of the hut were an-

swered by the old woman, who, showing a face squalid

as disease and poverty could make it, shrilly demanded
his business. "Is Miss Campbell here?" inquired her

shrinking visiter. "
Yes," was the laconic reply.

" May
I see her?" "

No, that you mayn't, sir," answered the
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beldame, fiercely ; and, adding a torrent of abuse,
which we forbear to repeat, she shut and fastened the

door with all possible violence.

Her loathsome appearance, and the angry coarseness

of her language, were a powerful antidote to the ro-

mance of benevolence 'and love
;
and for several days,

Vandellyn cherished the idea that one connected with

such a woman must be tinged with her vulgarity as

well as ignorance. Nursed in the lap of luxury, the

poet made no allowance for the corroding influence of

poverty ;
and innocent of all wicked intentions, he

could not believe the grandmother's harshness origina-

ted in kind and judicious watchfulness
;
but the more

reluctant he felt again to encounter the virago of the

island, the more his curiosity increased with regard to

the pretty stranger.

He was revolving these thoughts in his mind late

one summer's afternoon, when he saw Mary and her

brother passing swiftly by, as if they wished to reach

home before the twilight closed. He instantly joined

them, and urged them to walk in to look at the birds

and flowers. The girl's modest
"
No, I thank you," was

uttered in a tone so mild, he could not think it a very
firm refusal

;
but when he repeated his request, she

replied, with something of indignant decision,
"
No, I

thank you, sir. It is quite time we were at Diamond
Isle." The Recluse perceived he was distrusted, and

his cheek glowed with honest indignation at the thought ;

but he bowed low, as he added,
" Pardon the improper

request ;
and allow me to make some slight atonement

for my rashness." He darted into the house, and soon

returned with a large, beautiful bouquet. George cast

back " many a lingering look ;" but Mary had walked

on so fast, that it was difficult to overtake her. She

24
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was, however, evidently pleased with the respectful
manner in which the flowers were offered ^ and, before

they proceeded far, she even ventured to repeat the

fine accounts her brother had given.
"
Yes," exclaim-

ed the light hearted boy,
"

it was every word true. My
cage is the handsomest in the whole world, and has the

handsomest bird in it
;
and Mr. Vandellyn's house is

the handsomest in the whole world, and " " What
a pity," interrupted the smiling Recluse,

" that my
handsome cage has not the handsomest bird in the

whole world in it." " You could never find a prettier

bird than mine at Diamond Isle," replied the artless

boy.
" I believe it," rejoined his friend

;
and he looked

and spoke so significantly, that Mary's cheek burned

with blushes, while honest George in vain perplexed
his mind with conjectures whether Mr. Vandellyn wish-

ed to have his bird back again.

When they reached the lake, the Recluse made a
motion to accompany them

;
but Miss Campbell said,

with evident embarrassment,
" I had rather you would

not go with us. Indeed I had much rather you would

not." The shade of vexation and disappointment,
which passed over his speaking countenance, troubled

the gentle girl -,

and she turned back to add, With the

most bewitching artlessness, "I did not mean that 1

had rather not have you go. It would be very pleasant
indeed to me; but but indeed, you had better go

back, Mr. Vandellyn."
" I will return to please you,

sweet girl," exclaimed the delighted lover. "Fare-

well, till you hear from me again."
" She is not tinged with vulgarity," thought he, as

he retraced his steps homeward. " She has delicacy a

thousand times more refined than artificial dignity can

ever imitate." Under the influence of recent excite-
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ment, he wrote to offer her his hand, his heart, and his

fortune. In his letter, he proposed adopting her bro-

ther
; begged leave to defray the expenses of one year's

education for herself; and voluntarily promised to

make no attempt to see her during that time, if it were

unpleasant to her. Such delicacy and generosity might
well have won the proudest and coldest heart

;
but the

desolate and affectionate Mary Campbell was entirely

overpowered by it
; and, in the enthusiasm of her

gratitude, she thought it honor and happiness enough
for her to be Arthur Vandellyn's slave, to watch his

motions, and obey his every signal.

George wondered at the emotion his sister evinced,
and when he was told the letter was from Mr. Vandel-

lyn, his first sorrowful idea was that the bird must be

returned
;
but when he was made to comprehend that

his new friend had offered to educate him, and marry
his sister, he cou!4 not control his feelings. After

kissing Mary a hundred times, and crying and laughing

alternately, he rushed out of the house, and, before his

absence was noticed, he was in his benefactor's dwell-

ing. The eloquent speech he had prepared to say, for-

sook him the moment the Recluse met him with one

of his winning smiles. He burst into tears, and ex-

claimed,
" You are too good, sir, indeed you are too

good ; and we all love you so much !" " Then you
and Mary will go to school, for my sake ?" inquired
the visionary.

"
Oh, it is such a blessing to go," re-

joined the poor boy ;
"and then if it wasn't, we would

do any thing and every thing for you. I wish you
could have seen Mary cry over your letter, and heard

how often she said that you were the best man in the

whole world."

Though the poet's life had been more like " a fairy
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dream," than usually falls to the lot of mortals, he had

never known true happiness before. Many and valua-

ole are the boasted delights of intellect and taste, but

one moment of the heart's bliss is worth them all. So

at least thought Arthur Vandellyn, when a simple,

affectionate letter from Mary thanked him for his

goodness, and expressed her entire confidence in his

integrity. The brother and sister were both placed at

excellent schools
;
and though Arthur was, for a season,

separated from the object so suddenly become necessary
to his existence, yet her frequent, unstudied letters,

showed that he was beloved with that mingled reve-

rence and self-devotion so dear to the heart of man.

In the mean time, a cloud, which the young enthu-

siast had not foreseen, was gradually spreading over

his sunshine of prosperity and joy. Like Shenstone,

he had surrounded himself with luxurious elegance, to

which his funds were inadequate. Strange as it may
seem, for one educated in America, he had an eye and

a soul for all the beauties of statues, pictures, and exotics,

without the habit of counting their cost. The result

was, his fifteen thousand were gone, twice over, before

he was aware of it. His creditors were impatient ;
six

years must still elapse before he received another por-

tion of his wealth
;
his trustees warned him against

borrowing the forbidden sum
;
and no resource re-

mained, but the sale of his beautiful cottage. Unused
as the Recluse was to all the rankling cares of life, this

alternative went like a dagger to his sensitive heart.

However, he resolved to support Mary and George at all

events, even if he were compelled to personal exertion.

Accordingly, a day was appointed, and the retreat, with

all its elegant appendages, was sold at public auction.

Much curiosity was excited, and crowds assembled to
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witness the sale. A tall, dignified, middle aged gentle-

man appeared to take an extraordinary interest in all

that was passing. He asked innumerable questions

concerning the character and habits of Vandellyn ;

doubled what was last offered for any article, however

extravagant the price, and left the spot undisputed
master of the whole establishment. In this way, a
much larger ^sum was obtained than his creditors had

expected ; and, after every ;debt was honorably dis-

charged, the Recluse found that rigid economy would

enable him still to support himself and the orphans.
His first impulse was to thank the generous unknown;
but he had much of that unbending pride, too often the

. fault of genius, and he could not endure the idea that

he owed his present security to the compassion of a

stranger. An honest spirit of independence was stirred

within him, and for the first time in his life he thought
of the productions of his pencil as a means of future

support.

Among other unfinished views, he had a favorite

one, which represented Mary Campbell as he had first

seen her stepping into the boat at Diamond Isle. He
had ceased to visit that island, together with many a

beloved haunt, during his recent distress
;
but he now

resolved to take his canvas to the picturesque spot

where he had first sketched its outlines. As he ap-

proached the margin of the lake, and saw his boat

pushing off from the shore, the painful recollection

that it was no longer his own, crowded upon him. He
made a signal to the bargeman, which was instantly

obeyed ; and, in the embarrassment of offering money
for a passage to Diamond Isle, he did not at first notice

that the stately unknown was already a passenger.

The haughty Recluse would gladly have retreated
;

24*
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but the gentleman ordered the boat to be drawn up for

his accommodation, and with the most friendly polite-

ness urged him to enter. "
I am a stranger here, Mr.

Vandellyn," said he
;

" and I hear that you have an

artist's eye, and a poet's tongue. I should really like

to share this romantic prospect with you." He spoke
with a slightly foreign accent, and his manner was so

fascinating, that Vandellyn could not decline the invi-

tation.

It was a clear, bright, autumnal day. The lake

shone beneath the sinking sun like liquid amber
;
the

little green islands seemed to smile at their own sha-

dows
;
the distant mountains threw an almost imper-

ceptible outline on the cloudless sky ;
and the rugged

peaks which surrounded the lake, looked down upon it

in stern and lofty majesty. Thus enclosed, the fair

sheet of water, so pellucid and motionless, looked like

a lovely babe sleeping at the feet of steel-clad warriors,

enjoying its dream of peace, all unconscious of their

frowns.

The gentlemen had not long admired the beautiful

sublimity of the scene, when a cloud of dingy white

was observed gathering around the summit of Rattle-

snake mountain. At first, it was thin and shadowy, as

the vapor which enveloped Samuel when he rose at

the summons of the sorceress
;
but it gradually accu-

mulated, like the soiled plumes of a regiment rushing
from the battle-field in confusion and dismay.

" Is that an omen of an approaching thunder-show-

er ?" inquired the stranger.
" It forebodes a sudden,

and a dreadful one," replied Vandellyn, speaking low,

and keeping his eye fixed upon the mountain. The

bargeman rowed with almost supernatural strength ;

and the quick, convulsive heavings of his breath had a

fearful sound amid the stillness of the coming storm.
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Long before they could reach Diamond Isle, the sky
was covered with one deep, black

,
mantie of clouds

;

the lake was dimpled by the falling rain, and illumined

with forked lightning; and the thunder rolled from

mountain to mountain, ever and anon bursting out in

echoing peals, as if the spirits of the air shouted their

far off warnings to each other.

The scene was too terrific in its majesty for even the

poet to enjoy 5
for an instinctive dread of thunder was

one of his peculiarities.
" Row faster, bargeman, and

avoid the current," were the only words he uttered;

but his eye changed its wonted flash of inspiration for

the intense light of fear.

The boat cut the black waves rapidly, and, amid the

uproar of the elements, they landed in. safety. With-

out waiting for their hasty summons to be answered,

Vandellyn entered the wretched hut of Mrs. Campbell.
The old woman, crouching in the corner, seemed to

rejoice at the sight of a human being.
"

I have lived

here twenty long'years," said she
;
"but never have I

seen a storm like this."

Few words were spoken by the gentlemen, as they
watched the clouds heavily and reluctantly dispersing.

Nearly an hour elapsed, before a speck of clear blue

sky looked forth, like a seraph stilling the tempest ;

but the sun at length shone out in its glory, making the

grass glitter with transient pearls, and showing every

spider's web studded with diamonds, fit for the regalia

of a fairy-queen. The light entered a small window

and shone obliquely upon an embroidered genealogical

tree, which immediately attracted the stranger's atten-

tion. Fixing his eye upon it for an instant, he exclaim-

ed,
" James Mac Ferguson ! was he a relation of yours,

ma'am ?" " He was father to my husband's first wife,"
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answered the woman. "Has he any heirs living?"
"
Yes, there are two great grandchildren, George and

Mary Campbell j
but it is precious little they '11 be heir

to, I guess."
"
George and Mary Campbell," repeated

the stranger, as if talking to himself. " Did I not

hear " He paused and looked inquiringly at Van-

dellyn; who, blushing slightly, replied, "If you have

heard that I am educating the young lady, and intend

to marry her, you have heard the truth." The un-

known glanced his eye round the miserable dwelling.
A frown flitted over his brow for an instant

;
but it

passed away, as he added, half audibly,
"
Well, she is

beautiful and virtuous, I am told. How can you sup-

port her, young man ?" continued he, aloud. Recent

circumstances rushed at once upon the mind of the

Recluse. His blood boiled with indignation at the un-

feeling question ;
and he answered haughtily,

" By the

exertion of my talents, sir. My mind is my kingdom."
"

It is nobly said," rejoined the stranger.
" When ro-

mance leads us to be useless, it is not without sin.

Have you any papers belonging to James Mac Fergu-
son ?" continued he, turning toward Mrs. Campbell.
" There are some writings in that case of drawers," she

replied,
" which my old man would never have burned."

' Will you trust Mr. Vandellyn and myself to look at

them ?" " Folks that know Mr. Vandellyn, trust him
with any thing," rejoined the old woman. " I would

not trust him when he was rich, but I will now."

The young man looked gratefully at her; for he

loved to remember what had softened her stern heart

towards him. The papers were produced with alacrity ;

and, on opening the third roll, the unknown exclaimed,
"

I have found it at last !" After examining it care-

fully, he explained to Arthur and Mrs. Campbell that
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it was the grant of a large tract of land in Missouri, to

James Mac Ferguson, for services rendered the United

States during the revolutionary war
;
that a lead mine

of immense value had been discovered in this tract
;

and that he had come to New York with forty thousand

dollars, prepared for the purchase, provided any heirs

could be found. "And I am delighted," continued he,

"to find those heirs are George and Mary Campbell."
" I am glad too, for their sakes," rejoined the Re-

cluse. " I am not the rich man now that I was when
I first became their friend

;
and I shall not allow any

trifling services I have rendered, to interfere with their

choosing a wealthier one." "
Oh, shame fall on her,

if she should forsake you, after all your goodness,"
cried the old woman. " Arthur Vandellyn, thou art a

noble creature !" said the stranger, warmly pressing
his hand, and fixing his admiring eye upon him. "

But,"
added he, with an arch smile,

"
you are not fit for the

world you live in. Suppose, instead of taking it for

granted that Mary Campbell is going to cast off a dis-

interested lover, merely because she is mistress of

twenty thousand dollars, you should make a little more

inquiry into the value of this property ?" " You told

me it was worth forty thousand," replied the Recluse,
"If I did, I told you truly," said the stranger, smiling;
" for I came both ready and willing to give eighty
thousand for this valuable tract."

The young man looked upon him with unrestrained

surprise. Who could it be that thus lavished gold
around him like a successful alchymist ! Whoever he

was, he continued to speak to the Recluse with more
freedom than any other man would have dared

;
and

he was listened to with increasing and even affectionate

respect. After a long conversation, the important paper
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was placed in Arthur's hands, at Mrs. Campbell's re-

quest. A letter was immediately written to apprise

Mary of her good fortune, and the stranger offered to

take it to Miss Campbell in person. Vandellyn's re-

serve had been entirely conquered by the gracious no-

bility of his character and manners
; and, when he

bade him farewell, the ensuing morning, he expressed
an earnest wish that their acquaintance might be

renewed. "
Perhaps it may, at some future time,"

replied the unknown
;
and he spoke it so emphatically,

that his friend could not drive it from his mind, until a

letter from Mary, a few hours after, changed the cur-

rent of his thoughts. She wrote to tell him she had

heard of his late misfortunes, and to reproach him for

his unkindness in concealing them from her. She said

she did not ask permission for George and herself to

work for 'him, until his debts were paid; that she had

resolved upon it, and would not change her purpose.
Arthur almost rejoiced at the distress which had pro-

cured him such a proof of her attachment and energy ;

and his curiosity was doubly excited to know how far

unexpected wealth would have power to dazzle her

unsophisticated nature.

Two days elapsed before he received a reply to the

letter he had sent by the stranger. Its contents con-

vinced him that Mary rejoiced at her change of fortune,

only because it gave her the power of evincing her

gratitude to him. Her first request was, that a com-

fortable house and good nurse should be provided for

her grandmother. She then proceeded to tell him that

the dark-eyed man who offered to purchase the lead

mine, visited her continually, and urged her to marry
his eldest son

; who, he said was handsome
; twenty

times as rich as Arthur Vandellyn, even when she first
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knew him
; and, besides all that, he had seen her, and

was desperately in love with her. Mary added, she

knew not what to make of all this
;
but her instructress

thought him a needy adventurer, who wished to secure

her money; and she really wished Mr. Vandellyn
would come and transact her business with him with-

out delay.

This summons was of course readily obeyed. On
his arrival, he was astonished to find how much art

had been used to dazzle Mary's ambition, and win her

affections from him
;
and many a time he sighed that

hypocrisy should have the power to move so majesti-

cally in the disguise of high-minded virtue.

For various reasons, it seemed desirable that Van-

dellyn should possess a legal right to protect the orphan
and her property and an immediate marriage was
decided upon. The unknown could not be found

;
but

eighty thousand dollars were remitted, with a promise
to see Miss Campbell in a few days. A new mansion
was purchased in the immediate vicinity of New York

;

and the morning after a very private wedding, little

George accompanied the bride and bridegroom there.

Mary was delighted with the tasteful arrangement of

every thing around her, but what was Vandellyn's sur-

prise when he found all his beloved pictures and statues,

with many a valuable addition ! Even his birds and

flowers were there
;
and the servant joyfully announced

that the horses and grey hounds had arrived ! Before

he had time to allude to the mysterious benefactor,

whose conduct had been so strangely contradictory, the

door opened, and he appeared. Forgetful of his suspi-

cions, Vandellyn eagerly stepped forward to meet him.

The stranger seized his hand, and looked upon htm
with unutterable affection, as he said,

" God bless you,
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Arthur
; may your romantic loves be happy." Then

sinking his head upon the young man's shoulder, he

added, in a troubled voice,
" My son, my son !"

* * * * When the first agitating mo-

ments of surprise and happiness were over, Arthur

inquired why he had been led to suppose he had no

father. " I was obliged to take a long and perilous

voyage," replied the elder Vandellyn.
" I thought it

very probable I might never return. I wished you to

inherit my fortune
; yet I feared to trust you with so

large a sum in the heyday of youth and passion. If I

died, I believed you would, sooner or later, thank me
for the precautions I took

;
and if I lived, I should have

the satisfaction of seeing how my son would bear wealth

and freedom. I have seen it, Arthur
;
and it has been

balm to my heart that your life, though a visionary

one, has been unstained by any thing of sin, or shame.

But society has its duties, and its pleasures too
;
and

my dear son must no longer live out of a world which

needs all the assistance of the good and the gifted.

When the long winter evenings come, I will tell you,

George, how I landed in Mexico
;
went to view the

lead mines in Missouri
;
and finally hastened to New

York, on account of letters I received from my son's

trustees
;
but I shall not tell you how much I have

learned to love your sweet sister Mary ;
nor shall I ask

Mrs. Vandellyn's pardon, for urging her to marry my
son."

Never was there a happier family than the one now
assembled around him, who was once called the Re-

cluse of the Lake. Mary's mind gradually expanded
under the influence of her husband and father, until

she sympathized with the artist and the poet in his

most refined and intellectual pleasures. The grand-
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mother was amply provided for, and many a kind

indication of remembrance sent her. As for little

George, he was in a perfect ecstasy with every thing

he saw and heard. His bird-cage was suspended in

the breakfast-room
; but, wrhen he began to sound the

praises of its beautiful inmate, Arthur Vandellyn would

affectionately part the hair on the boy's forehead, and

answer playfully,
"
Nay, brother George ;

now 7 have

the handsomest bird-cage ;
and the handsomest bird in

the whole world in it."

CHANGES OF THE YEAR.
A YEAR of changes has brought ,us to that epoch,

which, as we mark it down in our tablets, emphatically
reminds us,

" What shadows we are, and what sha-

dows we pursue." The "happy new year," season as

it is of pleasure and felicitation, celebrated with festival

and song, is yet a striking and solemn memento
;
and

he must be dull, indeed, wrho can write, for the first

time, the number that designates it without a passing

touch, at least, of serious emotion. It reminds him how
far he is gone up, on the scale of the dread century's

progress ;
what a floating atom he is upon the tide of

passing ages ;
and how soon the frail records of time,

which he strews like leaves upon the dark wave, will

be swallowed up forever. It is a memento of change,
of instability, of uncertainty ;

of weary labors, of un-

satisfying pursuits, of social bereavements, of a world

whose fashion passeth away. Let it be true that it is a

memento of other things ;
our present design and mood

lead us to say, that it is a memento of these. . >.' -^

As we gather up the confused impressions of the

past, as the great scene of worldly toil, and turmoil,

25
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and vicissitude passes in review before us
;
as we me-

ditate upon the many things, the many events, which

seem as if they revolved in eternal circles, tending to

nothing and producing nothing, we are ready to exclaim

with the ancient preacher,
" All things are full of labor

;

man cannot utter it. The sun ariseth, and the sun

goeth down, and hasteth to his place where he rose.

The wind goeth toward the south, and turneth about

unto the north
j

it whirleth about continually ;
and the

wind returneth again according to his circuits. All

the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not full
;
into

the place from whence the rivers come, thither they

return again."
Thus is revolution, change, instability, written upon

all things. The law is impressed on every varying
form of nature. It is taught in the revolving skies.

It comes up from the heaving depths of ocean. It is

proclaimed in the convulsions of the earth
;

it is whis-

pered in the stirring of the elements. The seasons

change. The secret powers of nature are ever at work,
and every instant are producing new forms, new com-

binations, new appearances. If me repose and rest,

every thing is in motion about us : and the world in

which we wake is no longer the world in which we

slept. If thought passes in its busy career, or recreates

itself with idle and airy visions, yet nature's mighty
work goes on

;
the circulating air, the rolling ocean,

the springing or the decaying plant, the waving forest,

the flowing river, the bursting fountains, are all under-

going momentary changes.

The elements, too what a visitation of mystery and

change, of mingled violence and gentleness is theirs !

Fair visions of beauty and life, sweet and silent influ-

ences distilling, as the dew, soft breathings of balmy
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odors and heavenly melodies, spread themselves through
all our senses, like the invisible wind swaying the

cords of an JEolian harp. But rougher touches pro-

claim other and sterner uses. The elements minister

discipline with pleasure. They often incommode
; they

sometimes alarm us. We are during a considerable

portion of our lives suffering from the inconveniences

of climate, and the incessant changes of nature
; pant-

ing in the heats of summer, or shivering amidst the

chills of winter; drenched with the rain, or parched with

the drought ;
our footsteps weary in the daytime, or

stumbling in the darkness of the night. And often,

too, the earthly pilgrim's path lies through storm and

tempest, through dangers by flood and fire, through
whirlwinds and tornadoes, through regions ploughed

by the thunder of heaven, and the volcano on earth
;

where the lightning flashes, and the earthquake rends
;

where those tokens are, of almighty power, at which
" the dwellers in the uttermost parts of the earth are

afraid."

And thus it is, that in the very processes of nature,

powers are at work, and results are produced, which

in some form and at some time or other, proclaim to all

men their insecurity, and from which all human safe-

guards are vain. There are vicissitudes, from which

riches, if we had them, can purchase no immunity, and

from which sagacity, though we were ever so wise, can

invent no escape ;
vicissitudes which alike confound

knowledge and ignorance, and baffle strength and im-

becility.

Man's task, too, in the toiling world, when he makes
himself but a part of that world

;
man's task, what is

it but motion, action, change, forever returning upon
itself; a ceaseless revolution which never carries him

beyond the circle of his absolute or artificial necessi-
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ties ? And from these necessities, moreover, there is

no exemption. Every human hand is stretched out to

procure something that is wanted, or to ward off some-

thing that is feared.. The case even of boundless

wealth furnishes no exception to this law, for it brings,

in equal proportion, the care of preserving, and the

fear of losing it. And then, for the mass of mankind,
behold the scene of their labors, and behold the result.

Behold factories multiply, establishments increase,

engines, inventions lend their assistance
;
behold the

earth and ocean vexed with human toil, and the ten

thousand wheels of commerce busy ;
and for what ? To

obtain for man repose ? No
;
but to procure relief, to

meet the demands, no matter whether real or factitious,

barely to meet the demands of necessity. All the en-

ergies of life are wasted, and to what end 2 barely to

live. All the possessions of life are accumulated, and

to what purpose ? to be cared for, to be borne about

with us for a little season, then to be laid aside, like

the habiliments of a weary day. The entire physical

energies of life are put in requisition to support life
;

and at last they fail even of that
;
so that there is not

only perpetual toil, but toil which in the end is fruitless

and unavailing.
Is the condition of the world within, of the mental

world, any better ? We are speaking, indeed, of the

world as it is, and not as it should be
;
of the world of

the many, and not of the few
;

is it any better governed
or brought to any better account, than the world of

man's fortunes and toils? The inward world is, as

truly as the outward, a world of changes. It is, indeed,

more variable and restless, more fluctuating than the

sea, more wayward than the wind that bloweth where
it listeth. Its workings are more unwearied than the

toiling hands, or all the swift and untiring engines of
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industry. Every feeling is desire, or satiety. Every
passion is inflamed with pursuit, or pained with excess.

Every mind, in the worldly crowd, is either hurrying
in the swift career of exertion, or is pausing, weary,

unquiet, unsatisfied at the goal of attainment. Success

is a stimulus to greater efforts; disappointment an

apology for complaints and lamentations. The condi-

tion of pleasure is never to have enough ;
of pain, alas !

ever to have too much. Ambition sees more than it

can gain ; discouragement sees nothing that it can

gain. Wealth has cares, poverty has necessities, and
it is sometimes difficult to tell whether the cares or the

necessities are the greater burden, and occasion the

greater disquietude ;
and whether the pride of wealth,

or the murmuring of poverty is the less easy and com-

fortable disposition.

What state of mind or of the affections then is there,

whether desired or deprecated, that may not minister

to our annoyance, if that holy principle which brings

satisfaction, and strength, and harmony to the soul, be

wanting ? Knowledge may perplex our curiosity, and

ignorance disturb our fear. Mediocrity of talent, failure

in a profession, is commonly considered as an occasion

of intolerable disquietude ;
but inferiority itself is not

more agitating than the situation of a proud man, exalt-

ed in the public opinion, and obliged to satisfy the de-

mands made upon an idolized reputation. Or will you
look at the affections, and at the tenure and condition

upon which they hold all the treasures of this imperfect
state. What we value and highly prize, at some time

or other distresses us
;
and what we dislike, of course

disturbs us. If we have friends, we are anxious
;

if

we have them not, we are forlorn. If we have hopes,

we are agitated ;
if we have not hopes, we are depressed.

25*
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SABBATH LESSONS.

TITLE OF THE BIBLE.

THE word Bible is taken from the Greek word Biblos

which signifies book ; and the volume to which Chris-

tians give that title, by way of eminence, is called the

Bible, because of its superior excellency, being the book

of books, the best book.

The Bible is called the Scriptures, from the Latin

word Scriptura, which signifies a writing; and it is

called the Holy Scriptures, because it contains the col-

lection of the writings of holy men, who, at different

times, were raised up and inspired of God, for the pur-

pose of publishing his commandments and promises,
and the records of his mercies and judgments, for the

instruction and salvation of mankind.

JLNTIQTHTY OF THE BIBLE.

That the Bible has existed from very remote ages,

will not be disputed, except by those who are grossly

ignorant. The proofs of its antiquity are, beyond all

comparison, more numerous and convincing, than can

be advanced in favor of any other book in existence.

It has never been without its intelligent witnesses, and

zealous guardians ; though some of them have been the

greatest perverters of its peculiar principles, or the bit-

terest enemies of the Christian name.

The Old Testament has been preserved by the Jews, in

every age, with a scrupulous jealousy, and with a ven-

eration for its words and letters, bordering on supersti-

tion
; demonstrating their regard for it as divinely

inspired. The Hebrews never were guilty of negligence
in relation even to the words qft&h^ir sacred books j

for
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they used to transcribe and compare them so carefully,

that they could tell how often every letter came over

again in writing any book of the Old Testament.

The Old Testament contains, besides the account of

the former ages of the world, the code of the Jewish

laws, both civil and religious ;
and the records of their

national history, for more than one thousand nine hun-

dred years, from the call of Abraham
;
as well as pro-

phecies which regarded distant futurity, and which

have respect to times yet to come. The celebrated

Roman historian Tacitus, who lived in the apostolic

age, speaks of the Jewish books as very ancient in his

time. They were translated from the Hebrew into the

Greek language, more than two thousand and one hun-

dred years ago ;
and they were possessed in both lan-

guages by the Jews. By those Jews who lived among
the Greeks, they were read in their synagogues every
Sabbath day, in the translation, the same as the Hebrew

Scriptures were read by the native Jews
;
commentaries

were written upon them by their learned doctors
;
co-

pies of them were circulated in every nation where the

Jews were scattered, and thus the sacred books were

multiplied without number.

The books of Moses, including Genesis, Exodus,

Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy, were written

more than three thousand and three hundred years ago,

and nearly fifteen hundred years before the Christian

era : many of the other books were published above a

thousand years, and those of the older prophets about

eight hundred years before the advent of Christ.

THE INSPIRATION OF THE BIBLE.

The books of the Old Testament, in the number and

order in which we now possess them, were held sacred
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by the Jewish church. Concerning them especially,

the apostle Paul declares,
" All scripture is given by

inspiration of God ;" 2 Tim. iii. 16, and the apostle Pe-

ter, in reference to the same, testifies,
" No prophecy

of the scripture is of any private interpretation. For

the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man
;

but holy men of God spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost ;" 2 Pet. i. 20, 21.

Being inspired by God, signifies being supernaturally

influenced by his Holy Spirit ;
thus the ancient prophets

are said to have spoken by divine inspiration. The in-

spiration of the sacred writers consisted, 1. In their

being excited and moved to undertake their work
;

2.

Being furnished by special revelation from God with

the knowledge of things which they had not previously

possessed; 3. Being directed in the choice of proper

words to express their conceptions ; and, 4. Being guid-

ed to write according to the will of God.

That the Holy Scriptures were inspired, is evident

from their divine sentiments in religion; 1. The glori-

ous character under which they represent Almighty
God

;
2. The purity and reasonableness of their mo-

rality ;
3. The majestic simplicity of their style ;

4.

Their wonderful efficacy on the minds of believers
;

5.

The faithfulness and disinterestedness of the writers
;

6. The miracles by which they confirmed their doc-

trines
;

7. The astonishing preservation of the several

books to our times
; and, 8. The fulfilment of their nu-

merous and various prophecies.

THE TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE.

The authenticity of the Bible will be more fully es-

tablished, by a consideration of some of its translations,

and young believers cannot fail to be interested, in
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being informed of some particulars concerning the his-

tory and character of that in the English language.
The Old Testament was translated into Greek, nearly

three hundred years before the birth of Christ. This

version is commonly called the Septuagint, from the

reported number of seventy-two, or, in round numbers,

seventy Jewish elders, who were employed in the work.

Soon after the publication of the apostolic writings, the

Bible was translated into Latin, for the use of the

Christians using that language. This version was
called the Italic, which being in the vulgar tongue of

the Romans, was called the Vulgate, of which, A. D.

384, Jerome, who died A. D. 420, published an improved

translation, containing both the Old and New Testa-

ment, with prefaces to the several books
;
this is the only

authorized Bible of the Romish church at the present
time. It is in common use in this country.

Many other translations were made, and finally king
James of England, in 1603, in consequence of the re-

quest, of Dr. Reynolds, gave orders for a new transla-

tion. Forty-seven learned divines were engaged in the

work, which was commenced in 1607, and completed
and published in 1611, with a learned preface, and a

dedication to king James. After this publication, all

the other versions fell into disuse, and king James'

version has continued to this day to be the only Bible

allowed to be printed, without notes, in Great Britain.

The translators did not pretend that it was a perfect

and faultless version
;
and as it was made so long ago,

it may be reasonably supposed that it is capable of

some improvements ;
but of its general excellence, the

following testimonials, given by learned divines of

different communions, may be regarded as sufficient to

satisfy any unlearned reader.
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About a hundred years ago, Dr. John Taylor wrote,

"You may rest fully satisfied, that as our English
translation is in itself by far the most excellent book in

our language, so it is a pure and plentiful fountain of

divine knowledge ; giving a true, clear, and full ac-

count of the divine dispensations, and the gospel of our

salvation
;
so that whoever studies the Bible, the Eng-

lish Bible, is sure of gaining that knowledge, which if

duly applied to the heart and conversation, will infalli

bly guide him to eternal life."

Dr. Geddes says,
" If accuracy, fidelity, and the strict-

est attention to the letter of the text, be supposed to

constitute the qualities of an excellent version, this, of

all versions, must in general be accounted the most ex

cellent."

Thus we see a merciful providence has marvellously

appeared in raising up learned men to translate the

Holy Scriptures ;
and there are at this time more than

one hundred and fifty languages in which the oracles

of God are circulated !

GEOGRAPHY OF THE BIBLE.

The principal countries mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment, except Egypt, are situated on the western border

of the Asiatic continent. In that quarter of the world,

the first man was created there dwelt the first long-

lived patriarchs, and the descendants of Noah, till long
after the deluge there the great monarchies of Assyria,

Babylon, and Persia were founded and flourished. The
ruins of stately palaces and of other magnificent build-

ings, which are still to be seen throughout the countries

that formed the Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Grecian,
and Roman empires in Asia, sufficiently attest the

multitude and riches of its ancient inhabitants, and
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corroborate the astonishing accounts transmitted to us

by different ancient historians. : ""**

Paradise, or the garden of Eden, is supposed to have

been situated in Armenia, near the celebrated river

Euphrates. The country called Palestine, or the land

of Judea
; Syria, including Phosnicia

;
Asia Minor,

now called Natolia
; Mesopotamia, now termed Diar-

beck
;

Chaldea
; Assyria and Arabia, constitute the

principal countries noticed in the Old Testament Scrip-

tures, and are all in Asia. Egypt, which is on the

north-east coast of Africa, is separated from Asia only

by a narrow neck of land, called the isthmus of Suez,
and the Red sea, now called the Arabian gulf.

Asia is celebrated as being far superior to Africa or

even Europe, both in the salubrious serenity of its air,

and the rich fertility of its soil, producing the most de-

licious fruits, and the mo'st fragrant and balsamic

plants, gums, and spices.

The Scriptures, however, relate chiefly to the events

which took place in Palestine, or Canaan, where the

kingdoms of Israel and Judah flourished, where the

temple of God was erected by king Solomon, where
most of the inspired Scriptures were written, where our

Lord Jesus Christ accomplished the all-important work
of human redemption, and where the apostles of the

Savior were supernaturally qualified to go forth among
all nations, to preach the gospel of eternal salvation,

bringing sinners of every tribe into the kingdom of

Messiah.

Canaan was so named from Canaan, the son of Ham,
the son of Noah. It lay between the Mediterranean

sea and the mountains of Arabia, extending from

Egypt on the south, to Phosnicia on the north. It was
bounded on the east by Arabia Deserta

;
on the south
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by Arabia Petraa, Idumea, and Egypt ;
on the west

by the Mediterranean, called in Scripture the Great

sea
;
and on the north by the mountains of Lebanon

in Syria. Its length from the city of Dan, which stood

at the foot of those mountains, to Beersheba, which

was situated at the southern extremity of the land, is

about two hundred miles
;
and its breadth, from the

shores of the Mediterranean to the eastern border, is

about ninety miles. This country is known to us by
several significant names besides that of Canaan

;
it is

called the Land of Promise, from the fact of its having
been promised to Abraham and his family ; Palestine,

from the Philistines
; Judea, from the tribe of Judah

possessing its most fertile division. It is frequently

called the Holy Land, from the circumstances recorded

in the Holy Scriptures, especially as the ministry of

Christ was exercised in that country ;
and as there the

obedience, death, and resurrection of Christ took place
for our eternal salvation.

On the completion of the work of redemption, the

apostles were commissioned to "
go into all the world,

and preach the gospel to every creature ;" and the ful-

filment of their ministry opens to us a new field of

geography. Asia Minor, Greece, and several other

parts of the Roman empire, especially the countries

around the shores of the Mediterranean, might claim a

particular notice in this place, did the nature of this

work allow of an extension of the subject.

HEBREW OFFICES.

1. The patriarchs were the fathers who lived in the

early ages of the world, and who became famous on
account of their long lives, and their descendants.

Adam, Seth, Enoch, <Jcc., were eminent before the de-
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luge : Noah and his sons after that event. Job, Abra-

ham, Isaac, Jacob, and his sons, are the other most

celebrated patriarchs of the Old Testament
; they were

the founders of mighty families. The patriarchs exer-

cised a kind of sovereign authority in their respective

households, being both priests and princes. In Job

and Abraham we see excellent examples of the patri-

archal government.
2. The prophets were illustrious persons who were

divinely raised up among the Israelites, to be the ex-

traordinary ministers of the dispensations ofGod. They
flourished in a continued succession during a period of

more than a thousand years, reckoning from Moses to

Malachi
;

all co-operating in the same designs, uniting
in one spirit to deliver the same doctrines, and to pre-

dict the same blessings to mankind.

3. The priests were those*persons who were set apart
to offer sacrifices to God, and make intercession with

him for the people. Before the call ofAaron, patriarchs,

elder brothers, and princes, or every man for himself,

offered sacrifice
;
as is evident from the history of Cain.

Abel, Noah, Job, and Abraham. Among the Israelites,

after their departure from Egypt, priesthood was con-

fined to one tribe, and it consisted of three orders, the

high priests, common priests, and Levites.

The high priest was the first character among the

Israelites, as he was the medium of communion with

God. The priesthood was hereditary in the family of

Aaron, and the first-born of the oldest branch of it, if he

had no legal blemish, was always the high priest. He
was consecrated with solemn pomp, and officiated at

the daily sacrifice in splendid robes
; especially on the

day of atonement, on which occasion he wore the pre-

cious breastplate, with the names of the twelve tribes

26
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of Israel engraven on gems, set in it, that he might be

admonished to bear on his heart the whole community,
for whom the sacred ornament was a memorial before

the Lord. In his appointment to his office, and in his

consecration, sacrifice, and intercession for the people,
the high priest was an eminent type of Jesus Christ,

Exod. xxviii. xxix. Lev. xvi. Heb. iii. v. vii. viii. ix.x.

The priests were also of the family of Aaron
; they

were the ordinary ministers of religion, and their duty
was to offer the daily and other sacrifices, under the

direction of the high priest ;
to conduct all the various

services of the tabernacle
j
to manage all the religious

ceremonies of the people, and to instruct them in the

law of God. They were divided into twenty-four ranks,

each rank serving weekly in the temple.
4. The Levites were the descendants of Levi, but not

of the family of Aaron
; they were a lower grade of

ecclesiastical persons, inferior to the priests, and their

assistants in the inferior part of the sacred service.

The Levites corresponded to the deacons under the

gospel. In this subordinate capacity were all the pos-

terity of Moses
; affording a proof that he was not in-

fluenced by ambition, but acted by the Divine direction.

The Levites applied themselves to the study of the law,
and they were dispersed through the country as the

ordinary teachers, magistrates, and judges of the people.

They had no landed property except forty-eight cities
;

for God was their inheritance, and he appointed the

tithes of the produce of the land, as a reward for their

services among the people, Num. xviii. 20 32. xxxv.

1-8-
5. The Nethinims, from the Hebrew word Nathan,

" to give," were servants, who had been given up to

the service of the tabernacle, and the temple, at which
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they officiated in the more laborious duties of carrying
wood and water. They were the Canaanites whose
lives were spared, Joshua ix. Ezra viii. 20.

6. Nazarites were persons devoted to the peculiar

service of God, for a week, a month, a year, or for life.

Samson and John the Baptist were Nazarites by birth
;

others were voluntary, Num. vi. Acts xviii. 18. xxi.

21 26. The Rechabites were of this class of persons,

Jer. xxxv.

7. The scribes among the Israelites were writers of

the law
; persons who addicted themselves to literary

pursuits. They were a class of lawyers by profession ;

at first they were only the copiers of the law, or secre-

taries to the government ;
but from transcribers of the

sacred writings, they assumed the office of its expound-

ers, till, in the time of our Savior, their commentaries

had, in many things, superseded the Word of God.

HEBREW FESTIVALS, ETC.

The Israelites had two different periods, from which

they began the computation of their year ;
one for

civil purposes, the other for the regulation of their re-

ligious festivals. The sacred year commenced in the

month Abib, which corresponds with our March
;
be-

cause in that month the Israelites were emancipated
from their slavery in Egypt ;

the civil year began in

the month of Tisri, answering to our September. The
Hebrew mode of reckoning months was not as ours,

but strictly lunar
; they, therefore, cannot be reduced

to correspond exactly with ours, as they consisted of

twenty-nine and thirty days alternately* To make
their year equal to the solar, the Jews took care every
three years to add a month to Adar, and called it Ve-

Adar, or second Adar,
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The natural day the Israelites distinguished from the

civil
;
the civil day was from the rising to the setting

of the sun
;
and the natural day was of twenty-four

hours, reckoning from one sun-setting to another. The

night was divided into four watches, each watch con-

taining the space of about three hours.

DIVISIONS OF THE BIBLE.

The Bible contains two collections of writings, dis-

tinguished by the titles, the Old and the New Testa-

ment. The former comprises the successive revelations

of the divine will to the Hebrews, both the Israelites

and Jews, before the advent of Christ
;
and the latter

contains the inspired writings of the apostles and evan-

gelists of our Lord and Savior. The two parts include

sixty-six books. The thirty-nine books of the Old Tes-

tament were classed in three divisions by the ancient

Jews : these portions were called, 1. The Law
;

2. The

Prophets ;
and 3. The Holy Writings. The law, con-

taining the five books of Moses, was called the Penta-

teuch, from a Greek word signifying five instruments.

The Prophets included Joshua, Judges, the two books

of Samuel, and the two books of Kings, which were

called the former Prophets ;
and the latter Prophets

comprised Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve

lesser prophetical books from Hosea to Malachi, which
were reckoned as one book. The Hagiographa, or

Holy writings, comprehended the Psalms, Proverbs,

Job, Solomon's Songs, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesi-

astes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, with Nehemiah and the

two books of Chronicles.

That arrangement of the sacred books, which has

been adopted in our Bibles, is not regulated by the

exact order of time in which they were severally writ-
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ten
;
the book of Genesis is, however, universally allow-

ed to have been the first, (the book of Job being per-

fected by Moses about the same time,) and the prophe-

cy of Malachi was the last of the Old Testament.

The Psalms were, from the first, distinct compositions ;

but the other sacre'd books were divided into fifty-three

larger and smaller sections
;
so that one of each being

read in the synagogue every sabbath day, the whole

of the Old Testament was read publicly once a year.

The sacred writings had, originally, no marks of

punctuation, and letter followed letter, as if every line

were but a single word. Necessity, therefore, led to

the adoption of some marks of distinction, both for

public and private reading. The Jews began early to

point their sections
;
some say in the time of Ezra

;

others attribute this improvement to the second century
of the Christian era. The New Testament was first

pointed by Jerome, in the fourth century ;
and divided

into church lessons and sections by Ammonius and

Euthalius in the century following.

The division of the Bible into chapters and verses

(not however such small portions as the present verses)
was made by cardinal Hugo, about A. D. 1240. The

plan of Hugo having become known to Rabbi Nathan,
in the fifteenth century, he made a Hebrew concordance

to the Old Testament, retaining the chapters, but im-

proving the order of the verses. The New Testament
was divided into verses and numbered, A. D. 1545, by
Robert Stephens, a very learned Frenchman, who was

printer to the king of France. These divisions were
made for the convenience of more readily finding the

different passages of the Scriptures ;
and they are of

incalculable advantage to us
;
but in some cases they

rather interrupt the connection between one part and
26*
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another
;

it is, therefore, especially necessary, in seek-

ing correctly to understand any chapter or passage, to

consider the whole design of the writer, as it may be

perceived by means of the preceding and following

parts of the book.

The foliowing table has been published, as containing
accurate particulars of the English version of the Bi-

ble
;
and which will probably be interesting to most

readers.

In the Old Testament.

Verses 28,214

In the New Testament
Books 39 Books 27 Books 66
Chapters 929 Chapters 260 Chapters . 1,189

Verses 7,959 Verses . . .31,173

Total.

Words .... 592,493 Words .... 181,253 Words . . 773,746
Letters . . . 2,728,100 Letters . . . . 838,380 Letters . 3,566,480

The middle chapter, and the shortest in the Bible, is

the hundred and seventeenth Psalm
;
the middle verse

is the eighth of the hundred and eightieth Psalm.

The twenty-first verse of the seventh chapter of Ezra,
in the English version, has all the letters of the alpha-
bet in it. The nineteenth chapter of the second book

of Kings, and the thirty-seventh chapter of Isaiah are

alike.

ANALYSIS OF THE BOOKS OF THE
OLD TESTAMENT.

GENESIS.

GENESIS is a Greek word, which signifies creation or

production, and the first book in the Bible is so called,

because it relates the history of the creation or produc-
tion of all things by the word of Almighty God, and of

the peopling of the earth by his blessing and providence.
The book of Genesis is the oldest volume in the world,
and contains the most information

;
it was written by

Moses, the deliverer of the Israelites from Egypt, and
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it embraces a period of about two thousand, three hun-

dred and sixty-nine years, from the creation of the

world to the death of Joseph in Egypt.

EXODUS.

Exodus is a Greek word, which signifies going out,

or departure ;
and this book is so named, because it

relates the departure of the children of Israel from

Egypt. The book of Exodus was written by Moses.

It was designed to serve as a memorial, 1. Of the won-

derful deliverance of the Israelites from the horrors of

Egyptian slavery ;
2. Of their being formed, in the

wilderness, into a religious community for the support

of the public and constant worship of God
;

3. Of the

divine origin and obligation of their religious and po-

litical institutions, God graciously condescending to ac-

knowledge himself as their King and Father. The
book of Exodus was further designed to show the exact

fulfilment of the prophecies and promises delivered to

Abraham, that his descendants would be afflicted in a

strange land, whence they should depart in the fourth

generation \vith great substance.

Leviticus. The third book in the Bible is called Le-

viticus, because it contains the laws relating to the

ceremonies and offices of divine worship, to be observed

by the Israelites, among whom the Levites were divine-

ly appointed to be the ministers of religion. Leviticus

was written by Moses.

Numbers. Numbers is the fourth book of the Bible
;

and it derives its title from its relating the numberings
of the Israelites, and their several marches in the wil-

derness, for the space of about thirty-nine years. Num-
bers was written by Moses.

Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy signifies the second law
;
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the fifth book in the Bible is o called, because it con-

tains a repetition of the moral law, with various and

particular explanations of it. Deuteronomy was writ-

ten by Moses.

JOSHUA.

The book of Joshua is so called, because it is a re-

cord of the affairs of the Israelites under the govern-
ment of Joshua, the successor of Moses. It comprises
the history of about thirty years from the death of

Moses, and must be regarded as a most necessary and

valuable continuation of the national records of Israel.

It is to the books of Moses what the Acts of the Apos-
tles are to the gospels. It is believed to have been

written by Joshua, except a small addition to the last

chapter by a later prophet ;
and it was designed to

show the faithfulness of God, in the perfect accomplish-

ment of the promises made to the patriarchs ;
and the

avenging justice of God in destroying the very guilty,

corrupt, and abominable nations of Canaan.

The book of Judges is so named on account of its

recording the history of the Israelites under thirteen

judges. This book includes a period of three hundred

and five years, from the death of Joshua to the death

of Samson. The judges were persons whom God at

different times raised up from the several tribes, and

endowed with extraordinary courage, wisdom, and piety,

qualifying them to be deliverers and governors of the

people of Israel.

RUTH. SAMUEL, ETC.

Ruth. The book of Ruth is so called, because it con-
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tains the history of a woman of that name. She was a

native.of the country of Moab, whither an Israelitish

family retired in a season of famine, and into which

she was married. On the death of her husband, influ-

enced by affection for her mother-in-law, and love of

true religion,, she forsook her own country to unite with

the people of God in Israel. The book of Ruth is sup-

posed to have been written by the prophet Samuel
;

it

must be regarded as a necessary supplement to the

book of Judges, to which it was appended by the an-

cient Jews as a part of that book
;
and it is a proper

introduction to the books of Samuel.

Samuel I. The books of Samuel are so called, be-

cause that prophet commenced them and wrote twenty-
four chapters of the first book. They are supposed to

have been completed by the prophets Nathan and Gad.

These books are part of'the national records of the

Israelites, preserved by the several prophets whom God
raised up for the instruction of the people.

Samuel II. The second book of Samuel is a continua-

tion of the national records of Israel under David, who
was elevated to the throne on the death of Saul, as king
over the tribe of Judah, and seven years afterwards as

king over the whole people, on the assassination of

Ishbosheth, Saul's son.

KINGS. CHRONICLES.

Kings. The books of the Kings contain the national

records of the Israelites continued during the reigns of

their sovereigns, and embracing a period of about four

hundred and twenty-six years, from the anointing of

Solomon, to the destruction of Jerusalem. They de-

scribe the glory of Israel under Solomon
;
the division

of the nation under Rehoboam
;
the decline of the two
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kingdoms ;
the total destruction of Israel, and the sub-

version and captivity of Judah.

Chronicles /., II. The two books of Chronicles are

registers of the times, which their title signifies ; they
were compiled by 'Ezra from the national records.

These registers contain an abstract, in order of time,
of the whole sacred history ;

and records of the whole

Bible, from the creation down to the Babylonish captivi-

ty, embracing a period of three thousand four hundred

and sixty-eight years.

The design of the Chronicles is to furnish a continued

course of ancient authentic history ;
and to supply

many important matters relating both to persons and

things, which are omitted in the other inspired historical

books. They afford an affecting illustration of the

dispensations of God towards this highly favored, yet

ungrateful people : they show the unspeakable advan-

tages to nations arising from pious sovereigns, as seen

in the cases of David, Jehosaphat, and Hezekiah, and

the dreadful evils of national depravity and irreligion.

EZRA. NEHEMIAH. ESTHER.

Ezra. The book of Ezra is so called from, the name
of the priest who wrote it. It is an important continu-

ation of the Jewish history, after the return of that

people from their seventy years' captivity in Babylon ;

embracing a period of about one hundred years.

Nehemiah. The book of Nehemiah is a valuable

record of the improvements in the city of Jerusalem,
and of the reformation among the people, which were

promoted and carried on by an inspired ruler of that

name. This eminent man was one of the Jewish cap-

tives, selected from among them, and retained by the

Persian monarch to fill the office of his cup-bearer a
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station of great honor and influence in the ancient

eastern nations.

Esther. The book of Esther derives its name from

the person whose history it relates. It records an ex-

traordinary display of divine providence, in the eleva-

tion of an orphan Jewish captive to the throne of

Persia, and a remarkable deliverance of the Jews by
her means.

JOB. PSALMS.

Job. The book of Job derives its name from the

person whose history it records. It contains an account

of the singular piety, riches, afflictions and restoration

of that extraordinary character, who lived in Idumea,
on the borders of Arabia and Egypt.

Psalms. The book of Psalms is a collection of in-

spired hymns and songs, meditations and prayers ;
and

the book is sp called, because psalms signify holy

songs. In the original they are said to present every

possible variety of Hebrew poetry. They are common-

ly called the Psalms of David, because he wrote the

largest portion, of them.

PROVERBS. ECCLESIASTES.

Proverbs. Proverbs are wise sayings, contained in

short sentences, which can be easily remembered
;
and

the book of Proverbs is a collection of wise sayings,

given by divine inspiration, and written in the poetic

style. They relate to almost every part of moral and

religious duty ;
and they have been always considered

by the church as forming- a storehouse of practical

wisdom, directing us how to walk with God in the way
of holiness. Most of these proverbs were written by
Solomon, the wise king of Israel.

Ecclesiastes. Ecclesiastes signifies preacher ;
and this
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book was so called because of its doctrines and the

design of its publication. It was written by Solomon,
at the close of his life, after having been drawn aside

by his idolatrous wives, as a monumental expression
of his sincere repentance, and of his unfeigned return

to the Lord.

PROPHETS.
The following books of the Old Testament, sixteen

in number, Lamentations being considered as an ap-

pendix to Jeremiah, are prophetical. Their writers

were a class of God's ministers, who were formerly
called seers, holy men of God, and prophets. They
were the philosophers, divines and instructers of the

Hebrews in religion and virtue.

The prophecies in these books embrace a vast range
of subjects, especially relating to the Jewish nation, to

Jesus Christ, and the Christian church
;
and include

notices of the several empires and nations of the world,
down to the end of time, as they were, or as they will

be, in various ways connected with the church of God.

Isaiah. Isaiah has been called the evangelical pro-

phet, on account of his having foretold so many things

concerning the birth, ministry, sufferings, and death

of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the glorious times of

the gospel. Many parts of this book are most admira-

bly adapted to promote the spiritual edification and
consolation of believers, especially the last twenty-seven

chapters.

Jeremiah. Jeremiah prophesied for about forty-three

years before the destruction of Jerusalem, and during
several years after that calamitous event, which took

place five hundred and eighty-eight years before the
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birth of Christ. After the destruction of Jerusalem,

Jeremiah followed those Jews who retired into Egypt.
There he continued to reprove them on account of their

idolatry, and sealed the truth of his ministry by the

blood of martyrdom, the Jews having stoned him-.

Lamentations. The Lamentations are the mournful

elegies which Jeremiah composed, on beholding the

city and temple of Jerusalem lying in heaps of ruins.

These poems are remarkable both for the plan on

which they are written, and for the subjects which they

commemorate.

EZEKIEL. DANIEL.

Ezekiel. Ezekiel was of the sacerdotal race, and

among the first captives who were carried to Babylon.
He prophesied during the early part of the captivity,

commencing his ministry about five hundred and nine-

ty years before the birth of Christ. The design of his

prophecies was the instruction of the captives.

Daniel. Daniel was but a youth when he was car-

ried among the first captives to Babylon ;
and he pro-

phesied during the captivity, until after Cyrus succeed-

ed to the throne of his uncle Darius, a period of more
than seventy years. Daniel was a person of extraordi-

nary sanctity and wisdom, with which God endowed

him, qualifying him to be an eminent instrument in

accomplishing the designs of his all-wise providence.

HOSEA. JOEL. AMOS . OBADIAH.

Hosea. Hosea was raised up among the people oi

Israel after they had sunk into the grossest idolatry,

and during the time that Isaiah prophesied in Judah.

He began to prophesy somewhat earlier than Isaiah,

and exercised his ministry about sixty years.

Joel. Joel is believed to have exercised his ministry
27
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in the time of Isaiah. The prophecies of Joel are con-

tained in three chapters.

Amos. Little is known concerning Amos, except
that he was called to the prophetic office from being a

herdsman in Tekoa. He prophesied during the early

part of Isaiah's ministry.

Obadiah. It is not certainly known at what period

Obadiah lived
;
some suppose he was that excellent

man who was governor of king Ahab's house, but others

think he was contemporary with Jeremiah.

, JONAH. MICAH.

Jonah. Jonah prophesied in the reign of Jeroboam,
son of Joash, king of Israel, about eighty years before

the time of Isaiah. The subject of the book of Jonah

is the mission of that prophet to the populous city, of

Nineveh, the capital of the Assyrian empire, and his

successful ministry among its people. The design of

this prophetic record is to show, by the striking example
of the Ninevites, the forbearance and long-suffering of

God towards sinners, by which they are spared on their

sincere repentance.
Micah. Micah was a prophet of Judah, and he ex-

ercised his ministry in the time of Isaiah. He was
raised up to confirm the predictions of Isaiah against
both the Israelites and Jews, whom he invited to re-

pentance, both by threatened judgments and by pro-

mised mercies.

NAHTJM. HABAKKUK. ZEPHANIAH.

Nahum. Nahum was a native of Elkosh, in Galilee
;

and he is supposed to have been contemporary with Isai-

ah. The prophecy of Nahum is one continued poem,
now divided into three chapters.
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Habakkuk. Habakkuk prophesied in the time of

Jeremiah, a short period before the destruction of Je-

rusalem.

Zephaniah. Zephaniah prophesied in the former pe-

riod of Jeremiah's ministry.

HAGGAI. ZECHAKIAH. MALACHI.

Haggai. Haggai prophesied after the return of the

Jews from Babylon. In their work of erecting the

second temple at Jerusalem, the Jews were seriously

interrupted by the Persian governors of the neighboring

provinces, so as to cause them to cease from their labor

for a period of about fourteen years, supposing the

time to complete the building was not yet come. But

God disposing Darius, the emperor, to renew the decree

of Cyrus, raised up Haggai to encourage them in the

work, which was then finished in a few years.

Zechariah. Zechariah was contemporary and a fel-

low-laborer with Haggai in the prophetic ministry ;
and

the design of his writings was the same as that of his

inspired colleague.

Malachi. Malachi was the last of the inspired pro-

phets under the Old-Testament dispensation. He ex-

ercised his ministry about a hundred and twenty years
after the return ofthe Jews from captivity in Babylon,
and about four hundred and twenty years before the

birth of Christ. The temple having been built, and the

city being in a prosperous condition at the death of

Nehemiah, the Jews, though retaining the forms of

religion, became grossly hypocritical, profane, and

wicked. Malachi was therefore raised up to call them

once more to repentance, and to promote a revival of

true religion among them.
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TITLE OE THE NEW TESTAMENT.'

The title Testament, which is given more especially

to this latter part of the holy Scriptures, is taken from

a Greek word, which properly signifies covenant. It

is translated testament in Matt.xxvi. 28. Heb.ix. 15

17, but covenant, Heb. viii. 7 9, and in most other

places.

The books of the New Testament are twenty-seven
in number

;
and they are commonly classed in three

divisions, historical, doctrinal and prophetical. Of the

first class are the. gospels according to the records of

the evangelists, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and

the Acts of the Apostles. The second includes twenty-
one epistles, or letters, which were addressed by the

apostles to several of the first churches, and to individu-

al Christians. The book of the Revelation constitutes

the third division.

MATTHEW.

Matthew, or Levi, the apostle and evangelist, was
the son of Alpheus. Before his call to the apostleship,

he was a publican, or tax-collector, in the employ of the

Roman government. This was an office of very bad

repute among the Jews, partly because of the covetous

exactions of those who were appointed to it, and partly

because it was a proof of their being subject to a foreign

power. Matthew was a custom-house officer, and his

business consisted in collecting the duties on all the

merchandise that came by the sea of Galilee to Caper-

naum, and the tribute payable by passengers who
travelled by water. This lucrative post he cheerfully

relinquished for the sake of Christ, on whom he became
a faithful attendant, and was an eye-witness of his

miracles.
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Matthew continued with the rest of the apostles till

after the ascension of Christ
;
but little is known of

him subsequently to that event. It is related that for

eight years he preached the gospel in Judea, and then

went to promulgate the faith of Christ among the Gen-

tiles. He labored to evangelize Ethiopia, Persia, and

Parthia, and at length suffered martyrdom at Nadab-

bar, in Asiatic Ethiopia, being slain by a halbert, A. D.

62. His only writings are the evangelical history,

which bears his name.

Mark, the evangelist, whose Hebrew name was John,
was the son of a pious woman of Jerusalem, at whose

house the apostles and first Christians frequently met
for prayer, Acts xii. 12. He is supposed to have been

converted by the ministry of Peter, who calls him his

son, 1 Pet. v. 13. Mark accompanied Paul and Barna-

bas in their missionary labors through several countries,

but declining to attend them through their whole pro-

gress, he returned to the apostles at Jerusalem, Acts

xiii. 5 12. We find him afterwards at Antioch, Acts

xv. 37, whence he went with Barnabas to Cyprus. He

subsequently accompanied Timothy to Rome, 2 Tim.

iv. 11
;
from which, it is believed, he went into Asia,

where he found Peter, with whom, it is thought, he

again returned to Rome, Col. iv. 10, and wrote the

gospel which is called by his name.

LUKE.

Luke, the evangelist, was a native of Antioch, and

by profession a physician. Some suppose he was one

of the seventy disciples of Christ, but this appears in-

correct from his own remarks at the beginning of his

27*
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gospel. He was the faithful and constant companion
of Paul in his various travels, labors, and sufferings.

He wrote his gospel in Achaia, about A. D. 63, and the

Acts of the Apostles about A. D. 64. Both these books

were dedicated particularly to a Christian of distinction

named Theophilus, as is supposed, an Egyptian. By
some, Luke is said to have suffered martyrdom under

the Roman emperor Nero; but others affirm that he

was hanged upon an olive tree in Greece by a party of

pagans.
JOHN.

John, the evangelist and apostle, was the son of Zeb-

edee, a fisherman ofBethsaida, a town of Galilee. He
and his brother James were called by Christ to be his

apostles ; and, on account of their powerful eloquence,

they were surnamed by him Boanerges, sons of thun-

der. John was pre-eminently beloved by his Lord
;
and

to his affection he committed the care of his mother

when on the cross. Leaving Judea before the de-

struction of Jerusalem, he labored chiefly in Asia Mi-

nor, particularly at Ephesus. The churches in Perga-

mos, Thyatira, Philadelphia and Laodicea, are believed

to have been founded by him.

In the persecution under Domitian, the Roman em-

peror, John is said to have been put into a caldron of

boiling oil, in which he stood four hours unhurt. Being
taken out, he was banished to the isle of Patmos, where

he was favored with the glorious visions of the exalted

Savior, and was inspired to write the book of the Reve-

lation. From this island he returned the next year,

and resided chiefly at Ephesus, until A. D. 100, when,
beloved by all, and at the advanced age of about a

hundred years, he died in peace among his fellow-Chris-

tians. The three epistles, and the gospel, which bear

the name of John, were written by this apostle.
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Paul was an Israelite, of the tribe of Benjamin, and

both of his parents were Hebrews. He was a native

of Tarsus, in Cilicia, and by birth a free citizen of

imperial Rome. Before his call to the apostleship, he

was known by his Hebrew name Saul
;
but he used

Paul, his Roman name, among the Gentiles. His

parents sent him early to Jerusalem to study the Jewish

law under the direction of Gamaliel, the most jcele-

brated doctor of his nation. The improvement of the

pupil corresponded with the fame of his master, and all

his influence and talents were devoted to preserve the

Jewish traditionary corruptions, to destroy the church

of Christ, and to extirpate even the name of Christian.

But in the very midst of his murderous career, while
"
breathing out threatening^ and slaughter against the

disciples of the Lord," sovereign grace and mercy
renewed his heart, and he consecrated all his powers to

the service of Christ.

JAMES.

James was called the Less, to distinguish him from

James the brother of John, who was put to death by
Herod, Acts xii. He was the son of Alpheus Cleophas,
and he is called the Lord's brother, because he was of

the kindred of the virgin Mary. On account of the

admirable holiness of his life, he was surnamed the

Just. He is mentioned as having been the first bishop
of the Christian church at Jerusalem, where he was
venerated even by the Jews for his sanctity. How-

ever, Ananias, the high-priest, with the scribes and

Pharisees, called him, at the passover, to stand upon
the porch of the temple, to satisfy the doubting minds

of the people concerning the faith of Christ
;
but being
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enraged that his doctrine was received by many, they

threw liim down from the battlements
; and, while he

was praying for his barbarous murderers, some of them

beat him on the head with a fuller's club, and killed

him on the spot. Thus he was martyred by the lawless

Jews, while the Roman governor was absent from Je-

rusalem, A. D. 62. This apostle wrote the epistle which

bears the name of James.

PETER.

Peter, son of Jonas, and brother of Andrew the apos-

tle, was a native of Bethsaida. His original name was

Simon, but Jesus called him Cephas, or, as it is inter-

preted, Peter, both words having the like signification,

denoting a stone or rock, and intimating the great ne-

cessity of stability in faith and duty. Peter was among
the most faithful and zealous of the disciples of Christ

;

but his zeal, on some occasions, led him even to pre-

cipitancy and rashness, which occasioned his dreadful

fall and criminal denial of his Lord, and brought a foul

blot upon his memory. His repentance, however, was

equally remarkable, and his subsequent life and labors

prove him to have been one of the most eminent of the

disciples, and most useful of the apostles of Jesus Christ.

Very little is known for certain of this distinguished
minister of the gospel, beside what is mentioned in the

New Testament, until the admission of the Gentiles

into the church of Christ, Acts xv. The Roman Catho-

lics assert that he was bishop of Rome for twenty-five

years ;
but we have no evidence beyond contradictory

tradition that he ever was at Rome, much less that he

was bishop of the Christian church in that city. Tra-

dition reports that he came to Rome during the perse-
cution under Nero, and that he was apprehended and
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put to death about three miles from the city. It is

also said, that being sentenced to be crucified, and re-

membering his shameful denial of his Savior, he re-

quested that he might be allowed to suffer with his

head downwards, as unworthy to die in the same posi-

tion as his Master, which was the manner -of his punish-

ment, A. D. 66. We possess two epistles written by this

devoted apostle.

JUDE.

Jude, or Lebbeus, the apostle, surnamed Thaddeus,
was the brother df James the Less, and the writer of

the epistle which bears his name. At the commence-

ment of his ministry, he preached the gospel in Judea,

Samaria, Galilee and Idumea, and afterwards in Ara-

bia, Syria, Mesopotamia, and Persia, confirming his

doctrines with miracles. We have no certain informa-

tion as to the place where he terminated his ministry,

though it is related by some that the Magi put him to

death in Persia.

ANALYSIS OF THE BOOKS OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT.

MATTHEW. MARK. LUKE. JOHN.

Matthew wrote his gospel for the use of the Hebrew

believers, and, as is supposed by some, in their own

language, about five years after the ascension of Christ.

This book is the only part of the New Testament which

is believed to have been written in Hebrew.

Mark. The gospel according to Mark is supposed to

have been written about A. D. 61, under the direction

of the apostle Peter, for the use of the Gentiles, to

whose conversion the ministry of that apostle had been

effectual. It records most of the things contained in
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Matthew, with some few additional particulars, but in

a more concise form.

Luke. The gospel according to Luke was written

for the use of the Gentile Christians, and dedicated to

Theophilus, a nobleman converted to the faith of Christ.

John. The precise year in which John wrote his

gospel is not agreed upon among the learned. The
reasons for the writing of this gospel were, to preserve
several of the most important and edifying discourses

of Christ, not recorded by the other evangelists.

ACTS.

The book of the Acts is a kind of history of the

ministry and actions of the apostles, from which it de-

rives its name. It forms a most desirable supplement
to the four gospels, and a necessary introduction to the

several epistles.

(ROMANS.

Paul had for a long time purposed to visit the Roman

church, but being prevented, he was inspired to write

this epistle for their instruction, exhibiting to them fully

the whole gospel economy. The epistle to the Romans
is " a writing which, for sublimity and truth of senti-

ment, for brevity and strength of expression, for regu-

larity in its structure, but above all for the unspeakable

importance of the discoveries which it contains, stands

unrivalled by any mere human composition, and as far

exceeds the most celebrated productions of the learned

Greeks and Romans, as the shining of the sun exceeds

the twinkling of the stars." Macknight.

CORINTHIANS I. II.

The first epistle having been useful to promote a

reformation in that church, especially in many whose
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conduct had been scandalous, some false teachers were
offended with the apostle, and blamed him for inter-

fering in their affairs.

The second epistle was intended to comfort the peni-

tents, and to justify the character of the apostle.

GALATIANS. EPHESIANS. PHILIPPIANS. COLOSSIANS.

THESSALONIANS.

Galatians. The Galatians were a people inhabiting

a large district of Asia Minor, among whom Christiani-

ty was planted by the ministry of Paul. These churches

consisted of both Jewish and Gentile converts, many
of whom, in a short time, were drawn away from the

simplicity of Christian doctrine, and the great essentials

of the gospel, by some false teachers, who insinuated

that Paul was not properly'an apostle of Christ, but

only a missionary deputed from the church at Jerusa-

lem. To refute their errors, and to establish the Gala-

tians in other doctrines, the apostle was directed to

write this epistle.

Ephesians. Ephesus was a city of great note in

Lesser. Asia. It was celebrated on account of a mag-
nificent temple dedicated to the fabulous goddess Diana,
which was esteemed one of the wonders of the world.

The Ephesians were deplorably sunk in degrading su-

perstition and idolatry, and addicted to the grossest

impurities. Among these people, however, the ministry
of Paul was eminently blessed to the conversion of

many. The church at Ephesus was founded about

A. D. 54, and this epistle was written when the apostle

was prisoner at Rome.

Philippians. The apostle Paul wrote this epistle

while a prisoner at Rome, about A. D. 62, to instruct

and encourage the believers in their profession of the
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gospel. The epistle is written in a style the most ele-

gant, and it is filled with the loftiest sentiments, and

the most affectionate exhortations to all the members
of the Philippian church.

Colossians. This epistle was written about the same
time as those to the Ephesians and Philippians, when
the apostle was a prisoner at Rome.

Thessalonians. The first epistle to the Thessalonians

was the means of much consolation to that people ;
but

some expressions in it had been misapprehended by
several members of the church. They were in expecta-

tion of the near approach of Christ, of the end of the

world, and of the day of judgment ; by which they

were led to neglect their temporal affairs as inconsistent

with the anticipation of that awful event. To correct

this misapprehension, the tendency of which was so in-

jurious to the interests of Christianity, the apostle was

inspired to write this second epistle soon after the for-

mer.

TIMOTHY I. II. TITUS. PHILEMOX.

Timothy I. Timothy the evangelist appears to have

been a native of Lystria, a city of Lycaonia. His

father was a Greek
;
but his mother Eunice, who was

a Jewess, and his grandmother Lois, who were excel-

lent persons, took such pious care of his education,
that his mind was stored with the Scriptures even from

a child. He was brought to a knowledge of the truth

as it is in Jesus, when but a youth, by the ministry of

Paul
; who, on a second visit to the brethren at Lystria,

found Timothy in such high estimation by the church

at that place, and at Iconium, that he chose him as his

companion and assistant in
v

his missionary labors. He
accompanied Paul in his journeys, assisted him in his

apostolic office, preaching the gospel, and establishing
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the infant churches
;
and he never left him except when

sent on some special mission. To defend and preserve
the purity of evangelical doctrine, and to regulate the

discipline of the church at Ephesus, Timothy was left

by the apostle in that city.

Timothy II. The second epistle to Timothy was
written by Paul, while he was a prisoner at Rome, and

expecting the termination of his life by martyrdom,

and, as many suppose, only a few months before that

event happened.
Titus. Titus was left by the apostle in Crete, as he

says,
" to set in order the things that were wanting,

and to ordain elders in every city." The epistle to

Titus might not improperly be called the epistle to the

Cretans, as it was designed not so much to instruct

Titus, as to serve for a warrant to lay before them, to

which he might appeal as his infallible directory in the

regulation of the churches on that island.

Philemon. This epistle was written by Paul, at

Rome, about A. D. 64, for the purpose of reconciling

Philemon to his slave Onesimus
; who, having robbed

his master, and fled to this city, was there converted to

the faith of Christ by means of the apostle's ministry.

HEBREWS. JAMES. PETER I. II. - ~(

Hebrews. The Hebrews, to whom this letter was

addressed, were the Jewish believers of the gospel,

dwelling in Palestine, A. D. 63. Their circumstances

will be evident from a perusal of the epistle ; by which

we learn that they were exposed to grievous suffering

on account of their profession of Christ.

In some respects, the epistle to the Hebrews is the

most important of the New-Testament Scriptures ;
it

28
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is an invaluable appendix to the epistle to the Romans,
inculcating precisely the same momentous doctrines.

James. This epistle is called catholic or general, be-

cause it was not written to any particular church, but

to the whole Jewish nation then dispersed abroad. It

also addresses Christians in some passages, and in

others those who did not believe.

Peter I. The first epistle of Peter appears to have

been written in a time of grievous persecution, by
which Christians were scattered abroad. It is called

general, because it was addressed to all believers in

their dispersion ;
the converts both from among the

Jews and from idolaters.

Peter II. The second epistle of Peter was addressed

to the same persons as the former, and was written, as

is believed, about a year later. It was evidently written

in the anticipation of a violent death, ch. i. 14, and it is

supposed from Rome, where, it is believed, the author

suffered.

JOHN I. II. J0DE. REVELATIONS.

John I. The name of John is neither prefixed or

subscribed to this epistle, yet from the earliest times it

has always been attributed to him. The peculiar style

and spirit of the writing declare it to have been the

work of John. It begins without a salutation, and

ends without a benediction, and, therefore, some have

doubted the propriety of calling it an epistle.

John II. Though this epistle does not bear the name
of the author, it was evidently written by John the

apostle.

Jude. The epistle of Jude was written about A. D.

65. The design of it was to guard believers against
the principles and practices of the false teachers who
had arisen in the church during the apostolic age.
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Revelation. The title of this book is contained in its

first verse. It is called Revelation, from the significa-

tion of Apochalypsos, its Greek title. It. was written

by the apostle John during his banishment in the isle

of Patmos, and was imparted to him especially to ex-

hibit the prophetic history of the church of Christ down
to the end of the world.

Many parts of the Revelation are necessarily obscure

to us, because they contain predictions of events still

future.

JEWISH SECTS.

On the restoration of the Jewish church, after the

Babylonish captivity, there arose two parties among
them, who manifested a regard for religion. One of

them adhered to the Scriptures only, rejecting all hu-

man traditions. Professing 'to observe the whole law,

they assumed the name Zadikim, the righteous. From
these proceeded the Samaritans and Sadducees. The
other party, besides the inspired Scriptures, superadded
the traditions of the elders

;
and from a supposed supe-

rior degree of sanctity were called Chasidim, the pious.

From these arose the Pharisees and Essenes.

THE SAMARITANS.

The Samaritans were originally the idolatrous suc-

cessors of the ten tribes, part of whom the king of

Assyria sent to unite with the scattered few in repeopling
Samaria and the land of Israel. At first, as a punish-
ment for their idolatry, they were plagued with lions

;

but on this being reported to the king, a priest was
sent from among the captives to instruct them in the

Jaw of God. So they feared the LORD, and made
unto themselves of the lowest of them priests of the

high places, which sacrificed for them in. the houses of
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the high places, and served their own gods, after the

manner of the nations whom they carried away from

thence,-' 2 Kings xvii. 2433.
Afterwards they became partially reformed, admitted

the writings of Moses, built a temple on mount Gerizim,

and worshipped the God of Israel. From the conversa-

tion of the woman of Sychar, we learn that even the

more corrupt class had some knowledge of the Messiah,
and expected his appearance, John iv. 25.

SADDUCEES.

The Sadducees were a kind of deists. They received

their appellation from Sadoc, their founder, who lived

B. c. 280 years. At first they rejected only the tradi-

tions of the elders, as being destitute of divine authori-

ty, but afterwards they adopted many impious notions,

like those of Epicurus, a heathen philosopher, and re-

jected the whole of .the sacred writings, except the five

books of Moses. They denied the resurrection of the

dead, the existence of angels, and the immortality of

the soul. They admitted the being and providence of

Almighty God
;
but they rejected the doctrine of re-

wards and punishments in a future state. Josephus,
the Jewish historian, observes,

" Whenever they sat in

judgment upon criminals, they always were for the

severest sentence against them." He also says,
" Their

number was the fewest of all the sects of the Jews
;
but

they were only those of the best quality, and of the

greatest riches among them."

PHARISEES.

The Pharisees were the principal sect among the

Jews
;
and though they were haughty despisers of the

common people, the vulgar entertained such an opinion
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of their sanctity, that it became a common notion

among them, that if only two persons were received

into heaven, one of them must be a Pharisee. The

greater part of the doctors of the law and the scribes

were of this party. They esteemed the traditions of

the wise men as of nearly equal authority with the

word of God, and generally gave them the preference !

They were intolerably proud of their religious attain-

ments
j supposing themselves to merit divine favor by

their duties and observances. On these accounts they
were justly characterized by our Lord as grossly hypo-

critical, and at a greater distance from the kingdom of

God than even publicans and harlots.

ESSENES.

The Essenes were a rigid sect of the Jews, a branch

of the Pharisees
;
but they entered upon a more morti-

fied way of living, and were probably more free from

hypocrisy. Though our Savior often censured the

other sects, we have no account of his mentioning them :

nor are they noticed specifically by the writers of the

New Testament. This has been accounted for by their

living in solitary places, somewhat in the manner of

Romish monks, and from their seldom coming to the

temple or into public assemblies. Many suppose that

John the Baptist lived among them. They believed in

a future state of happiness, but doubted of the resur-

rection. They mostly disallowed marriage, and adopt-

ed the children of the poor to train up in their princi-

ples. Candidates for communion with them were in

probation for three years, and when fully admitted

they were required to bind themselves to worship God,
to practise justice, to conceal none of their mysteries

from any of the society, and to communicate them to

28*
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no other, even to save their lives. They despised

riches, and held their property in common
; they were

remarkably abstemious, ate at a common table, and

were extremely plain in their apparel.

OTHER SECTS.

The scribes among the Jews were not a particular

sect, but transcribers of the sacred books
;
also persons

who addicted themselves to literary pursuits. They
were interpreters of the law and instructers of the

people.

The Herodians were not so much a religious sect as

a political party. They complied with many heathen

practices to ingratiate themselves with Herod and his

patrons, the Romans.
The Galileans, or Gaulonites, appear to have been a

turbulent political party among the Jews, rather than a

religious sect. Their first leader was Judas, the Gali-

lean, Acts v. 37.

The Libertines, Acts vi. 9, were such Jews or prose-

lytes as were free citizens of Rome, having a synagogue
in Jerusalem peculiar to themselves.

HERESIES AND SECTS MENTIONED IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.

It will be evident to every reader of the New Testa-

ment, that during the apostolic age many pernicious
heresies infested the infant churches. Some of them
were introduced by judaizing teachers, who wished to

incorporate the Levitical ceremonies with the simplicity
of the gospel. Others arose from a false philosophy
which was borrowed from the heathen, and which the

apostle denounces as vain deceit, Col. ii. 8. To draw

up a detailed account of these pagan principles would
be unsatisfactory in itself and unsuitable to this work

;
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yet it seems indispensable to give some short notices

concerning the chief of them.

NICOLATIANS AND ANTICHRISTS.

The Nicolatians have been supposed to have had

Nicolas, one of the seven deacons, for their leader in

false doctrine and immorality ;
but this seems contrary

to his character, as declared by the evangelists, Acts vi,

and we have no evidence that Nicolas, the deacon, ever

departed from the faith of the gospel. These corrupt-

ers of religion were a kind of practical Antinomians
;

they allowed themselves to participate in the sacrifices

of the idolaters, and indulged in the vilest impurities,
to the scandal of their profession, and to the destruction

of their souls.

The Antichrists mentioned by the apostle, 1 John ii.

18, were certain heretical teachers, whose principles
contradicted the true doctrines of the gospel. They
were called Ebionites, from one Ebion

j Cerinthians,
from one Cerinthus

;
and Gnostics, from gnostis, a

Greek word signifying knowledge. Simon Magus,
Acts viii. 9 24, is said to have been the parent of

these heresies. It is difficult to ascertain precisely
what doctrines these heretics taught; some making a

distinction between Jesus and the Christ
;
some deny-

ing the divine nature of our Lord, and others his hu-

manity ;
some rejecting his vicarious atonement, and

all disregarding his holy precepts. To refute and de-

stroy these pernicious absurdities, the apostle John was

inspired to write his gospel and epistles, testifying the

proper Godhead, the real manhood, and the propitiary
sacrifice of our Lord and Savior. John i. 1 3, 14. 1

John i. 1, 2. ii. 1824. iii. 1, 3, 9, 10.
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STOICS AND EPICUREANS.

The Stoics, Acts xvii. 18, were pagan philosophers,

the founder of whose sect was Zeno, who nourished

about three hundred and fifty years before the Christian

era. They affected a perfect indifference both to plea-

sure and pain, professing to believe that all things are

governed by an irresistible necessity, called fate, which

was superior to the will of all their gods.

The Epicureans were another sect of philosophers,
who were the disciples of Epicurus, an Athenian, who
flourished about three hundred years before the Chris-

tian era. They taught principles the very opposite to

the Stoics
; they ascribed all things to chance, and

considered pleasure as the chief good.

FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE OF THE BIBLE.

" I have multiplied visions, and used similitudes, by
the ministry of the prophets," Hosea xii. 10. This de-

claration of the Lord God Almighty must be practically

regarded, fully to profit by studying the holy Scriptures.

To adopt this mode of instruction was a merciful con-

descension to human weakness on the part of God,

especially in the early ages of the world, when symbo-
lical language originated from the necessary scarcity

of words. Figures of speech, as all allow, were occa-

sioned by the very poverty of language. The advance-

ment of society in arts, sciences, and refinement, has

produced the addition of a multitude of words. Still,

in the highest state of improvement, all languages con-

tinue to be more or less figurative.

Probably there are no writings in existence whose

style is not, in some degree, metaphorical ; which, in-

deed, really constitutes much of its essential beauty.
The language of the Bible is highly figurative, parti-
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cularly the Old Testament
;
for which, besides its re-

mote antiquity, two particular reasons have been as-

signed. First, the eastern nations, possessing warm

imaginations, and living in climates rich and fertile,

surrounded by objects equally grand and beautiful,

naturally delighted in a figurative mode of expression,
far beyond that of the more sober taste of Europeans
in less luxuriant regions. The other is, that many of

the books of the Old Testament consist of Hebrew

poetry ;
in the style of which the author is allowed, by

universal consent, the privilege of illustrat ing his pro-

ductions by images and similitudes, drawn from every

striking subject which may be present to his imagina-
tion. Moses, David, Solomon, Isaiah, and other sa-

cred poets, abound with figures ;
on every occasion

their compositions are adorned with the richest flowers

and the most instructive metaphors, to impress the

minds and affect the hearts of their readers. But their

propriety, design, and beauty, can be appreciated fully

only by possessing a tolerable idea of the country in

which the inspired poets flourished, the peculiarities

of its inhabitants, and the idioms of its language.
The style of the New Testament also, especially the

discourses of our Savior, are remarkably metaphorical ;

by mistaking which, the most extravagant notions

have been published as divine doctrine
;
some profes-

sors of Christianity adopting a literal application of

those expressions which are figuratively intended. A
few examples will show the incorrectness of a literal

interpretation of some of the words of our Lord.

Speaking of Herod the king, Christ says,
" Go ye, and

tell that fox," Luke xiii. 32. Here,, as every reader

perceives, the word fox is transferred from its literal

signification, that of a beast of prey, proverbial for its
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profound cunning, to denote a cruel tyrant, and that

use of the term conveys, as was designed, the idea of

consummate hypocrisy.
Our Lord said to the Jews,

" I am the living bread

which came down from heaven
;

if any man eat of this

bread he shall live forever
;
and the bread that I will

give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the

world,'
1

John vi. 51. The Jews understood his words

literally ;
and said,

" How can this man give us his

flesh to eat?" ver. 52; not considering that he intended

the sacrifice of his life, which he gave as an atonement

for the sins of the world.

In the institution of the Lord's Supper, our Savior

said of the bread, "This is my body;" and of the

wine, "This is my blood," Matt. xxvi. 26 28. Upon
these words, the Roman Catholics, since the twelfth

century, have put a forced construction
;
and in opposi-

tion to other passages of the Scriptures, as well as every

principle of nature and sound reason, they have at-

tempted to establish their monstrous doctrine of Iran-

substantiation
; or, the conversion of the bread and

wine in the Lord's Supper into the real body and blood

of Christ, when the priest pronounces the words of pre-

tended consecration, though to all the senses it remains

just the same bread and wine unchanged. The evident

meaning of our Lord was, that the bread represented
his body, and the wine signified his blood. This mode
of expression may be seen used in the Old Testament,
Gen. xli. 26, 27. Exod. xii. 11. Dan. vii. 24, and by
our Savior himself in his parables, Matt. xiii. 38, 39.

John x. 7 9. Also, Christ calls himself the door,

John x. 9, a vine, John xv. 1, a shepherd John x. 11.
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FIGURES OF SPEECH.

The most common and remarkable figures of speech
in the Bible are the following :

I. A Metaphor is a figurative expression, founded on

some similitude which one object bears to another, as,

To bridle the tongue, Jas. i. 26. For the sword to de-

vour flesh, Deut. xxxii. 42. To be born again, John

iii. 3.

II. An Allegory is a continued metaphor, as the dis-

course of our Savior concerning eating his flesh, John

vi. 3565.
III. A Parable is the representation of some moral

or spiritual doctrine under an ingenious similitude, as

that of the Sower, Matt. . xiii. 2 23, the Prodigal

Son, Luke xvi. 11 32, and the Ten Virgins, Matt,

xxv. 113.
IV. A Proverb is a concise, sententious saying,

founded on a penetrating observation of men and man-
ners. Brevity and elegance are essential to a proverb,
Prov. x. 15. Luke iv. 23.

V. A Metonymy is a figure of speech in which one

word is put for another
; as,

"
They have Moses and

the prophets," Luke xvi. 29, meaning not their per-

sons, but their writings.

VI. Prosepopoeia, or Personification, attributes the

actions of persons to things ; as, in Ps. Ixxxv. 19, it is

said,
"
Mercy and truth are met together ; righteous-

ness and peace have kissed each other."

VII. Synecdoche puts a part for the whole of any
thing, or the whole for a part, as Luke ii. 1, "All the

world;" and Acts xxiv. 5, "Throughout the world;"

by which is meant the Roman empire, or parts of it.

In Acts xxvii. 37, the word "souls" is put for the

whole persons.
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VIII. Irony is a figure in which a different thing is

intended from that which is spoken. Examples of this

kind are not very frequent in the Bible
; yet there are

a few. Such is the address of Elijah to the priests of

Baal, 1 Kings xviii. 27, and the remark of Job to his

friends, Job xii. 2.

IX. Hyperbole is a representation of any thing as

being much greater or smaller than it is in reality.

For examples of this figure, see Num. xiii. 33. Deut. i.

28. ix. 1.

PLAN FOR THE ANNUAL READING
THROUGH OF THE BIBLE.

IT will be readily perceived that the reading of each

day is divided into three parts, containing generally a

chapter each of the historical, the prophetical, and the

devotional scriptures. While it is readily admitted, that

some parts of the oracles of God are far more impor-
tant for devotional and family reading than others, it

must not be forgotten that the apostle Paul has de-

clared,
" All scripture is given by inspiration of God,

and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

for instruction in righteousness : that the men of God

may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good

works," 2 Tim. iii. 16, 17.
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MEMORABLE DAYS.

JANUARY.

THIS month takes its name from Janus, a Roman
deity, to whom the first day of the year, and the first

hour of the day, were consecrated. There was a tem-

ple erected to him in Rome, which was opened when a

war began, and closed when it ceased.

The first day of January is the commencement of the

year, and is celebrated under the name of New Year's

day. The customs with which it is commemorated are

different in different countries, but in all they are of a

cheerful character, and mark the season as one of gay-

ety and mirth. The frontispiece of our book alludes to

the birth of the new year, which is supposed to be cele-

brated by moonlight, and upon the ice. The man of

snow, in the title-page, presents one of the schoolboy
amusements common to the season, in all northern

countries.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

3, 1777. Battle of Trenton, New Jersey, in which

the enemy were defeated by Washington, and one

thousand prisoners taken. <.

8, 1815. Celebrated battle of New Orleans, in which

the British were defeated, with great slaughter, by the

Americans, commanded by Andrew Jackson. The
British generals Pakenham and Gibbs were killed,

and six thousand men were killed or taken. The
American loss did not exceed twenty.

29*
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15, 1778. Charleston, South Carolina, burnt by
the British.

17, 1706. Benjamin Franklin was born.

18, 1781. Battle of the Cowpens.

22, 1814. Battle of Tallapoosa, in which the In-

dians were defeated by the Americans under general
Harrison.

24, 1712. Frederick the Great, of Prussia, was
born.

25. Conversion of St. Paul.

28, 1725. Peter the Great, of Russia, died.

29, 1820. George III. died.

30, 1649. Charles I., of England, beheaded.

FEBRUARY.

February is so called from februa, (derived from Fe-

bruo, to purify,) when a feast was held by the Romans.

The weather in this month is generally subject to great

changes.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

Feb. 5, 45 B. c. Cato, a celebrated Roman patriot

and stoic philosopher, unable to survive the indepen-
dence of his country, stabbed himself at Utica, in

Africa.

8, 1587. Mary, queen of Scots, was beheaded at

Fotheringay castle, in England, after an unjust capti-

vity of almost nineteen years. Rev. George Crabbe

died, 1833.

9, 1733. Georgia settled by general Oglethorpe.
He laid out a town whirh was failed Savannah.

1^1828. Death of De Witt Clinton, governor of
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New York. Under his auspices, the great Erie canal,

three hundred and sixty-three miles long, was com-

pleted. This work cost five or six millions of dol-

lars.

13, 1689. King "William and queen Mary were

proclaimed. This event is styled in English history,

the Glorious Revolution.

14, Valentine's Day. On this day, it is said that

the birds begin to pair ;
from this probably arises the

custom of young people choosing Valentines, or parti-

cular friends, on this day.

15, 1826. Lindley Murray died near York, in Eng-
land. He is the author of a well-known grammar.

17, 1563. Died at Eome, the illustrious Michael

Angelo, who obtained great eminence both in painting,

sculpture, and architecture.

18, 1546. Death of Martin Luther, the Great Re-

former, so called because he introduced the Reforma-

tion into Germany.
22, 1832. Centennial celebration of the birth of

Washington.

23, 1792. Sir Joshua Reynolds, a most eminent

painter, died in London. He was the founder of the

British school of painting.

25, 1723. Death of Sir Christopher Wren, the

great English architect, who has erected more magnifi-
cent buildings than any other man.

MARCH.

March takes its name from Mars, the god of war.

It is a rude and boisterous month, yet it gives the first
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announcement of spring, and is therefore less disliked

than the preceding months.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

I. St. David's Day. This day is annually comme-

morated by the Welsh in honor of St. David, who is

said, in tradition, to have obtained a great victory over

the Saxons on his birthday.

9, 1566. Assassination of the unfortunate Rizzio,

favorite of Mary, queen of Scots, in Holyrood House.

10, 1820. Death of Benjamin West, a celebrated

historical painter, in London. Mr. West was born in

Pennsylvania. In England, he became very eminent,

and was made president of the Royal Academy.

II, 1544. Birth of Tasso, the famous poet, at So-

rento, in Italy.

13, 1781. Herschel discovered a new planet, called

Georgium Sidus.

17, 1776. Gen. Washington marched into Boston,

after it had been evacuated by the British troops.

19, 720 B. c. The first eclipse of the moon of which

we have any record was observed on this day.

20, 1727. Death of Sir Isaac Newton, who was

the greatest philosopher the world ever produced.

24, 1603. Death of queen Elizabeth. She was the

last of the house of Tudor.

29, 1807. The planet Vesta discovered.

April derives its name from aprilis, meaning to

open, because the earth, in that month, begins to open
for the production of flowers and vegetables.
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REMARKABLE EVENTS.

1. This day is vulgarly called April Fool Day, from

the practice of passing jokes upon children, or silly

persons. This custom is not of great antiquity.

3, 33. Jesus Christ suffered a painful and ignomi-
nious death upon the cross, at Jerusalem.

5, 33. The resurrection of Jesus Christ. A belief

in this event constitutes one of the principal articles in

the Christian creed.

9, 1696. Death of the famous lord Bacon, a splendid

genius and profound philosopher.

14, 1759. George Frederick Handel expired. He
was born in Germany, and became one of the most

eminent masters and composers that ever existed.

16, 1788. Died in France", the count de Buffon, a

man of uncommon genius and great acquirements.
His works were mostly upon natural history.

17, 1790. Death of Benjamin Franklin, at Philadel-

phia. By industry, intelligence and economy, he be-

came one of the most useful men this country ever

produced.

19, 1775. The battle of Lexington was fought,

being the commencement of the American Revolution.

21, 323 B. c. Death of Alexander the Great at Ba-

bylon, in a fit of intoxication.

23, 1616. William Shakspeare, the great poet of

nature, and glory of the British nation, expired on the

anniversary of his natal day, at Strafford-upon-Avon.

24, 1833. John Randolph, of Roanoke, died. He
was celebrated for his satirical powers in debate, and

by means of these obtained great influence.
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25, 1595. Expired at Rome, the illustrious poet,

Torquato Tasso.

30, 1789. George Washington was first made presi-

dent of the United States before thousands of specta-
tors. 30, 1832, Sir James Macintosh died.

MAY.

"Rosy-footed May," some say, received its name
from Romulus. In this month the plants generally

begin to flower, and the orchards display their highest

beauty, in the delicate bloom of the apple-blossom.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

I. May-day has been immemorially observed in

England as a rural festival, and high poles, called

May-poles, are profusely decorated with garlands.

Gathering flowers on a May morning is called "
May-

ing."

3, 1495. Christopher Columbus discovered the isl-

and of Jamaica.

8, 1814. On this day Bonaparte landed at Elba, as

an exile.

II, 1778.' Death of William Pitt, earl of Chatham,
a most illustrious English statesman. He was a vir-

tuous man, true patriot, and accomplished orator.

13, 1607. The first permanent settlement of tne

English was made at Jamestown, Virginia.

15, 1832. Died at Paris, baron Cuvier, a celebrated

naturalist. He was considered one of the first zoolo-

gists in Europe, and was also a distinguished professor
of anatomy. He was a native of Germany. Edmund
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Kean, the most distinguished actor of his age, died at

Richmond, England, May 15, 1833.

17, 1727. Death of Catharine I. empress of Rus-

sia. She acquired a wonderful ascendency over the

mind of Peter
;
she was his companion in all his jour-

neys, and even in all his military expeditions.

19, 1780. A remarkable darkness was spread over

the Northern States of America. Lamps were neces-

sary at noonday.

20, 1506. Death of Christopher Columbus.

25, 1805. Expired at Carlisle, Dr. William Paley.
He was a learned divine, and an elegant writer on

ethics.

27, 1560. John Calvin, the celebrated reformer,

died at Geneva. He was a man of elevated piety and

great learning and talents.

29, 1453. Constantinople was taken by Mohammed

II., emperor of the Turks. The capture of that city is

one of the greatest events in the history of modern

Europe.

30, 1431. On this day, Joan of Arc was burnt

alive by the English, as a sorceress; a punishment

equally barbarous and dishonorable. On the same

day, 1744, expired Alexander Pope, the first in rank

among the English poets, and in 1788, the celebrated

Voltaire.

JUNE.

June is said by some to derive its name from Juno.

It is a pleasing month, when, according to the poet,
" Heaven descends in universal beauty."
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REMARKABLE EVENTS.

I, 1794. Lord Howe obtained a most splendid vic-

tory over the French fleet. This was the first blow

given to the French power. June 1, 1833, Oliver

Wolcott, governor of Connecticut, died.

4, 1738. Birth of his majesty George III.

6, 1799. Death of Patrick Henry, an eminent Vir-

ginian orator. He filled many important offices.

7, 1329, Robert Bruce, the "Avenger of his coun-

try's wrongs," died at Cardross;

9, 1832. The Asiatic cholera made its appearance

among the emigrants at Quebec and Montreal.

II, 1184 B. c. Troy taken by the Greeks, after a

siege often years.

14, 1800. The celebrated battle of Marengo was

fought between the French and Austrians.

15. On this day commences the annual overflowing
of the Nile, in Africa. During this inundation, the

towns look like islands, and the people go from one to

another in boats.

17, 1691. Death of the heroic John Sobieski, king
of Poland, the most renowned warrior of his time. On
the same day, in 1775, was fought the memorable bat-

tle of Breed's Hill. In this engagement died major-

general Joseph "Warren.

18, 1815. The battle of Waterloo. This conflict

will be ever memorable in English history, as affording

a noble proof of British valor, and of the talents of the

duke of Wellington. This battle terminated the power
of Bonaparte.

19, 1215. Magna Charta, the great charter of the

liberties of England, was extorted from king John.
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20, 1743. Anne Letitia Barbauld was born at Lei-

cestershire. Her various publications, both in poetry
and prose, have received universal approbation.

24, 1494. Newfoundland discovered by Cabot.

25, 1314. Was fought the famous battle of Ban-

nockburn, between the English and Scotch. The lat-

ter were led by the renowned Robert Bruce. The

English were defeated with great slaughter.

26, 1830. Death of George IV.

JULY.

The word July is derived from the Latin word Ju-

lius, the family name of Caesar, the dictator, who was
born in it. This is usually the hottest month in the

year, when " the luxury of cooling shades is peculiarly

grateful."

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

1, 1690. The battle of the Boyne was fought be-

tween James II. and William HI., and gave a mortal

blow to the interests of James.

4, 1776. This is the most memorable day in the his-

tory of the United States, for on this day they were
declared free and independent colonies. On the same

day, 1826, Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Adams, who had

both been presidents, died, and in 1830, on the same

day, died Mr. Monroe, the fifth president.

5, 1100. Jerusalem was taken by the crusaders,
and the inhabitants inhumanly slaughtered.

7, 1816. Death of Richard Sheridan, one of the

most accomplished of men
;
he was at once a poet, a

prose writer, a dramatist, an orator, and a legislator.

8, 1709. On this day was fought the memorable
30
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battle of Pultowa, in which Charles XII. of Sweden
was defeated by Peter the Great.

13, 1793. The detestable monster, Marat, was as-

saulted at Paris by Charlotte Corday, for which crime

she was executed.

14, 1789. The Bastile, a most horrid prison in Paris,

was destroyed in a few hours by the undaunted citi-

zens. This act is considered as the commencement of

the French Revolution.

15, 1815. Napoleon, emperor of France, taken to St.

Helena. Death of Madame de Stael, the same day,
1817. She was a woman of extraordinary powers of

mind. Her writings evince a deep acquaintance with

human life.

16, 622. The Hegira, or flight of Mahomet from

Mecca, took place on this day.

18, 1374. Died at Arqua, in Italy, Francis Petrarch,

a very learned writer on poetry, history, and moral

philosophy. He is particularly celebrated for his son-

nets, most of which were addressed to a beautiful wo-

man of the name of Laura, who resided at Vaucluse.

19, 1588. Defeat of the Spanish Armada.

20, 1620. A general massacre of the Protestants

commenced in the Valteline, a fertile valley of Switzer-

land, and lasted three days.

21, 1796. - Death of Robert Burns, who is frequently
called the "

Ayrshire Ploughman." He evinced a most

extraordinary genius for poetical compositions, and his

true and touching pictures of rural life and love will

ever be felt and admired.

22, 1704. Gibraltar taken by Sir George Rooke, since

which time it has remained in the possession of the

English.
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24, 1833. Lisbon taken by Don Pedro.

28, 1790. The navigation of the Forth a,nd Clyde
canal opened. This forms a communication between

the eastern and western seas, on the coast of Scotland.

On the 28th of July, 1833, William Wilberforce died.

He made great and successful exertions in the cause of

the abolition of slaves.

29,1771. Death of Thomas Gray, an admired Eng-
lish poet. He was a man of fine taste and extensive

erudition.

AUGUST.

August was dedicated to the honor of Augustus
Caesar. In this month, the heart of the fanner rejoices

at seeing the fruits and products of the earth ripened
and gathered for future use.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

1, 1498. Columbus discovered the continent of

America.

2, 1704. The battle of Blenheim gained by the

English over the French and Bavarians, under the

command of the duke of Marlborough.

4, 1598. Death of Cecil, lord Burleigh. He was,
for nearly forty years, minister to queen Elizabeth,
and at his death was equally regretted by his sove-

reign and the people.

6, 1651. Birth of Fenelon, the celebrated archbishop
of Cambray. Few names are more revered than that

of this good man. His writings contain a great portion
of political and moral wisdom.

13, 1521. Capture of Mexico by Cortez, who put the

unfortunate monarch Guatimozin to a cruel death.
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14, 1457. The first book was printed on this day by
Faust, which act occasioned him great misfortunes.

As the process of printing was kept secret by him, he
was thrown into prison on suspicion that he dealt with

the devil. This gave rise to the ludicrous story of the

devil and Dr. Faustus.

15, 1769. Birth of Napoleon Bonaparte at Ajaccio,
in Corsica.

16, 1777. The battle of Bennington, in which the

Americans defeated a body of six hundred men, under

general Baum, and killed and took prisoners nearly
the whole detachment.

18, 1803. Death of James Beattie, an ingenious poet
and miscellaneous writer. His versification is elegant.

21, 1762. Expired lady Mary Wortley Montague, a

woman of considerable talents. Her letters from Con-

stantinople to Pope and others, are very curious and

interesting.

22, 1485. Battle of Bosworth-field, in which the

usurper Richard lost his crown and life in fighting

against Henry, earl of Richmond.

23, 79. The first eruption of mount Vesuvius on

record. It overturned several cities, and cost Pliny,
the naturalist, his life.

25, 1346. Edward III. obtained a splendid victory
over the French, commanded by Philip de Valois.

This was called the battle of Cressy.

26, 55 B. c. Julius Caesar, the celebrated Roman
commander, landed in Britain.

27, 1748. Death of James Thomson, the charming
" Poet of -the Seasons." He was conspicuous for his

writings, and for the qualities of his mind and heart,
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having never been known to give pain to a human

being.

28, 1794. The tyrant Robespierre suffered death at

Paris. Great numbers perished during his sanguinary
administration.

30, 78. Jerusalem destroyed by Titus.

SEPTEMBER.

September takes its name from septimus, seventh,

being the seventh month from March, once regarded as

the first month in the year. This is a very pleasant

month, the softness and serenity of autumn prevailing

through great part of it.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

1, 1651. Robinson Crusoe, according to De Foe's

story, began his disastrous voyage on this day. In

this charming book we are shown what the unassisted

energy of a human being can perform.

2, 31 B. c. Battle of Actium, in which Octavius de-

feated the united fleets of Anthony and Cleopatra.

3, 1191. Richard I. defeated Saladin in .the Holy
Land.

6, 1620. The Plymouth pilgrims, one hundred and

one in number, sailed from Portsmouth, in England,
for America.

8, 1831. Warsaw taken by the Russians after two

days' hard fighting. The news of its fall produced a

great sensation in Paris, and business was to a consi-

derable degree suspended.

9, 1513. The celebrated battle of Flodden Field,'be-

tween the Scotch and English, in which the former

were defeated, and their king, James IV. was slain.

30*
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13, 1759. The heroic Wolfe lost his life at Quebec,

while fighting for his country.

14, 1812. Moscow burnt by the Russians themselves,

in order to prevent Napoleon and his army from win-

tering there.

15, 1830. The opening of the Liverpool and Man-

chester rail-road, on which occasion Mr. Huskisson

lost his life.

16, 1795. The Cape of Good Hope taken from the

English by the Dutch.

18, 1709. Dr. Samuel Johnson, the " Great Moral-

ist," was born at Litchfield, England. He was the

greatest literary character of his age.

21, 1832. Died at Abbotsford, Scotland, Sir Walter

Scott. As a novelist, he has acquired great celebrity,

and his private character was highly estimable.

24, 1680. Death of Samuel Butler, the celebrated

author of Hudibras, which is unrivalled as a burlesque
and satire.

26, 1828. Death of John G. C. Brainard, an Ameri-

can poet of great promise. His writings are many of

them sweet, and full of poetic feeling.

29, 1560. Death of Gustavus Vasa, king of Sweden,
the deliverer of his country from the Danish yoke.
He was very much beloved and lamented.

30, 1830. The independence of the South American

republics acknowledged by France.

OCTOBER.

October derives its name from octo$ eight, being the

eighth month in the year. This month is peculiarly

interesting. The varied foliage of the groves affords
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an interesting study for the painter, and adds great

beauty to the landscape.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

2, 1780. Major John Andre, adjutant-general of the

British army, was executed as a spy at New York.

Every exertion was made to mitigate the sentence
;
but

in vain. He was a very amiable and accomplished
man.

6, 1783. Peace proclaimed between England and

America.

7, 1748. The famous peace of Aix la Chapelle con-

cluded .

10, 1794. the heroic Kosciusko, the Polish general,

was defeated, covered with wounds, and taken prisoner

by the Russians. He was for a time the avenger of

his country, and performed a series of most brilliant

actions.

12, 1492. Columbus discovered Guanahaui, or St.

Salvador, the first land he discovered in the New
World.

13, 1815. On this day, Napoleon Bonaparte arrived

at St. Helena,
" an exile prisoner." On the same day,

Murat, whom he had raised to the throne of Naples,
was shot, in Italy.

14, 1066. On this day was fought the memorable

battle of Hastings, which transferred the crown of

England from Harold to William, duke of Normandy.
15, 70 B. c. Virgil,, the greatest of the Latin poets,

was born in a village near Mantua
;
hence he was

called the "Mantuan Swain," and the bard of Mantua.

16, 1586. Death of Sir Philip Sydney. This amia-

ble young man, the delight of Elizabeth's court and
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army, was wounded at the battle of Zutphen. He was
a literary man, and his writings were held in much
esteem. He was much lamented by both sovereign
and people. On the same day, 1817, died the cele-

brated Polish general Kosciusko.

17, 1777. General Burgoyne surrendered his army
to general Gates. This greatly revived the hopes of

the Americans.

19, 1781. Surrender of Cornwallis and his army to

the Americans, under general Washington, at York-

town, Virginia. As this was considered as giving the

finishing stroke to the war, the news was everywhere
received with inexpressible joy.

20, 1687. Lima, the capital of Peru, in South

America, was destroyed by a most dreadful earth-

quake.

21, 1805. Battle of Trafalgar, between the English
and combined fleets of France and Spain. In this

dreadful engagement the gallant Nelson lost his life.

His name was a tower of strength to England, and a

terror to her foes.

25, 1400. Death of Geoffrey Chaucer, one of the

earliest English poets. His works are numerous, and

very highly esteemed. On the same day, 1415, Henry
V. gained a signal victory over the French, at Agin-
court.

28, 900. Death of Alfred the Great, king of Eng-
land, the most illustrious monarch that ever sat upon
the English throne.

29, 1618. On this day, Sir Walter Raleigh was be-

headed at Westminster. He was a man of extensive

knowledge, undaunted resolution, strict honor, and the

author of numerous works.
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NOVEMBER.
November takes its name from novem, nine, being

the ninth month in the year. This month, being dis-

tinguished by its decaying appearance and the fall of

the leaf, has acquired the name of the gloomy month
of November.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

1, 1755. The dreadful earthquake at Lisbon took

place on this day, and no less than seventy thousand

persons were destroyed.

3, 1580. Captain Francis Drake returned from his

voyage round the world, having been twelve days less

than three years in performing it.

5, 1605. On this day, the gunpowder plot was dis-

covered. It was an attempt'to blow up James I. and
the houses of parliament.

6, 1817. On this day died the princess Charlotte, of

England. She was greatly beloved and lamented.

7, 1665. The first Gazette in England was publish-

ed on this day at Oxford.

10, 1832. Death of Gaspard Spurzheim, M. D. a

celebrated physiologist. He was very popular and se-

cured universal respect.

13, 1553. Lady Jane Grey and her husband, lord

Guilford Dudley, suffered death on a charge of high
treason. On the same day, 1690, died George Fox,
the founder of Quakerism.

14, 1832. Death of Charles Carroll, the last surviv-

ing signer of the declaration of independence.

17, 1796. Expired at Petersburgh, Catharine II.

empress of Russia. She was considered the most blood-

thirsty and cruel tyrant in female form that ever lived.

20, 1497. The cape of Good Hope was doubled by
Vasco de Gama.
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24, 1572. Death of John Knox, the famous Scotch

reformer.

25, 1748. On this day died Dr. Isaac Watts, a learn-

ed and eminent dissenting minister. He had great

reputation as a writer, both in prose and verse. The

partition of Poland took place the same day, 1795.

28, 1530. Death o,. cardinal Wolsey, prime minister

to Henry VIII. With all his faults, he was a great

and learned man.

30, 1667. Dr. Jonathan Swift was born on this day.

His works are of a miscellaneous kind. In verse, he

wrote a great deal of familiar poetry.

DECEMBER.
December takes its name from decem, ten. It is one

of the most unpleasant months in the whole year.

The gloom out of doors is, however, compensated by
the enjoyments of the warm fireside.

REMARKABLE EVENTS.

2, 1554. Death of Fernando Cortez, a Spanish gene-

ral, famous for the conquest of Mexico, but infamous

for the cruelties he committed.

4, 1642. Death of cardinal Richelieu, prime minis-

ter of Louis XIII. He was a man of great capacity
and boundless ambition.

7, 1683. Algernon Sydney, a celebrated lover of his

country, and an eminent political writer, was beheaded

on Tower Hill.

8, 65 B. c. Birth of Horace, a celebrated Roman

poet. His writings consist chiefly of satirical odes and

epistles.

9, 1608. On this day, the illustrious poet, John

Milton, was born.
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11, 1282. Llewellyn, the last of the Welsh princes,

was slain in battle. He was a brave and intrepid

prince.

17, 1831. The liberator Bolivar died on this day at

San Pedro. By a series of splendid actions, he deliver-

ed his country from the Spanish yoke. The powers
of his mind were of the highest order, and his character

of an ardent and lofty cast.

22, 1620. On this day the settlements in New Eng-
land were commenced by the pilgrims. They landed

at Plymouth, Massachusetts. This day has long been

commemorated at Plymouth.

24, 1525. Death of Vasco de Gama, a Portuguese

admiral, celebrated for the discovery of a way to the

East Indies by the cape of Good Hope.
25. The birth-day of CRrist

;
it is celebrated under

the name of Christmas.
















